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Streets will meet at
laying
the junction of Newbury and India streets, on SATURDAY, tlic 14th day of June inst., at 4 o’clock
on

P. M., to hear all
interested, and then determine and
whether public convenience
and necessities of the city require that the northerly line of Newbury street, from India to Hancock
street be changed, and if they shall so adjudge will
then and there lay out the same and fix the damages as required by law-.
GEORGE WALKER,
ALBERT II. WAITE,
Committee

Did you

parties
adjudge
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J. W. ROBINSON,
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MEN

entire suit, coat, pants and vest

Sold for $3.00.
We will sell you one at that

price, made of fancy Striped Cottonade.

on
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New

COYLE,

NATHANIEL HASKELL,
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anything like what

We will give you
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a neat Striped Cassimere Suit, Dark and genteel
to any $10.00 suit to be obtained outside of our store.

looking, equal

City of Portland.
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hereby given that the Committee on
Streets, Sidewalks and Bridges will meet at
the junction of Melbourne and North Streets, on
SATURDAY, the 14th day of June inst., at 2
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COMES
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ties interested, and fix the
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A
City
gress, Portland, Grant and St John street.
Mechanics and laboring men desiring lots of moderate cost, for building purposes, can obtain any and
all necessary information by inquiring of the Committee.

EGEORGE WALKER, Chairman, 1
ALBERT H. WAITE,
WM. T. SMALL.
I
1 Committee.
ASHBEL CHAPLIN,
GEO. H. COYLE,
M. S. GIBSON,

BLACK DIAGONAL FROCK COATS AND VESTS
BELMONT AND PRINCE ALBERT.
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exclusive of the Accumulated Sinking Fund, said
road being 52 V2 miles long, extending from Port-

land, Maine, to Rochester,

N. H.
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all bills not believed to be for the interest and advantage of the Cty.
Information in regard to the condition of the interest of the City in said stocks, bonds and mortgages may bo obtained of the Mayor, Chairman of
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or

WILLIAM T. SMALL,
JAMES CUNNINGHAM,
WILLIAM M. MARKS,
GEORGE H. ABBOTT,
JAMES E. FICKETT.
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Great
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY.
W. H. OHLEB, Sew ing Machine Repairer, 4 Marie’* Terrace, iu the Rear of
my24dly
Congre** Street.

PRICES I

Location of Mines:

GKO. C. C OWMAN. Office No. 184 Middle
Street, Portlund.

Stock

Capital

$10,000,000.

JOHN C.
Street.

Beal Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 03 Kxchnnge

—

SATISFACTION.

PATRONIZE ROUE PRODUCTIONS.

u.w.Fullam,

the

Par

jneo

of

Value

$100

Hon. W.W.BISHOP, President. Gen. P. E.

CONNOR,Vice-Pres’t
Secretary and Treasurer.

Bread Pan,

STREET,
dlw

DR.ItUKKEE’S

LIVER

PAD!

Through the Pores of

It Acts

the Skin.
—CUKES—

Each.

OFFICERS:

E. J. BUTLER,

Popular Atlantic
NO. 41 EXCHANGE
And the

dtf

EUREKA, Nevada.
of

Furnishing Goods, Refrigerators, Clothes Wringers,

—AND—

Horse Shoeing
70 Pearl Street.

AND

—

KIDNEY

Mining Company.

Shares

By S. YOUNG & CO., Practical Hor*e

Shoer*,

NEARLY TnREE
HUNDRED
OF
THESE RANGES ARE NOW IN
USE IN THIS CITY,

Kidney Disease,
Catarrh,
Fever and Ague,
Liver Complaints,
Bilious Complaint,
Rheumatism,
Female Weakness,
Dyspepsia,
Ami any Diseases arising from a
Disorder of the Stomach
or

and Gen. Manager.

Blood.

Its action is almost immediat,. and its results are
certain. No one can fail to receive a benefit by its

Book Binders.
WM. A. <t KINKY’, Room 11, Printers’
Exchange No. Ill Exchange Street.
SMALL & SHACK FORD, No. 35 Plum
Street.

ANNUAL MEETINGS.
Bailie medical Association.
Annual Meeting of the Maine Medical Association will be held in the City Building, Portland, on June 10, 11, and 12, 1870, commencing at
10.30.
CHAS. O. HUNT, Secretary.
my23dtd*

THE

The Mines of the Company, of which there are four, are situated ou Prospect Mountain, Eureka County,
State of Nevada, near the now noted EUREKA CONSOLIDATED and RICHMOND MINES. The tunnel
will cut no less than five ledges known to exist along its line, now producing some of the richest ore being extracted in the State. The four mines purchased by the Company are known to contain rich ore, which the
tunnel will cut at a great depth, and the Property of the Company be made as valuable as any in the district.
The tunnel is now in six hundred feet, and is being run day and night, and will soon strike the first of the
series of ledges spoken of above.
The Trustees have set aside a limited number of shares as a working capital, which will be disposed of for
a short time at the low price of $1.15 per share, and the names of the Officers should be a guarantee to the
stockholders that the money will be judiciously expended. The stock of the Company is made forever unassessable, and is so designated upon its face.
A. O. CROSBY. No. 70 High Street, KoMoii, Mass., will act as Agent for the sale of this
stock,
and also that of the Charter Tunnel and Mining Company, in the New England States.
Parties wishing to purchase may address him, or the undersigned, at the principal place of business of the
Company, Eureka, Nevada.
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V
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For Temperance Gatherings.

HULL'S TEMPERANCE GLEE BOOK !
Received with the greatest favor.
Great variety

of

songs,

Temperance and Social.

Fresh

By Rev. S. Alman and S. 11. Speck.

fresher, newer, brighter
ever appeared.
(35 cts.)

or

3 Free St.

PRICES FOR FAMILIES AND OFFICES.
10 lbs. daily per month.
“
“
“
15 “
44
44
44
20 44

Nothing

for the Sorcerer.
good music.

authors, and quite

Same

(In press—Fatixitza,

the

new

as

(§1.00.)

Dirigo
SALE.—Twenty-five
Stock at ten dollars per share (par valFORQuarry
share). Address
STOCK,

ue

$25 per

Send §2.00

for the

CINDERELLA !!
For Fe male voices

Musical Record

one

year.

OLIVER DITSON k CO., Boston.
eod&wly

no24:

Second Hand Carryall For Sale
Manufactured by J. M. Kimball, in per/
feet order, newly painted and varnished. EnJ.W.MUNGEK,
quire of
Office 100 Fore »t.
myH7d3w

CiHEAP.

PRICES.

SATISFACTORY
ATpromptly
attended to, by calling
K. GIBSON, 58

All

orders

on or

address-

Congress St.

Cleaning Pleasure!
WASHING PAY-MADE EASY.

For Sale !

A

painted, seating 20,
bargain by applying at

can

be

purchased

at

new

40 cents per (Gallon.

street.

.Mortgages

or

tiooil Notes.

Houses and Stores For Sale and To Let Annlv tf
W. H. WALDRON, Real Estate
Brokw, 180 Micldle
Street, Lp Stairs.
sop24-eodtl

MAAURE

SLOOP
oak
last

.JEWELL,

ft, 8 in. beam
fast sailer, nen
well found in gear, with punt for ten
at 34 Adams st. old number. je4dlw*

on

Portland.

installments of

35 Cents per day.
dtf
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BENSON’S CAPCINE
PORQUS PLASTER.

A

WONDERFUL

REMEDY.

There is no comparison between it and the
common slow acting porous plaster. It is in every way superior to all other external remedies including liniments and the so-called electrical appliances. It contains new medicinal
elements which in combination with rubber,
possess the most extraordinary pain relieving,
strengthening and^curative properties. Any
Physician in your own locality will confirm the
above statement. For JLauae Back, Rheumatism, Female Weakness, Stubborn and Neglected Colds and Coughs, Diseased Kidneys.
Whooping Cough, Affections of the Heart, ana
all ills for which porous plasters are used, it is

simply the be9t known remedy. Ask for Benson’s Capcine Porous Plaster and take no other.
Sold l>y all Druggists. Price 25 cents. Sent
on receipt of
price, by Seabury & Johnson, 21
Platt Street, New York.
jne4W,S&wlm

Proprietors

for the State of Maine. Canvassers
wanted in every town in Blaine. mhlldSm

THE LARGEST AND BEST STOCK OF

GAS FIXTURES!
in the State

can

be

Designs

and all work warranted to

faction.

give

sat-

128 Exchange Street.

my 17eodlm

NOTICE.
Payers of Gorham.—All taxes remaining unpaid in the town of Gorham for the year
1878, on the 25th day of July next will be advertised according to law.
REUBEN LOWELL,
Collector of Gorham for the year 1878.
June
Gorham,
2,1879.
je4d&wlw*

TO

tl;0 Tax

WIDBER &

BACON,

taken the premises lately occupied by

Lruntt & Widber, where we
shall continue the Lumber business in all its
branches; will keep on hand a large and varied assortment of

and all kinds of

and Finishing Lumber
and Fancy Woods.
F. H. WlDBEB,
H. E. Bacos.
Portland, April 28,1879.

We are also agents for the celebrated BROWJfV1LLE SLATE QUARRIES, and are prepared to
furnish either their slate or those of the MON'SON’
QUARRIES, at any time in quantities as desired.
dtf

LIME AND CEMENT
Land and Calcined Plaster for sale by
A. D. Will DOHA A CO.,
I* Union Wharf
apldbm

briefly

situa-

this:

such is out of the

__

The New York papers are trying to persuade the Duke of Argyle to make a speech
before he goes home.
The New Era is busily fighting “SyndieaLet us hope it will kill the word.

tery.”

“The Dash With the Colours.”
“At the last moment in the battle of Isandlwhana,” says the Morning Post, “the officers in
command charged two
young subalterns,
(Lieuts. Coghill and Melville) to save the colours. Horses were given to them, and they cut
their way through the ranks of the Zulus, bearing the sacred symbols. They were probably
wounded in this noble feat of arms, to which
an eye witness has borne
testimony. They
succeeded, however, iu making their way to
Boko’s l>rirt, which they must have touml
surrounded by 4000 Zulus. It is possible they
were again attacked, and again cleared themselves of their foes. They ultimately reached
the Buffalo River, and, swimming their
horses across it, gained British territory. We
may presume that the wounds of Coghill
necessitated dismounting. The other, tending
him with all the care of a comrade, must havo
witnessed his death. He, himself, too, spent
with loss of blood, could not remount, and,
with the colours wrapped round him, sank
down to die, happy in the soldierly conviction
that honour was saved.”
Isandlwhana.

fight

The cannons* sullen
The

Rose clear
‘Save

the colors lads!—and—then—

ignorance and lying of the Maine greenbackers’ platform are a disgrace to New England
and a pretty direct imputation on the schools,
churches, politics and social morality of the
State of Maine. Such a party ought to stand
no chance in a
community where the people
read or have mastered

the

principles of honor and honest}7.

commonest

The good

fame of the State of Maine is staked on
burying this movement of fraud and hypocrisy out of sight in the coming election.”
The New Era delares that the Democrats
tried to capture the Greenback Convention
and secure a
platform and can-

compromise

stated what terms were
offered, but doubtless the terms were liberal.
There are not a few hard-money Democrats
It is not

who

thoroughly disgusted
with this dickering, and will show it in Separe

man

who

preached
much
as ever

They had no hatred of each other, but the
Aerce indignation of each at the pernicious
doctrines taught by the other, led them into
savage denunciation. They could, during a
truce, meet between the lines and swap tobacco and drink from a common canteen
but the moment the bugles sounded, each
rushed back into the ranks, seized his
weapons, and sought to conquer the other.
It was not the man either hated, it was the

■»

pain,

veils of smoke and mist,
Which subdued their joyous glist,
And dimmed them as with grief.”

“Thither, after time but brief
Came we—’twas in calmful weather—
Found them lying dead together;

Sleeping sweetly, calmly, whitely,
With our colors gleaming brightly,
Wrapped about them.—That was glory!
Aye! and long shall ring the story
Of these English youths, who bore
Their colors through a score
Of thousand savage men;
And, having saved them, then
Wrapped them round their bodies, proud
Thus to wear them for a 6hroud.”
Lauxcelot.

Yorick’s Drawer.

M

11V
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Garrison describe him as being in personal
intercourse singularly gentle and amiable.
Even those who most severely condemned
his methods and hated his principles readily give him the praise that Byron gives to
Haidee’s father: “He was the mildest manner’d man that ever scuttled ship or cut a
throat.”
And those men—they are all

panegyrists now—seem to think,—at least
they say, that this mildness of manner is
strange and peculiar in so formidable and
bitter a controversialist as Garrison.
Yorick will be pardoned for suggesting what has
doubtless occurred to many, that quiet ways
are common to fierce
controversialists, to
leaders, enthusiasts who
revolutionary
hesitate at no means that lead to the end
they have at heart. History is full of proofs
of this. The most conspicous recent example is perhaps afforded by Robespierre,
who shuddered at the sufferings of dumb
animals, and who was, his intimates aver,
one
men

nnijjiu

beating

uu

time with

his

epigram, but they have no
forge the rhetorical sentences the
historians put into their mouths. Everyone
knows how hotly Victor Hugo denies La
Garde meurt, ne se rend pas. Many older
sentiments, put into the mouths of men who
have done notable things, are perhaps quite
as apocryphal.
—This Maine Captain went into the flag
business extensively. He seemed to like
flags—had an eye for color, perhaps. At
Fredericksburg his regiment, one that had
had no chance to distinguish itself, was sent
across the river, on the left of the line. The
commanders knew nothing of its fighting
qualities, were a little distrustful of it, and
so sent the Thirteenth Massachusetts,
a
regiment of excellent repute, to support it.
The Massachusetts regiment was just behind
it, so that if the Maine boys fell back they
would fall on bayonets, and be pricked into
courage again. The fire was hot that December day, and as it happened the Thirteenth Massachusetts was driven back, and
left its colors hanging on the low branches
of atree in the wood through which itpassed.
The Maine regiment held its ground some
time longer, indeed until the word was given
for retreat. As it passed through the woods
"Black-eyed Billy”—that was the affectionate name his men gave the Captain—dropped
behind and took down the flag, handing it
to its owners that night, and saying: "Here's
something of yours you fellers forgot to take
with you." The flag is now in the State
capital at Boston. After that day the Sixteenth Maine was thought to require no
watching.
Black-eyed Billy did, though. When he
went into the service he was a mere,lad—

time

Thorough

UtVU

iwwuuu

attack

__

strike out an

Melville got him down to render
Needed help and solace tender;
While the night fell chill and dreary
On the world, and “miserere”,
Moaned the frogs in shadowy places;
And, upon the ashen faces
Of the youths, so brave and fair,
The stars did sadly stare

tUV/

w*v

TT..1I.

sung of Roland.
he pardoned for doubting, in
dressing up of very recent history, if many of the speeches attributed to
the heroes of past times were ever uttered
by them. Men may in the heat of conflict

weak, that, ashen lipt
Coghill from his saddle slipt,
And fell upon the plain.”

^VU

>■

who led the
sword as he
One may
view of this

so

with

of the histories of the

T*_III_1.1_XT_1_*_i

“Down to the river they sped,
And over the banks went flying
Into the water, dyeing
The waves with their blood:—Ah! never
Made mortals a grander endeavor.
For the coiling waters round them,
Like cobras hampered and bound them.
Yet they reached the hither side,
In their saddles swaying wide;—

Then, dazed and faint

some

It was at

the scene, and
the chroniclers who
have
copied the description represent
the rescuer
thus:
“He advanced far
beyond the front through a storm of
flrv, took tke colors gently from the hands
of the dying man, and, defiantly bearing the
flag aloft, made his way, steadily as though
on parade, back to the Union lines, and,
saluting the Colonel of the Ninety-Fourth,
handed him the trophy saying, ‘I hope you
will yet carry this into Richmond.’ ” Yorick
read this account to the hero of that memorable episode, who “laughed consumedly,”
and then went on to correct the account.
He saw the color-bearer fall, he said, and
the regiment driven back. He “hated to see
the cussed rebels get the flag,” and as he
was “sort of handy to it,” he rushed across
the clearing, pulled it from the hand of the
dead man and ran back. Instead of bearing
it proudly aloft, he trailed it after him, and
skulked along, with head down to avoid the
bullets. He handed it over to the New
Yorkers, with the remark, “Here's your old
rag,” and they said, “VVe owe you one.”
That’s all there was about it. To Yorick’s
mind the action was all the nobler because
the actor didn’t know he was doing a heroic
thing and looked upon the affair as a lark.

“But stay! What is that they hear?
surely the din of battle
Blown up from the Drift,—the rattle
And rumble, like far away thunder.
But brief was the time to wonder.
For, sudden, the valley was teeming
With Zulus shouting and screaming.
And, again, their sabres bright
Left and right did swing and smite,
As down to the river wide
They galloped side by side,
With faces like the dead.”

of the

gentlest and most retiring of
when in his own circle of friends.

Yorick has in mind two Maine editors—
one now dead—who
habitually wrote bitter
sentences about each other, who
fiercely
condemned the things that seemed to them
evil, who never made allowances for influences or environment, but judged all
men by their strict
though widely varying
standards, and harshly and imperiously
impugned the motives of those who differed with them. Yet those men—Yorick
knew them both—were, personally, gentle

keep—a promi-

to

good

on

the

Exchange Street to borrow a Bible for
The bookseller
use of the chaplain.

grew red in the face at the request, and reto giant it, flew into a passion.

fusing

them

as

Spottsylvania. The New
York regiment had fallen back, shattered
and more than decimated by the rebel fire,
and leaving colors and color-bearer—dead—
behind them. The Maine Captain rushed
forward, snatched the flag and bore it to the
regiment. It was a brave, in truth reckless
deed. The correspondents who described

’Tis

is too

nent Greenbacker sent down to a book-store

steadily as on parade.” The
Day have kept up the
illusion. A Captain in one of the Maine
regiments, the Sixteenth, who saved the
flag of the Ninety-Fourth New York, was
questioned by Yorick Decoration Day concerning his exploit, an account of which is
war.

the valley long and large,
Where reposed the riant river,
Like an arrow in its quiver;
Over dreary cactus levels,
Where cicadas hold their revels;
And the pasterns torn and bleeding
Falter,—on, and onward speeding
Adown to the Drift where lay
The English camp, that day,
Where assuaged may be the pain
Of their wounds, and they may gain
Sorely needed rest and cheer.”

—At the Greenback Convention the other

day—the story

“I won’t trust these Greenbackers,” he
shouted, “they will steal a Bible or anything else they can get their hands on to.
I’ve had one experience with them. One of

to be found in

“Down

There was a surgeon of one of the
Maine regiments, now a physician in Portland, who crossed the enemy’s line one day
on a mission which will surely be found on
the credit side, with a big. big C-, when
his final account is made up. It was in the
Peninsula, in the latter days of the war.
The poor fellows in the hospital were suffering for fresh vegetables and meat, not procurable from the commissary stores. So the
surgeon cast about to find them what they
needed. Mo other way presenting itself he
saddled his horse—which, by the way, he
brought back to Portland with him when he
returned from the war—and crossed the
river into the enemy’s country. lie soon
found a farm-house, and boughrlomc sweet
potatoes, some eggs, and a dozen chickens,
all of which he hung to his saddle. The
only person at the farm-house was a pretty
young woman. ‘‘The men are all away,
fighting you uns,” she said. It was so long
since the Doctor had seen a pretty face that
he lingered to take another look at it. In
short he left his horse and went Into-the
house. The conversation was interesting—
she was a good talker—and just as he was
saying that tills fratricidal war should not
separate two hearts that ought to beat as
one, just as he had unreservedly adopted
the policy of conciliation, she happened to
look out of the window and exclaimed:
“Yank, you git!” He looked too, and be
got. ne saw two horsemen, wearing butternut coats, riding down a hill not far from
the house. lie stayed for no farewells, but,
rushing out of the door, jumped upon his
horse, and made for the river. The race
was a hot one, but the good mare—a racer
he had picked up on some Virginia plantation—carried
him safely through. He
reached the stream, and crossed it, his pursuers discharging their carbines and .rippling
the water about him. When he got on the
opposite, the friendly shore, his eggs had
broken, and the vellowness of them, mixed
with the blood that the brambles drew from
his legs as he rode through a thicket, gave
him the appearance of a man sorely hurt.
The boys crowded about him with pitying
and apprehensive faces. What they said
when they found he was not wounded Yorick does not know. But they might have
permitted themselves a pun at his sorry
plight, and exclaimed, “O pshaw!"

pickets.

drove
fellows
out—if
the
others waited for that.
But the correspondents the next day represented the column as
other

“marching

And, 'behind, the Zulus screaming,
Yet they slacked not spur nor rein,
But stretched on across the plain;
Leaving the mountains gray,
And the Kraals far away,
On the sunset’s smoky marge.”

All

there—

orators of Memorial

credulity.

now.

the

in his condemnation of “radicalism” and its
apostles.
These men were much like Garrison.

the

“Saint George! But the Zulus lay
Twenty thousand right before them,
Like bullocks to bruise and gore them;
But they spurred and slashed disdainful
Of perils or gashes painful;
Till before them, the sands were gleaming,

brothel-—New Haven Register.
This is the same sort of talk Northern
Democrats made in the winter of 18(50. The
Southerners believed it then, and suffered

The Boston Transcript says: “The gross

public good

got to the earthworks,—if they got
they clambered over them and

“Down the hooves fell sharp and sheer
Zulu’s wondering faces,
Like hail which the tempest chases;
And they broke and scattered howling;
While onward the lads went bowling;—
O’er billows of shields upheaving;—
A terrible pathway cleaving;—
Cleaving with swords which sung,
But like lissome adders stung.
While round them like wasps, which flash
Did the assegais dash,
And sting, and scathe, and slay;”

would not be southern blood.
The battle
would be in the North. It will not be the
North against the South, it will be Republican
soldiers fighting Democratic soldiers. It will
bo a sectional war, it will be a civil war, with
all its unspeakable horrors. It will bo
neighbor against neighbor, and brother
against

tember.

as a

bravo

In the

__

in the State

and the howling;
Commander,
trumpet’s, and grander,

our

“Then, out from the surging mass;
The living, the dead and the dying;
The wounded, moaning and crying;
The teams and the struggling cattle ;—
The wrath and the wra,ck of battle;
Two youths with faces beaming.—
Our colors about them streaming—
Into saddles sprang,—and,—then—
Right amidst the Zulu men,
Swift as a flash did leap,
With the rowels gashing deep.
And a sturdy British cheer.”

Theso men, like Phillips and Adams, who
talk
so glibly
of “marching against the
rebels,” and “whipping the South more
severely,” do not know what they are talking
about.
They are mad. If, through their
wicked agitations, blood should be spilt, it

didate.

growling;

the shrieks

tempest of Zulu men,
Out from the flame and smoke,
With a shriek of triumph broke,
And swept us down like grass.”

money, aside from the immense relief to hundreds of families in the new feeling of secu-

fighting for,

the

them.
The
Democrat
felt
the same way, and was as unsparing

graves which the papers are still printing,
picture war, the veterans say, as quite a
different thing from what it really is. They
didn’t do things after the fashion the orators describe. They didn’t advance upon
earthworks in serried columns, and mount
ramparts and form a tableau there for a
minute or two, and then jump over and exterminate the foe. What they did do was
to scurry along as fast as possible to get out
of the way of the bullets; and when they

A

possible to compute the gain to the State by
the law, but it amounts to a large sum in

for their

cheers,

The voice of

The Hartford Courant says the tramp law
works well in Connecticut. No industrious
mechanic or other
honest working-man
seeking employment has been put to any inconvenience by it. There have been few arrests, perhaps not a dozen, and fewer complaints of evil deeds by tramps have not been
heard for years. “The knowledge of the
law has been enough. It has enforced itself. The wretches who live by begging and
by robbing hen-roosts and gardens have no
desire to come into collision with the law
which would force them to
unwilling work.
So they have moved on to pastures new,
where no villainous law requires a man to
make some return for his living. It is not

Gen. Joseph E. Johnston says that the
restrictions proposed by the Democrats in
their new bill amount to nothing, because
the President could not send troops in advance to any portion of the
country for
proper purposes without violating the restrictions, yet the troops would be at the desired place on election
day, without having
been moved there for that
purpose. But the
bill gives the Democrats the shadow of a
pretence for saying they haven’t backed
down, and that shadow is about all they are

men he had ever seen, and the other was as
Ever after
unreserved in praise of-.
that they had a respect for each other. But
the pleasant meeting did not stay their pens.
The Republican had a liking for the Democrat, but believed that Democrat was advocating doctrines that would lead to the distruction of the country, and it was not in
his nature to refrain from denouncing the
doctrines or stigmatizing as dangerous to

the way of its triumph.
—The memorial addresses at the soldiers’

“Over tlie storm of the battle;—
The roar, anil rumble, and rattle;

Tiie Living Issue packs a good deal of
these sentences: “The Democratic party have slimed the Greenbackers
from head to foot, and now stand ready to
swallow them when the opportune moment
shall have arrived. The swallowing process
was attempted last
winter, but it was only
delayed in the hope that the Republican
party might be the recipient of another blow
from the Greenbackers this fall. The Democrats are doing all in their power to accelerate the efforts of the Greenbackers. The
Argus gives a long and gushing report of
the Greenback convention, and has a soft
and flattering leader on the gloriou s prospects of the Greenback party in Maine. The
Argus has really become the organ of the
Greenback party in Maine, and is in reality
only playing second fiddle to the old Democratic party, but when the Greenbackers
shall be gathered into the Democratic fold
this staunch old Democratic paper will return to the advocacy of the principles it has,
for a time discarded.”

severely

an
intercourse, venturing
expression
of opinion
with diffidence,
and
even
with an apologetic air. But when they got
the pen between their Angers they forgot the
amenities, and lavished upon each other the
words of a vocabulary of indignation of
which they were both masters.
One denounced the other as a copperhead and a
traitor.
The other retorted by calling his
And
opponent a visionary and a fan ati c.
both were thoroughly in earnest.
It happened that these men met one day,
were presented to each other, and fell into a
They were delighted.
long conversation.
One said-was one of the pleasantest

the other upheld, and the supporters
of that cause he thought must be stricken
down as enemies to good, and obstacles in

22, 1879.

(From the Narrative of an Eye-Witness.)

truth into

rity.”

and courteous in demeanor, solicitously careful lest they should wound the feelings
or humiliate the pride or touch the vanity of men whom they met in social

cause
JANUARY
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can

DOORS, SASH, BLINDS,
Building

Gas and Water Piping and Repairing
promptly done,

undersigned, have this day formed a copartnership under the firm name and style of

the

CuiiimiujgN,

found at

and Patterns are constantly being
added, making it the most desirable place to obtain
good bargains and to select from.
New

we,

and have

CLEVELAND & MARSTON’S,
128 Exchange Street.

Stable 122 Center Street.

For Sale.
Yacht 19 ft. 8 in. keel, 7
timbered and planked, a

summer,
der. Inquire

for Circular.

EORfSALE, Cleveland & Marston,

C. L.
mj22dtf

Call

MAINE COALINE COMPANY,
100 Commercial Street.

a

J11^__dlw
$30,000 TO LOAA
On First tins*

a

COALINE!
at

Son,

tf

House

NEARLY NEW Pleasure Wagou, handsomely

Vaults Cleaned and Ashes Removed
ing
oc2dtf

Guild Piano Rooms,
G82 Washington St., Boston.

jeGdl w

145 cojiherch

CINDERELLA!

Slate

Organs sold

PORTLAND.

article which has no equal for Washing
Clothes, Cleaning Paint, Window Glass, Marble, Gold
Frames, Oil Carpets. &c.; will also Remove Sta.
and Grease Spots from Clothing and Carpets,
cheaper than soap. No lady after she has once
Coaline will be without it. For sale by all Grocers

INVESTMENT

For Young Singers.
New Cantata by Franz Art.
Fine Music. (50 cents.)

Farrington Block,

R

A

For Musical Students.

Johnson’s New Method of Harmony !
Emphatically a good, easy, interesting, thorough

T,Th,S3m

SOLE AGENTS FOR MAINE,

tyaf)\

CURTIS,

PLEASURE WAGON

Opera.)

receipt of price,

W. M. Furbush &

Q

K. 80ULK.

shares of

PINAFORE! PINAFORE!!
Almost everybody has it. All the Words, Wit and
Music, with libretto complete for §1.00. Send also

method.

C.

Arthur

Block,

je5

90 cents per hundred by the cake
“
“
“
“
“
95
single
hundred.

better of the kind has

For Everybody.

Co. & J.W.Perkins & Co.
on

(RUNS

in

Samuel Thurston,

1.95
1.75
2«25

Any customer leaving town by giving notice at tbe
office will be entitled to proper reduction.
Complaints against tbe driver for any cause left
at tiie office, will receive prompt attention.

ap21dtf

THE GOSPEL OF JOY!

Stock,
Designs.

ORGANS

NORRIS

For Gospel Meetings and Sunday Schools.

Phillips &
Sent by mail

SMITH AMERICAN

1

Now ready and for sale a very fine assortment of
Carriages in ALL THE POPULAR AND
LEADING STYLES-the product of my own
factory—all of first-class material and workmanship.

BOOKS

mhti

STOOLS
UPRIGHT PIANOS

492 & 494, New No., Congress St.

5

~

PIANO COVERS.
Beautiful

5 \i:w

XV.F.

:

ANDROSCOGGIN RIVER ICE

Opening

N. B.—REPAIRING in all its branches at
reasonable prices.
ap29d2m

SPECIAL AGENTS

d3m*

SEASON OF 1879.

ALSO a general assortment of lower priced work
from “CELEBRATED NEW ENGLAND
MANUFACTURERS,” which must be sold.

For sale by all Druggists.

P. E. CONNOR, Vice-President and General Manager.

mhO

CARRIAGES.

Price, Om DOLLAR.

I

Opinion says: “The

The Democratic party
in this campaign.
It is true that the State committee have
called a convention to meet at Bangor, July
1. But the action of that convention will
have no more effect on politics than the assembling of a sewing circle. It is even very
doubtful if a nomination
is
made.
Almost every Democratic leader in the
State, while acknowledging the ability
and integrity of Gov. Garcelon, has quarrelled with him on the matter of appointments, and they would not make an effort to
elect him again if they knew they could succeed.” This declaration has at least the
merit of frankness. The Opinion is not a
good political guide, counsellor and friend,
but it has a way of saying what it means
and does not give stabs in the dark—in
which respect it differs from some of its
Democratic contemporaries. It has the
fairness to put Smith’s name at the head of
tion is

—

en

Clothiers,

PORTLAND, ME.

Eureka Tunnel and

Accountant anil Notary Public.

The Rockland

Every Range is Warranted !
4 to 10.

Congress Street,

Finance,

ju3

will not consent to be swindled.

Both Manufactured in Portland by the PORTLAND
STOVE FONNDBY CO.,at their Works, No. 244
Fore Street.

GIVE ENTIRE

FfSK & CO.,

Under Preble House,

dtd

THE

Tue Bangor Commercial is again shouting
its slogan of last year: Let those who think
alike act together.

is the same—to cheat some one. Tire trouble
with it is the victims who have been selected

PACIFIC RANGE,

4 to 10 Years.

GEO. WALKER, Mayor,

011

The attention of all who are in want of A
STRICTLY FIRST-CLASS COOKING STOTE is
invited to the

AND

journal.

riggers are exposed. It is played differently
in the two States, and for the advantage of
different parties, but its object in both

call and see them before purchasing
elsewhere.

and

Linen.

OF ACE.

Suits, Age

THESE

B.

The

—

FAMOUS

INFORM YOUR FRIENDS AND RELATIONS !
COME IN AND PURCHASE YOUR CLOTHING !

D.

AND THE

Dealer in Stoves, Tinware, Kitch-

REMEMBER

the Committee.

Joint Standing Committee

sure

BEAR IN MIND that the above prices merely show our CHEAP
AND MEDIUM grade of Goods, and that our stock embraces Garments from the cheapest to the finest of texture.

C.

lot of

Alexander McGregor, an officer of the
Confederate army, writes to the Cincinnati
Commercial that neither negroes nor white
Republicans can secure the shadow of justice in Mississippi, and that he was driven
from the State by a series of persecutions
under a law of 1878 forbidding any white
man to purchase cotton or farm
produce
from a negro. The law, he avers, compelled
the negroes to emigrate to live.
The great golden chariot in Barnum’s
procession is said to be an exact copy of the
one used by Congressman Ladd in Washington.

as

12 to 16 YEARS

$1.38
Flannel Suit, Age
$51.00 !

Children’s Blue

Until 12 o’clock HI. of June 10th, 1879,
For the Purchase of the City’s Interest in
the

—

—

Pants $1.00 to $1.25,
Thin Summer Coats 50 cents,

SUIT,

large

WHITE MOUNTAIN ICE CREAM FREEZERS

Working

Good

a

ATLANTIC RANGE

Children’s Cottonade Garibaldi

May 17, 1879.
the
Council Mav

on

receive

only 75 Cents!

Overalls anil Jumpers 25 cents,
Cotton Pants 60 cents,

FOR A BOY’S

passed
City
BY
10, 1879, for such purpose, the Joint StandCommittee
Finance of the
Portland will

received

STAR KEROSENE OIL STOVE !

$2.30

of Portland.
order

(the store for many years occupied by L. D. Cole
as an eating house), where he will be pleased

CONDENSED LIST OF BARGAINS.

PPOPOSALS

an

NO. 41 EXCHANGE ST.

Be

J

for furnishing materials for and putting on roof of new Trinity Church, Lewiston,
according to plans and specifications to be found at
the office of Mr. John B. Straw, Lewiston, will continue to be received at said office until June 25th.
The committee reserve the right to reject any and
Per order Building Committee.
all bills.
Lewiston. May 2G, 1879.
my28td

virtue of

to inform Ills patrons and the public that he
has REMOVED from No. 97 Federal St. to

J ust

my22eod3w

PROPOSALS.

DEALER,

to have them call upon him and to
receive their patronage.

|

NATH’L HASKELL.

City

Legs
*

Build.

Proposals will be received by the Committee on Drains and Sewers till MONDAY,
the 9th inst., at 12 o’clock noon, for building Sewers in Elm, Congress. Cumberland, West Commercial and North Streets, according to plaus aud specitiications at Citv Civil Engineer’s office. The committee reserve the right to reject any or all bids that
may not be deemed for the interest of the city.
JAMES CUNNINGHAM,
Chairman.
je3dlw

May 21,1879.

Notice other dealers’

STOVE

TERMS $8.00 PER ANNUM, IN ADVANCE.

Every regular attach^ of the Press is furnished
with a Card certificate
countersigned by Stanley T.
Pullen, Editor. All railway, steamboat and hotel
managers will confer a favor upon us by demanding
credentials of every person claiming to represent our

The Ohio and the Maine Game.
The Ohio Democrats needed to adopt no
resolutions. In their case the candidate is
the platform. General Ewing is the most
dangerous because he is the ablest of the inflationists of the West. In the heresy of
paper money he is a devout believer, and he
defends that heresy with arguments as brilliant as they are sophistical. He is the representative Greenbacker of Ohio, though he
calls himself a Democrat, and very many of
tfle Greenbackers will support him in preference to their own candidate.
They have
done there what the Democrats propose to
do in Maine. In order to hold those of Republican antecedents who cannot be brought
to vote for a Democratic candidate the Ohio
Nationals have put up a decoy. A majority
of them will probably vote for Ewing, the
rest are expected to vote for Pratf. So in
Maine the Democrats will put up a decoy
candidate to hold the believers in hardmoney who cannot be coaxed or driven into
voting for Smith. The greater part of them
will cast their ballots for the Greenbacker.
The trick is so apparent it will not work.
Those Ohio Greenbackers w ho have no desire
to advance the fortunes of the Democracy
will see that a vote for Pratt is half a vote
for Ewing, and will refuse to lend themselves
to the furtherance of Ewing’s sucess. In
this State the genuine hard-money Democrats w ill see that a vote for the nominee of
their Bangor Convention is half a vote for
Smith, and as they have no wish to promote
a Greenback triumph, they will cast their
ballots for the candidate who can defeat the
Greenbacker, and not waste them on a dummy. The game is a very ingenious one but
will not work now the political tliiinble-

eod2m

Chandler Scientific Department offers a thorough liberal education on a scientific basis.
Full course in Civil Engineering. Necessary expenses
very low. Address the President or PROF. E. R.
RUGGLES, Hanover, N. H.
apl7d2m

PUT YOUR THINKING CAP ON.
see

PORTSMOUTH, N. H.,

by

TO ANY CHARITABLE INSTITUTION IN THIS STATE lliat the
Governor may designate, if the same quality, make and style of goods
can be bought of ANY OTHER FIRM IN MAINE at the
SAME FIGURES AS WE NAME.

and

dtf

reopen Sept. 24. Thorough instruction in all English studies; and special
native
opportunities for French and German
teachers who reside in the family. Send for Circular
AT

City of Portland..
NEWBURY STREET.

W. COLCORD,

Jan2 4

JUNE 7.

We do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer are in
all cases
indispensable, not necessarily for publication but as a guaranty of good faith.
We cannot undertake to return or preserve communications that are not used.

Day and Be Irding School
for Young Ladies,

Will Give One Thousand Dollars

7, 1879.

SATURDAY, MORNING,

MISS MORGAN’S

announce

JUNE

ttttt: press.

Given to private pupils by the subscriber,

■

PORTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

CITY

MORNING,

__MISCELLANEOUS.___

PRESS

is published every Thursday Morning at
year, if paid in advance at §2.00 a year.

SATURDAY

PORTLAND,

PRESS.

to

sixteen

old.

At nineteen
his commission,
without
favoritism, by sheer merit as
a fighter and capacity to command.
He
always liked a scrimmage. When he wasn’t
fighting he was “playing with paper dolls,”
as some of his comrades said.
That is, he
was studying tactics and making use of the
“dummies” then got up for the self-instruction of officers. He wasn’t an officer then,
but lie meant to be and in short time was.
His reckless daring attracted the attention
of the field-officers, and they put straps on
his shoulders. But in one regard he was
not to be trusted, and that was on the picket-line. He always had some fair acquaintances on the other side, and was always
slipping over to see them at the risk of his
head. That was a soldierly weakness of
which lie could not rid himself. He took
his chances, and went it blind-fold, as he
has so often since done in the mimic warfare
of checkers.
—The Captain was not the only Maine soldier who had a fancy for going beyond the

but

he was

years

captain, and

won

came

into the store

over a

year ago

bought a Bible—a family Bible, wtth
brass clasps and maps and a concordance—
and had it charged. I tried for six months
to collect the bill and couldn’t. Everytime
and

I went to him he said he couldn’t pay it and
wanted me—he is a barber—to take it out in

shaving. I haven’t shaved for twenty
years,” (the bookseller has a handsome
patriarchal beard of which he has reason to
be proud) “and I wouldn’t do it for the
whole Greenback party. After a while I got
tired of dunning him, and concluded I would
work up the account in hair-cutting,—if I
lived long enough. So I went dow’n to the
barber-shop one day, though my hair was
pretty short then, and said I would have my
hair cut and a shampoo. Well, he got me
into the chair and clipped one-half of my
head, and then stopped short and said: ‘I
have gone into bankruptcy, and it would be
unjust to the rest of my creditors if I should
give you any advantage. I shall have to
leave this job unfinished unless you pay me
cash.’ And the confounded swindler made
fork over twenty-five cents before he
would go on and finish the other side of my
head. -the Greenbackers”—Here the
bookseller dropped into Pinafore, and
spelled the word with the biggest kind of a
letter—“not a Bible will they get out of me
unless they pay cash for it. I’ve got enough
of them and their barbers. That-(here
the big letter came in again)-— can’t
swindle me again.” The barber didn’t even
give him a note for the book, though he did
me

offer

him a

song.—This story

has one merit

—there is more truth in it than in the reso-

lutions adopted by the Convention that day.
A correspondent, “Wesleyan”, writes
—

WUVVtllillg vlvy&

The longest and most ridiculous specimen of
doggerel Latin I have ever met with is the curious Polemo-midinnia inter

Vitarvam et Ne-

bemam, first published anonymously in 1684,
but afterward acknowledged by William
Drummond of Hawthornden. The poem, (for
it is written in hexameters) is of considerable
length, and I think published with Drummond’s other works. I can quote only the first
few lines:

“Xymphae, quae colitis highissima moute Favava
vos Pitteuuema teueut seu Crelia crofta
Sive Austria domus, ubl wat haddocus in undis
Codlineus ingens, et fleuccaet sketta pererrant
Per costam. et scapulis lobster mony footus in udis
Creepat et in modiis ludit whitenius undis."

Seu

—Y. H., a welcome correspondent, who
insists upon the “we” with all of Tony Weller’s strenuousness, contributes the following. He takes it for granted that the Connecticut frog-story is familiar to all the readers of the Drawer.
Very likely some of

acquainted with the romance
English clergyman, or fail to remem
ber that one of the many and huge lies he
told about the Colony. The story is extravagant enough to be told again. Perhaps Y.
H. will undertake the irksome task of repeating a thing well-known to him but never
learned or dimly remembered by others:
It was our good fortune to lately meet with
a garrulous and credulous
old lady who numthem are not
of the

bered among her ancestors one of that band
who, on the morning after the notorious Battle
of the Frogs, chronicled by tlio veracious histo_
riau of Connecticut as having happened a
Windham, saw the slaughtered of the night
before, and had related the minutest details of
that event to his descendant, my talkative informant. This lady had many stories of the
olden time to relate, but none seemed to so inspire her as this: nor was there any in whose
truth she so thoroughly believed. The ingenuity with which she found provocation to relate
this wonderful occurrence, together with the
genealogical tables and evidence of authentici.
acwas only paralleled by the astonishing
curacy with which she each time narrated itThe hearing of the recital became somewhat
tedious with the frequent repetition; but it
would have been rrnfil to have manifested anv

ty,

sign of weariness or expressed the slightest evidence of incredulity, such was her implicit belief in the story. We gradually came to havo
a sort of reverential respect for the antiquated
fable—a feeling for which we were heartily
ashamed and which was nover before confessed. At length the air of mystery surrounding the event, its universal acceptance not onwith my informant but with many others
with whom I have talked living in the vicinity
of the alleged “Battle” have convinced us that
this is a genuine myth, I do not know its origin, for I am not learned in the folk-lore and

ly

traditional history of which Yorick so familiarly and learnedly writes; but there is something
mysterious about it which convinces me that

legend may have had a more ancient origin
widespread acceptance than it could
have derived from the imagination of the au-

the

and more

thentic Peters.

Now, tell

me,

Yorick, whence

myth? Is its origin lost forever with the
engulfed Atlantes of Plato or buried with some
people whose very name has perished from the
recollection of men? Was it sung by the minthis

strels of the Norsemen or does the tradition
still live in Zulu Land or among the unknown
tribes of Central Africa? Do the gossips of the
South American Indians or the story-tellers of

Esquimaux still narrate it, ascribing its
date to their most ancient ancestry? Is its record hidden in Asian sands, engulfed in the
Bed Sea with the Egyptian hosts, or hidden be-

the

SATURDAY, MONRING, JUNE 7.

BY TEIEGRAPH.

neath Azt«c palaces? No? Then it becomes
will be the delight
a myth for the future, and
and wonder of some myth-seeker, contemporary with Macaulay’s New Zealander, for intro-

humbly beg Yorick’s pardon.
At all events the story is a very good myth and
deserves recognition as such.
—The praises of coffee have been sounded

ducing whom

we

Advertiser
one day this week one who signs herself
“M&thilde Lewando” sings them as set forth
in the Drawer.

Perhaps the

below.

Boston

In the

verses

attract

only

be-

of the strange words in them—if that
is the case they are like not a few verses,
purporting to be English, printed within the
cause

years—but to Yorick they seem
worthy of repetition. Those who do not
care for the French can skip them.
Nothing
will be lost—they are not naughty, though
they are nice. Here they are:
last few

ma

MARINE NEWS.

inspection of the French Lloyds. She
rates the highest and is intended for general
freighting.
MASSACHUSETTS.

Liqueur enchantresse,
O mon caf6!
une
mon cceur

d^esse

Determined Suicide at Duxbury.
Plymouth, June 0.—Ellis Holmes of Duxbury, (10 years of age, committed suicide on
Thursday by blowing out his brains with a gun
fastened to a sink with a string tied to the
trigger. Ho was found by the neighbors, who
had been previously requested by him to call
at the house when they should see no smoke
issuing from the chimney. They went last
evening and found him lying on the floor with
the top of his bead completely blown off, portions of the skull being blown into an adjoining room. Every indication showed the most
complete deliberation and determined intent.
Suit Under the Civil Damage Law.
Boston, June 6.—The first case under the
civil damage law which holds owners of buildings in winch liquor is sold, liable to damages
occasioned by such sale, has just been entered.
A drunken man fell down stairs and sustained
sue for
severe injuries and liis relatives will
damages. Gen. Butler appears for the liquor
dealer.
Race Postponed.
The race appointed for to-day at Greenwood
Lake between Kennedy of Portland and Lee
was pestpolied to-day on account of rough

r6chauff«S:

Compagnon,

bien supreme;
Des coeurs doux m6deein;
Comme un amant je t’aime,
Ami jeune et serein:
De mon ime troubl&j
Tu chasses les brouillards;
Et ma tasse doublGe
Rajeunit les vieillards;
Et mon sang chaud circule;
Des bras vont m’enlacer:
Et dans le cr6puscule
Les sylphesvont danser;

Et je vois, dans les flammes,
Passer, glisser, sans bruit,
Des fantflmes, des femmes,
Des habitants de nuit;
Et ma chambre sc meuble
I>,ornaments prScieux;
Et mon parquet se peuple
De pieds mysterieux!
La po4sie enl&ve

esprit

enchants
Qui. sur l’aile d’un reve,
Fuit la r6alit£.
Mon

cent of the murder.

der the

Non plus la nymplie qui l’adore:
Pale Clytie aux yeux mourants!

^

Jackson of that place, last July, committed
suicide last night by taking morphine. He
had been considered insane for two or three
years. He left a writing saying ho was inno-

Damariscotta, Juno 6.—Launched by B.
D. Metcalf, a fine ship of 1250 tons named
“Patrician
owned by builder; and built un-

pour chanter l’Aurore,
n’est^pRs
Pliebus les coursiers blancs;

™

ed at $000; building $400. Goods insured.
An Alleged Murderer Commits Suicide[To the Associated Press.]
Skowhegan, June £0.—George Benson of
Solon, who was accused of murdering William

Launched.

Ce
Ni de

A

& Co., was struck by lightning and burned.
Two persons in it at the time were thrown
down and rendered senseless and barely escaped more serious injury. Loss of goods estimat-

lyre

Ce 11’est pas pour chanter les dieux;
Ni l’Olympe, ni le sourire
I)e Venus, d6esse aux doux yeux.

Nectar,
Que verse

Struck by Lightning and Burned.
[Special Despatch to the Press.]
Springvale, Juno fi.—At about 4 p. in. today a building owned by the Portland & Rochter Railroad Co. and occupied by C. H. Ogden

CAFE.

A MON

Muse, si j’accorde

MAINE.

waffli'

Books Received.
Idea. By John Esteu Cooke.
&
Paper, 154 pp., 25 cents. New York: Harper
Brothers. Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.

Mr*.

Basildon.

sewed,

Novel. By Mrs. Alfred W. Hunt,
New York: Harper &
15 cents.
Portland: Loring Short & Harmon.
A

00 pp.,

Brothers.
A Star and

By Florence Marryatt.
Sewed, 40 pp., 15 cents. Bos-

Heart.

a

Loring’s Library.

Loring.

ton:

Lucky Disappoint.
By Florence Marryatt. Loring’s Library. Sewed, 34 pp., 15 cents.

A

Boston:

Loring.

A Romance. By W. H. Bishop. Cloth,
$1.25. Boston: Houghton, Osgood & Co.
Portland: Loring, Short & Harmon.
Color Blindness. Its dangers and its detection.
By B. Joy Jeffries. Cloth, 312 pp., $2. Boston:
Houghton, Osgood & Co.
Guide to the Raugeley Lakes. Paper, 40
pp., 25 cents. Portland: Loring, Short & Har-

Detmold.
280 pp.,

mon.

Illustrated Guide Book to MooseLake and Vicinity. Paper, 199 pp., 50
cents. Boston: Lee & Shepard. Portland: Bailey
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Practical Boat-Sailing. Supplemented by a
vocabulary of Nautical Terms. By Douglas Frazar.
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John Halifax, Gentleman. By the author of
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By
Laura M. Lane. Paper, 191 pp., 20 cents. New
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THE NEWS IN A

NUTSHELL

The Maine General

Hospital was struck by
lightning yesterday and slightly injured.
The Senate committee

in favor of postponing
until next December.

finance has voted
the Warner silver hill
on

The janitor, and dean of the faculty of the

Homceopatliic

Medical

College at Cleveland
have been convicted of body snatching.
The taking of testimony in the KelloggSpofford contested senatorship case began yesterday.
The House Committee on Appropriations
were authorized yesterday to
report the army
appropriation bill as agreed
Democratic caucus.

upon

by the joint

Germany lias proposed

to the powers interference in the South American war on account
of its alleged inhumanity.
The Senate yesterday passed the hill repealing the test-oath. In the House the new
army bill was reported and the bill to make
further appropriations for the
post office
department was discussed without action.

METEOROLOGICAL.
INDICATIONS

for

the
next
HOURS

twenty-four

A 'Longshoreman’s Insane Act.
New York, June G.—M. O'Shauglinessy, a
striking ’longshoreman, fatally stabbed his
uncle last evening while the latter was attempting to dissuade him from the idea that
some one desired to kill him.
The Presbyterian Foreign Missions.
The agency referred to in connection with
the failure of Stuart A Co. of Liverpool, is the
Board of Foreign Missions of the Presbyterian
church. The treasurer states that he could
not tell whether the firm is indebted to the
Board at all until the accounts are received.
They had done business with the firm, which
had been paying their acceptances, and the
differences between the amounts of the drafts
and the cash paid would be the indebtedness
which the firm would owe the Board. This he
could not estimate.
High Toned Smuggling.
Thomas Mott of Newport had his baggage
seized on the arrival of steamship Scythia, by
Col. Kibbe, in command of the inspector of
customs, for a “palpable attempt to defraud
the revenue.” There were three trunks containing silk dresses, sealskin sacks, ten dozen
silk hose, a fur lined overcoat, ten dozen kid
gloves, clocks, watches, bracelets, opera glasses,
silverware, &c., the duties on which amount
to $7000.
Mr. Mott stated that he didn’t
imagine there was any duty on the articles.
Col. Kibbe seized the trunk a few kays ago
of Mr. Banning, and yesterday $750 duties
were paid on the contents. Banning also didn’t
know previously that any duties were incurred.

XLVICONGRESS—1ST SESSION
SENATE.

Washington, June G.
In reply to a question by Mr. Coke Mr. Bayard said he did not feel authorized to state
what disposition the committee of finance had
made of the Warner bill.
He w'ould only say
that no member had been instructed to report
it.
Mr. Coke then offered a resolution to discharge the committee from further consideration of the bill and declare the bill before the
Senate for action.
Objected to and laid over.
Mr. Edmunds resumed his remarks on the
bill to repeal certain sections of the Revised
Statutes.
Mr. Edmunds pointed out what he
thought
the absurdity and viciousness of introducing
politics into the jury system.
Mr. White of Maryland explained the jury
law of Maryland in order to correct any erroneous impression made -by Mr. Mdmunds.
A long debate ensued, during which Mr.
Thurman said every word in the bill was right,
but there was something on the government.
The majority did not propose to leave room for
the sophistries of the chamber to be echoed
from the other end of the avenue.
Mr. Blaine in the course of some remarks on
the bill asked Mr. Thurman how he knew the
President would veto the bill if passed as reported from the committee.
Mr. Thurman said he had no such information, and if he had it would be violating a
plain rule of the Senate to state it.
Mr. Blaine—The Senator has already violated the rule.
He has said the bill should be
amended so as not to encounter obiections at
the other end of the avenue.

Mr. Thurman—I only spoke of my own inferences.
They were simply founded on the
fact that in my opinion bills have been vetoed,
the
notably
army
bill, because members
of the
of both
Republican party
houses by no means very friendly to the PresiI
will
not use the slang language of the
dent,
day, I will not talk of bulldozing, have
coerced the Executive.
Mr. Edmunds raised the point of order that
Mr. Thurman was out of order.
Mr, Thurman said that by coercion, he did
did not mean duress or personal violence.
He
had used that expression because in his judgment tho course of the Republicans in Congress in leaving the merits of the subject and
raising the cry of revolution and waving the
bloody shirt had made the President veto the
bills which, if left to his own judgment, lie
would not have vetoed. He alluded to the decision of Mr. Blaine when Speaker of the
House that members were not out of order in
using accusatory words of the President.
Mr. Blaine said that was a latitude allowed
to immediate representatives of people who
coold only present for impeachment which
was
forbidden to the Senate which might be
called on to sit as a court of impeachment.
Mr. Edmunds finally said he was satisfied
with Mr. Thurman’s explanation and withdrew the point of order.
Question recurred ou Mr. Bayard's motion
to recommit the bill.
The motion was finally lost.
The bill then passed by a strick party vote.
Adjourned till Monday.

Rising barometer,

cooler and

generally

clear

Smith ville.

Unveiling a Confederate Monument
Winchester, Va:, June 0.—The unveiling
of two Confederate monuments and decoration

of graves occurred this afternoon at Stonewall
Gen. Joe Johnson, chief marshal,
cemetery.
lead the
exercises.
Senator Morgan of
Alabama delivered the oration, dnring which
he said it was
the intention
of Northern
people to compel the South to emancipate
slaves which were
held
by constitutional
right. The South had no option but to fight or
yield to this demand.They feared recurreuce of
such scenes as were enacted in Hayti and San
Domingo. Jeff Davis, who was invited, could
not bo present.
His name not was mentioned by any of the orotors,
Indian

Marauders.

Tucson, Arizona, June G.—The band ol
Indians who have been marauding'for weeks
and who killed five men are being pursued by
soldiers.
Four including their chief have
been killed and the pursuit still continues.

Giving in to Strikers.

Pittsburg, June G.—Two iron companies
have acceded to the demands of their
puddlers,
and it is expected all the manufacturers will
accept the situation.
MINOR TELEGRAMS.
John Blau has been hanged at St. Charles,
Mo., for the murder of Elijah Warren.

J. J. Noyes, editor of the Los Aiigeles Express, has been nominated for Congress in the
Fourth district of California by the workingmen.

Unpaid ‘axes to the amount of §300 for years
to 1875 are due
Kennebunkport.
A number of persons have been on trial for
to
conspiracy import illegal voters in Jennings
county, Ind, One was found guilty and the
jury disagreed as to another. The rest were
acquitted.
Two painters at
Ashbury, N. J., working on
Jn8tantly killed by lightning,
which struck the
house yesterday.
w^10 won the Chicago walking
prior
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The Iowa Election Cases.
Washington, June 6.-*The House Commitec on Elections expect to dispose of tlie Iowa
flection cases at the next meeting.
rhe Warner Silver Bill Postponed to December.
At a special meeting of tlie Senate finance
committee to decide whether or not the Warner
silver bill will be taken up during the present
lession, it was fiually voted on motion of Mr.
Morrill to postpone it until December.
The Army Appropriation Bill.
The House committee on appropriations authorized Representative Clymer to report for
printing, and recommitted the army appropriations bill agreed upon by a joint Democratic
ttaucus with unimportant changes.
The bill to be introduced making provisions
tor “judicial expenses” of the government, the
same having been omitted from the legislative,
executive and judicial bill, was discussed
somewhat at the meeting, but not finally concluded upon. The committee anticipate finishing that measure to-morrow.
Secretary Sherman on the Silver Question.
John Sherman said yesterday in reply to a
Baltimore banker who expressed a wish that
the silver question was as securely adjusted as
the gold question is: “That question has got
among the demagogues,and they want to make
capital out of it. If let alone the silver question would settle itself, like other troublesome
questions. Silver continues to rise in value,
and the silver in a dollar is today worth 8!l
cents against 83 cents a short time ago.”
Miscellaneous.
The House committee on appropriations
adopted a report recommending the payment
of 828,000 to the owner of steamer “Clieeny,”
seized and destroyed while plying tlie Mississippi river during the war.
There appears to be a general indisposition
to attend the sessions of committees, and it
seems probable few if any reports will be made
except from the committee on appropriations
before the regular session.
The Spofford-Kellogg Case.
The Senate committee on privileges and
elections resumed the Spofford-Kellogg investigation this morning.
Judge Merrick, counsel for Spofford, offered
in evidence the affidavit of Jos. J. Johnson,
read during his examination yesterday, the
being to impeach the credibility of
ohnson’s oral denials of the truth of its conalso
to lay the foundation for the truth
tents,
which Judge Merrick said he would hereafter
adduce to show that this witness since making
the affidavit has been subjected to influence of
seductive benefits and also of intimidation.
A long discussion ensued between opposing
counsel as to the admissibility of the affidavit
for either or both these purposes, Judge Sliellabarger in behalf of Kellogg contending that
it was wholly
incompetent for the Spofford
side to claim that the allegations of the affidavit subsequently repudiated by the men
who affixed
his signatures to it should be
received and treated as prima facie testimony.
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authorities
upon which
they respectively relied, and that the question
at issue should be
left for the committee’s
decision hereafter.
Thomas Murray, colored, called as witness
on behalf of Spofford,
testified that lie was
Sergeant-at-Arms of tho House of Representatives of the Packard Legislature; had charge
of the building in which it held its session and
stayed there day and night throughout the
three months’ session of 1876-77; Col. Sauer
occupied a room next to his: Gov. Kellogg on
a number of occasions directed witness to conduct various members of the
Legislature to
Sauer’s office; did not know what the purpose
was.

Q.—Did they

ever

tell yon what

they

went

for?
A.—Some have.
Q.—What did they tell you?
Mr. Shellabarger objected to the question on
the ground that it proposed to elicit merely
“hearsay evidence,” and considerable argument ensued as to its admissibity.
Finally Mr. Hill moved that it be admittod,
which motion was carried.
Messrs. Hill, Vance, Houston and Bailey in
the affirmative, and Ingalls and Cameron in
the negative.
Q—Did any of these men who were members of the Legislature, and whom you took to
Sauer’s room, tell you when they came out
what it was for?
A—The men who came befo re tho election
were hard up and when they came they generally went to the Governor for a little money.
I have taken men on various times from my
office to Sauer's office.
Q—When you took those men up to Sauer’s
office did you know from anything they told
you what they went there for?
A—Yes. Some said they went to see when
their warrants would bo ready, and others that
they went to get money.
Q—Money for what?
A—Voting for Gov. Kellogg.
Q—Did they show the money tlioy got?
A—Some did.
Q—How much did they show you?
A—As high as $200.
Q—How many showed you money which

they got?

A—Two

three.
Q—How many others told you they got
from
Sauer for Kellogg but did not
money
show it?
A—The general talk around my office was
that there were a good many of them.
I did
not count them.
I did not believe everything
X hoard tho people say.

Q—You

or

saw

some

money?

A—I saw some have as high as $200, which
they said they got for voting for Kellogg; but
they were colored men, and I do not rely on
everything they say.

THE NEGRO EXODUS.
A Protest from Mississippi Planters.
New York, June 6.—The Herald prints a
long protest from planters of Washington
county, Miss., who held a meeting on tho 26th
ult., in which they assert that Northern philanthropists, who encourage the sending of
steamboats to take negroes to Kansas, will do
great harm to planters, as the negroes have not
fulfilled their contracts for the season; that if
such

an

cauuus
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next ten days the planters would lose their
crops of sugar and cotton for want of labor to
gather them, and that the taking of negroes to
the northern part of the country would be to
the detriment of the negroes, who are well
cared for now.
They invite correspondents of
all the press to come there and freely investigate, and offer to care for them and a;ive them
every facility to pursue uninfluenced their in-

vestigations.
Mayor Bourges

of Greenville, Miss., indorses
the protest and urges that newspaper correspondents be sent there.
Sale of the St. Paul and Pacific RailroadSt. Paul, June 6.—The main line of the St.
Paul and Pacific Railroad from St. Paul to
Morris, 150 miles, was sold yesterday under a
decree of the court under a $3,000,000 mortgage
and was bought for $250,000 by a new organization, the St. Paul, Minneapolis and Manitoba, which holds most of the bonds, The
next step will be tlio sale
of the branch line
from St. Paul to Watah, which will be made
on Monday to satisfy a mortgage of $1,200,000
with accrued interest under a similar decree as
the above. The third and last sale will be on
the 14tli inst., to satisfy a mortgage against
the St. Paul and Pacific extension lines from
St. Cloud to St. Vincent of $1,500,000. When
these sales are confirmed by the
courts the
entire line will be turned over to the St. Paul,
Minneapolis & Manitoba Railroad, who will
hereafter operate the line.

HOUSE.
The army appropriation bill was reported,
ordered printed and recommitted.
House went into committee upon the bill
making additional appropriations for the post
office department.
Tho bill appropriates 8132,000 for payment of
letter carriers for -the fiscal year ending June
30, 1880, and 825,000 for payment of increased
salaries in the cities of less than 75,000 inhabi'
tants for the year ending June, 1870.
It
provides that carriers may be employed in any
city containing a population of not less than
30,000; carriers in cities of over 875,000 to bo
divided into two classes, the first to receive a
salary of 8300; second 8800; salary in cities of
less than 75,000 to be 8800.
Auxiliary carriers
may be appointed at a salary not to exceed

8800.

weather, with northerly to westerly winds.
Cautionary signals continue from Eastport to

WASHINGTON.

After debate and without action outlie
the House adjourned.

bill

The Rascally “Red Men” Subdued.
Wheeling, Juno G.—Quiet is restored at
Littleton, Wetzel county, The nine red men
of the gang of outlaws, who have been infesting that county, and who were arrested,

waived examination and gave bonds for their
A dispatch from Littleappearance at court.
ton last evoning says a woman living ou Big
Fishing Creek asserted her intention of turning state’s evidence against the gang of 28 red
men who visited her house a few
nights ago,
blackened their faces, went out on a raid, and
returning washed their faces and told her
where they had been and who they visited.
n.

Cincinnati,

omguiar ouiciae.

June

<i.—Mrs.
Magdalena
Bouschoff of Dayton, Ky., a suburb of this
city, in a fit of anger badly injured the little
daughter of a neighbor last week. Last night
the girl grew
dangerously ill, and Mrs.
Bouschoff hearing of it and anticipating that
the girl would
die, committed suicide by
throwing herself into a cistern. She had told
her husband that if the girl died she would kill
herself rather than have her children disgraced by her execution by the law.
California Workingmen.
San Francisco, JuneG.—The workingmen’s
state convention completed its labors today by
adopting the balance of the state ticket as follows: State Treasurer, L. B. Clark; Clerk of
the Supremo Court, O. F. Thornton. The first
and second railway district conventions nominated Henry S. Larkin and Gen. George H.
Stoneman. Conventions all adjourned sine die.
The Women’s Christian Association Convention.
Cleveland, June G.—The closing meeting
of the Women’s International Association was
held last evening, with addresses by severa
divines.
The next conference will be at St.
Louis in October, 1881.
A Steamboat Sunk.

Bismarck, D. T., June G.—Tiie steamer Yellowstone, belonging toD. A. Lame of Boseman,
Montana, sunk yesterday in the Yellowstone
river at Buffalo rapids.
The steamboat was
worth 810,000 and the cargo 835,000. Fully insured.

Sitting Bull’s Band.
Fort Belknap, June 6.—Eight hundred
of Sitting Bull’s Indians are reported south of
the British line. They have not yet committed
any acts of direct hostility.

Louisiana Constitutional Convention,
New Orleans, June G.—Quite a breeze was
occasioned in the constitutional convention
by the editorial in the Times directed against
country members. The chairman of the committee on state debt said the country members
could not be intimidated
by being called
repudiators, and that the state would not pay
what she did not justly owe.
Convicted of Body Snatching.
Cleveland, June G.—The jury in tlio case
of the State vs. the Janitor of the Homoeopathic Medical College and members of the
faculty, indicted for unlawfully concealling
the body of the late Edwin French, rendered
a verdict of guilty as to the janitor and I>rsJ. Edward Smith and N. Schneider.
The
latter is dean of
the college faculty.
The
were
other defendants
acquired.

EUROPE.
Interference
in
South America.
Berlin, June 6.—The German government
has decided to address the other European governments on the subject of the improper and
in some cases inhuman manner in which tlio
war in South America is carried on by the belligerent states, and to suggest joint interfer-

only temporary.

Foreign Notes.
The assets of the Australian and European
The assocBank of Melbourne are £050,000.
iated Australian banks arranged to pay £40,000
bank.
It is
outstanding notes of the broken
thought the creditors will bo paid fall.
from
satisfaction
San
demanded
lias
Spain
Domingo for shooting two generals at Puerto
the
Plata who sought protection of
Spanish

representative.

including representatives
of Prussia, approved the proposal of Bavaria
that no reigning German prince become GovThe Bundczratli,

ernor

of Alsace Lorriane.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Foreign Imports.
SHELBURNE, NS. Sclir Irene—1G00 boxes of

canned lobsters to Portland Packing Co.

Central R. R.
Receipt*
PORTLAJfD, June 5.
For Portland, 23 cars miscellaneous merchandise;
for connecting roads, G4 cars miscellaneous merof Maine

chandise.

ence.

The Newmarket Races.
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Goodwood cup and Jockey Clnb cup at Newmarket are published.
Parole is the only
American horse in either, from which it is inferred that Brown despairs of tho Duko of Magenta’s chances of success. In the Joekey
Club cup Parole does not receive the usual allowance for foreign birth which is made claimable only by foreign horses that have never
won in England.
Boating at Manchester.
An amateur regatta is announced at Manchester under the patronage of Lord Dufferin.
Mr. Shaw, American consul, is chairman of
the committee.
Haitian will exhibit his stylo
on that occasion.
Cattle Lost Overboard.
The British steamer Devonshire, which arrived at Liverpool on the 4th inst. from Philadelphia, lost 155 head of cattle during a gale at

Oats lower at 29@29%c bid cash; 305/ac
July. Rye is firmer at 51c. Pork firmer; jobBulk
bing at 9 80,0.9 95. Lard is quiet at 6 00.
Meats firmer; clear ribs at 4 56; clear sides at 4 70.
Bacon quiet; clear ribs 5 10@5 15 cash; 5 15@5 20
jor July.
Receipts—1,000 bbls flour, 18,000 bush wheat,
23,000bush corn, 23,000 bush oats,1,000 bush rye,

July.

Ro*tou Stock Market.

[Sales

of

Oats firmer.
New York, June 0.—Cotton quiet; Middling uplands 13c.
New Orleans, June G.—Cotton quiet; Middling

uplands 12% c.

Memphis, June 6.—Cotton is firm; Middling uplands (12% c.
Savannah, June G.—Cotton is quiet and steady;
Middling uplands 12%c.
Mobile, June G.—Cotton quiet and steady; Middling uplands 12%c.

the Broker’s Board, June G.]
First Call.

FOREST

105.

can

have their

28;

Erie

pre-

ferred 53.
Liverpool, June G—12.30 P. M.-Cotton is dull
and easier; Uplands at 7 1-1 Gd; Orleans at 7Vsd;
sales 6,000 bales, including 1000 for speculation
export; receipts 2,700, including 2500 American.
Liverpool, June G—12.30 P. M.—Flour, 8 6®
10 3; Winter Wheat, 8 9@9 5; Spring do, 7 6 a 8 4;
California average 8 4@9 1; club do 9 1@9 4; Corn,
4 2; Peas, G@G 2. Provisions, &c.—Pork, 47; Beef,
75; Bacon, 25 3^25 G; Lara, at 32 G; Cheese 42;
Tallow 34, at London 35 G.
The Stable of Mr. Robert Bonner, Proprietor New York
is built and kept on the most
improved and modern plan, both as regards ventilation, light, warmth &c. Mr. Bonner’s taste for horses is well known.
The gentleman in charge of this
valuable stable was Mr. Ross. By the use of Giles'
Liniment Iodide Ammonia, he removed ringbones
and bunches that had resisted all other treatment.
full instructions, to Dr.
Send for circular,
Giles, 451 6th avenue, New York.
Sold by all Druggists.
TliS&wlw

giving

MARRIAGES.

and Miss

Alice R. Foster.
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by all to be the only method by which
Lungs can be reached. They cure
Sore
Throat, Hoarsness, and Diseases of
Coughs,
the Lungs. Many valuable lives have been saved by
them.
C. MORSE, M. D.
135 Free Street.
my26anlm
are admitted
a disease of the

0000

Population

Assessed Valuation
....
Debt

TEDDER,

j©5

Rake,

—ALSO—

AND

KNIVES

SECTIONS

kiuii.s of Mowers ntMnuufnclurer’s
Prices.
FOR SALE

BY

—

Kendall & Whitnye.
snlm
it r>

Exchange

Middle

Dealers in (.OAernmenl,

Saponaceous

Tooth Powder.

This Tooth Powder is as pleasant in its application
as it is efficacious in its action.
The Medical and
Dental Profession acknowledge that only those who
use a Dentifice containing a Saponaceous ingredient
are free from animal and vegetable parasites upon
the teeth and gums hence the above preparation is
recommended to all those who desire to be exempt
from this trouble. Prepared by

A. G.

IT. S. “Called” Bonds C ASHED or
exchanged on I'ai orable terms.
sneodtf

ja2

at

SATIMD
from GO ets. a yard up. Ribbons for Hats and
Dress trimmings lower than the lowest. 2 inch
Satin tiros Grain, ail silk, 15 ets.a yard, (a
liberal reduction by the piece.)

CORSETS nCORSETS!
10 different makes,
on prices!
and from 35 ets to the finest Embroidered Rusk,
extra finished and 150 bones, only 90 ets.

We beat the world

in

Grass

Fringes,
FRENCH AND BRETON LACES,
HEADINGS,

91 Alt I ltOVT

heavy Grass Fringe 25 ets.
large stock to select from.

Look! extra

a

yard.

A

PARASOLS!

PARASOLS!
at

a

slight

advance.

KID GLOVES!

—OF—

A 3-button Kid
None to excel in Price or Quality!
25 ets.. 40 ets., GO ets., 70 ets., and 95 ets. for
HarPalais Royals; do 4-button $1.25.
risess best Seamless, 3-button, $1.40.
Now improve the opportun
and don’t delay.

1867 and 1868,
U. S. 10-40*,

sntf

small advance on|eost.

a

22 inch Serge 57 ets., and Twilled Silk, 22 inch and
nice horn handle, $1.75. Pearl inlaid

U. S. 5.20s

SCHLOTTERBECK,

ap22

Munici-

pal ami Kailroad Seeurilies.

Apothecary, 501 Congress Street.

DEATHS.

FANCY FEATHERS

Special Bargains offered

Street,

BLOCK.

BA.VK

Extensive Stock of

FLOWERS, OSTRICH TIPS AND

eodtf

BANKERS AND BROKERS,
(C.1.\’AI,

Our

Sts.

Swan & Barrett,

Sclilotterbeck’s

25 ets, 40 ets and up.
Fayals, 70 ets. Real
French Chips $1.85. Leghorns 55 ets.

—

<£1(1 tn (Mnnn I lasted ill Wall St. Stocks makes
$IU lU ij)IUUU; fortunes every month. Book sent
free explaining everything.
Address BAXTER & CO, Bankers, 17 M all St, N. Y.
fel4
TTh&S&wly9

180

HATS FOR LAOIES & IISSES,

Moulton,

Cor. Middle &

Nellis’ Double Harpoon Horse Pitchfork

—

FOR SALE BY

Buckeye Mower, Woodbury

—AND—

For nil

$5,150,000
$218,751 47

■

Tlie total debt of Auburn is less than 5 per cent
of assessed valuation and has been reduced more
than ion thousand dollars since March 1, 1878.
—

Yankee Horse

ALL 01 R GOODS MARKED DOWS.

FUNDING 5’s.

DR. MOUSE’S INHALATIONS.

New Model

Reduction!

MUNICIPAL

HOUSE,

STORE OPEN NIGHT AND DAY.

Second Call.

LOAN ! Tremendous

—

RYE

CITY

sncll t

Ledger,

qrah Lombard.
In Millbridge, May 21, Oscar C. Wallace

NEW

Preble Street, opp. Preble ITouMe.

13

London, June G—12.30 P. M.—Consols at 97 916 for money and 97s/s for account.
London, June G—12.30 P. M.—American securities—United States bonds, 67s, at 104; new 5s,

4V2s, 108%; 4s,

Eartli

BULLARD’S IMPROVED HAY

European Market*.

new

on

AT THE

—

ley.
Toledo,June 6.—Wheat firmer; No 2 Red at 1 10
bid cash; sales 1 IOV2 for June; 1 02 for August
and September. Corn is quiet: High Mixed 38*% c
cash; No 2 at 38Vfec asked and 38c bid for cash;
38V2C asked, 38c bid for June; 38V5jc asked, 38%c
bid for July; 38% c asked, 38%c bid for August.

105%;

Show

Garments, Feathers, Kids, k, Renovated CITY OF AUBURN

2.000 bush barley.
Shipments—0,000 bbls flour, 2,000 bush wheat,
02.000 bush corn, 10,000 bush oats, 0000 bush bar-

In Georgetown, Me, June 1, Joshua Philbrook
and Miss Elizabeth Alexander of Topsham.
In Bath. June 4, George Philbrook and Miss Deb-

3 Eastern Railroad. 15
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R. R.98V2
Boston & Maine Railroad.—@112*4
Eastern R. R., new bonds, 3%s..’.73@74
20
58

THOSE WHO GOT A DUCKING
at the Greatest

MISCELLANEOUS.

FINANCIAL.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

for

Rally Ronic*tie Receipt*.
By water conveyance—1000 busli Cornmeal to G.
\V. True & Co.

Maine

Railroad.112*4
Boston^*
Eastern Railroad. 15 V2
25.do... 15%
38.do. 15%
New York stock and

Money Market.
New York, June G—Evening.—Money market
easy at 3@5 per cent, on call, closing at 3 per cent.
Sterling Exchange steady at 487%@488 for long
and 489%@489% for short sight. Governments
are firm.
Transactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated
132,800 shares.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations of
Government securities :
United States G’s, 1881, reg.
104%
United States G’s, 1881, coup.107%
United States new 5*s, reg.103%
United States new G’s, coup.
103%
United States new 4%’s, reg.106%
United States new 4%’s, coup.106%
United States new 4’s, reg.101%
United States new 4’s, coup.102%
Pacific G’s of ’95.121
...

The
Stocks

following

were

the

closing quotations

Western Union Tel. Co.113%
New York Central.
119%
Erie. 27%
Erie preferred. 51%
Michigan Central. 77%
Union Pacific.—. 75
Lake Shore. 75%
Illinois Central. 85%
Northwestern. 62%
Northwestern preferred. 94%
New Jersey Central. 51%
Chicago & Rock Island.138%
Milwaukee & St. Paul. 51 %
St. Paul preferred.
96%
Chicago & Alton. 82%
&
Alton
Chicago
preferred.Ill
C.. B. & Quincy.115 Vs
Pacific Mail. 17%
Toledo & Wabali. 3G%
Ohio & Mississippi. 15%
Del. & Lackawanna. 59%
Del. & Hudson. 49%
Atlantic & Pacific Tel. 37
Morris & Essex. 92%
Adams Ex. Co.105
Wells, Fargo & Co. 99%
Am. Ex. Co. 47%
U. S. Ex. Co. 46%
Cleve. & Pitts. 97
Ohio & Mississippi preferred. 38%
Kansas Pacific. 56%
Pits. & Fort

Wayne.109

Canada Southern. 55%
Hartford & Erie 1st. 37
Guaranteed. 38
Central Pacific bonds.112
Union Pacific firsts.112
Land Grants.113

Sinking Funds.114%

Sutro Tunnel. 4%
Bar silver 113%. Subsidiary coin %(&1 per cent.
California Mining Stocks.
San Francisco, Juno 6.—The following are the
closing quotations of Mining stocks to-day:
Alpha*..29
Hale & Norcross —17%
Alta.^...10- Julia Consolidated.. 4%
Belcher. 5% Justice. 4%
Best & Belcher.20
Mexican.43 V2
Bullion. 9% Northern Belle.... 6%
California. 6% Ophir.36%
Chollar. 9% Overman.11
Consolidated Va— G% Raymond & Ely— 5
Crown Point. 5%
Eureka Con.17

Sierra Nevada.63%,
Union Con.92

Exchequer. 9% Yellow Jacket.20%
Gould & Curry.12% Bodie.41%
Grand Prize.

4

Savage.16

In this city, June G, Lizzie J., daughter of Joseph
II. and Jane A. Thorndike, aged 15 years 2 months.
[Services on Sunday afternoon at 1 o’clock, at No.
1G Vesper street.
Burial at the convenienc of the
famllv

Imperial.
Potosi. 5 %
—

L.P. Hollander & Co.,

Iii Cape Elizabeth, June 5th, Clara ‘Woodbury,
daughter of William and Susan J. Adams, aged 2 i
years 3 months.
In Harpewell, June 6, Mrs. Eliza F. West, aged 25
years 11 months.
In Bath, June 5, Hattie E. Dwyer, aged 19 years
3 months,—daughter of the late Geo. H. Parshley.
In Saco, May 28, Miss Eunice Storer, aged 07 yrs.
In
May 29, Mary G. Low, aged 29 years
8 months.
In Madison, May 11, Francis A. Daggett, aged 49
years 9 months.

Lyman,

^

jrfj^'The funeral service of the late Capt James B.
Nichols will take place this Saturday afternoon, at
2 o’clock, at his late residence, No. 209Va Congress
street.
Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
Burial at convenience of the family.

of

:

MINIATURE

ALMANAC.JUNE 7.

Sun rises.4.10 I High water. 1.05
Sun sets.7.41 Moon rises. 10.37

|

M^AJRIlsril]

NEWS.

BOSTON.
NEW DEPARTMENT.

Ladies’Dressmaking
We have Received our French
Costumes for the season from the
leading Parisian houses. Also, a
complete line of New Materials
and Trimmings. We have secured
the valuable services of a wellknown French Fitter, aud shall be
pleased to show our Styles to those
desiring to order.

Gloucester Fish Market.
FOR THE WEEK ENDING JUNE 5, 1879.
The arrivals this week have been 83, as follows
34 from Georges with 13,GOO lbs halibut and 1,008,000 lbs codfish; 8 from the Banks with 161,300 lbs
halibut and 90,000 lbs codfish; 15 inshore fishermen with 210,000 lbs codfish; 20 Southern mackerel catchers with 1500 bbls mackerel. The supply
for the season is good with steady demand.
Georges Codfish—The receipt have averaged less
averaged less the past week. The rainy weather and
the prospect of the “heated term” keeps the quant-

ity

of marketable fish small; demand steady; held
at $3% and $3%; small at S3 ^ qtl. New Western
Bank kench cured S3%@$3%; pickled cured at
S3Va. Shore cod at $3Vs « S3%
qtl.
Mackerel—In light supply; receipts for the week
1500 bbls Southern catch Sales at $2@$2% for
200 lbs out of pickle, with barrel.
Vrosll TTalihut_Po/>aintc

for

tlin

...nnlr

1

OAn

lbs; sales at 6ya and 4c p lb for white and gray.
Shore Fish—Cod selling at §1 10 p cwt; Hake and
Haddock $1 p cwt.
Halibut Fins $10 bbl; Fins and Napes $4%; Halibut Heads $3%; Tongues and Sounds $8 to $10;
Pickled Tongues $5; Swordfish $7; Pickled Codfish
$5%; Pickled Haddock $3%; Cusk $2% p qtl;
Haddock $2%; Hake—none in the market; Pollock
$2Vs; Smoked Halibut 8c p lb; Medicinal Oil 90c
p gall; Tanners’ Oil 33c; Porgie Oil 27c; Scaled
Herring at 18c p box; No 1 at 14c; Livers 35c p
bucket; Pickled Herring $2@$2% p bbl for Eastport round, $3% for Newfoundland round, and $5
for Labrador split; Shore split $4%; No 1 Salmon
$13; Boneless fish, 5@6c p lb for choice Georges
cod, 9c for English cured cod, 4^5c for Hake, Cusk
and Haddock.

Chicago Cattle Market.
Chicago, June G.—Hogs—Receipts 24,000 head;
shipments 6,000 head; market is 5 higher; choice
heavy 3 55@ 3 65; light at 3 50@3 GOjmixed packing at 3 45(2)3 50; market firm and all sold.
Cattle—Receipts 3,500 head; shipments 3,400
head; market active and 10@15 higher; good to
choice fat at 4 40@5 10; butchers firm at 1 75®
4 00; Texans plenty at 2 10(2)3 25.
Sheep—Receipts 900 head; shipments 440 head;
market dull at 2 90@4 90.
Domestic Markets.
New York, June 6—Evening.—Flour—Receipts
15,120 bbls; steady without decided change;-sales
16,500 bbls; No 2 at 2 35(2)3 15; Superfine Western and State at 3 40@3 80; extra Western and
State at 3 80®3 90; good to choice at 3 95(2)4 50;
White Wheat Western extra at 4 55(2)5 25; fancy
do at 5 30(2)6 50; extra Ohio at 4 00@G 00; extra
St. Louis at 3 80(2)6 00; patent Minnesota extra at
6 00(2)6 90; choice to double extra at 6 95@7 65,
including 4000 bbls City Mills extra at 4 75(2)5 25;
500 bbls low extra at 3 75<®3 80; 4300 bbls Winter
Wheat extra at] 4 50®6 25; 6400 bbls Minnesota
extra at 3 80(2)7 65, closing steady. Southern flour

quiet and steady; sales 950 bbls. “Rye flour steady
10@3 50 for Superfine. Cornmeal dull at 2 06
@2 50. Wheat—receipts 272,100 bush; Spring
without decided change; Winter about %c better
with a good export and fair speculative business;
sales 548,000 bush, including 324,000 on the spot;
rejected Spring at 71%@72%c, part to arrivejNo 3
do at 90%@92c; No 2 do at 1 05 24,41 06; ungraded do at 85c@l 03; ungraded Winter Red at 1 12@
1 17; No 3 do 1 12%@1 13; No 2 do at 1 17@1 18;
No 1 do 1 3 7%@1 18; ungraded Amber at 1 12%
@1 16; No 2 White 1 14@1 14%; No 1 do, 13,000
at 3

at 1

16%@1 16%: extra do. 10,000 at 1 17; No 2
Spring for June, 16,000 bush at 6; No 1 White for
June, 46,000 bush at 1 16%, closing at 1 16 bid.

1

12% bid, 1 13% asked. Rye dull; No 2 Western
61c. Font—receipts 184,120 bush; dull and scarcely so firm; sales 201,000 bush, including 143,000
bush on the spot;'ungraded 41(2>44c; No 3,at 40%
@
41c; steamer at 42%@43%c; No 2 at 44®44%c;
low Mixed at 49c: steamer Yellow at 44(2(44%c;
Western Yellow 46c; White Western at 50c; steamer for June at 42c bid, 43%c asked; do July at
43,
closing at 43c bid, 43%c asked; No 2 for Juno 44^2}
44%c; June 44%c bid,45c asked. Oats—receipts
49,165 bush; %c better and more active; sales
160,000 bush; No 3 at 37c: No 3 White at 38% @
39c; No 2 at 38®38c; do White 39%@40o; No 1
White 43c; Mixed Western at 36%@88%c; White

ing 30,000 No 2 Chicago at 37c in store; 15,000
No 2 for July 38c. Sugar dull and unchanged;500
lilids Cuba at 6%.
dull and heavy. Petroleum dull and lower; 40 000 bbls united 67y2
@70: crude In bulk at 4; in bbls 6%@7%; refined
at 7%. Tallow is unchanged. Pork steady; 750

bbls mess on the spot 9 00 for old; new quoted at
10 00; 50 bbls extra prime 8 75. Beef quiet. Cut
Meats firm; fresh shoulders 4%; do hams 8. Lard
shade firmer and quiet; 1100 tcs prime steam on the
spot at 6 30; 1000 tcs June at 6 27%; 1500 tcs for
July at 6 35@6 37%; 2000 tcs year G 27%; 275
city steam G 20. Butter dull and heavy. Cheese

steady.
Freights
steam at

to

5.

Liverpool—market easier; Wheat

per

Chicago, June 6.—Flour Is quiet and firm; low
grades 2 00@2 75; Superfine 2 2o@3 00; extra 3 00
@4 00; doubleextras 3 80@6 25; patents at 5 00@
8 00. Wheat is dull aud lower;No 2 Chicago Spring
at 1 02%@1 02% for cash; 99%@99%c for
July;
93%c for August; No 3 do at 81 @81%c; rejected

Strike in the Timber Trade in Sweden.
at G2c. Corn unsettled and generally lower at 36c
The strike among the workmen in the timfor cash; 36%@36%c for July; 37%c for August.
ber trade, which began at Sundswall, Sweden,
Oats
are strong and higher at 32%c cash; 32%c for
at the end of May, has now, according to teleJuly; 30%c for August. Rye unchanged. Barley
at
extended
to all tho leading
gram
Lloyd’s,
firmer at 64@64c. Pork in good demand and shade
ports of the Soderham district, on the Gulf of higher at 9 50@9 55 cash; 9 60@9 62% for July,
Bothnia. Some ten thousand men were idle at
9 70@9 72% for August. Lard is fairly active and
last accounts.
The government is taking preshade higher at 6 05 for cash;6 10 for July; 6 17%
for
measures
acts
of
August. Bulk Meats are firm and unchanged";
violence by
cautionary
against
I shoulders at 3 60; short rib at 4 67%; short clear
the strikers.
4 80.
The Khedive and the European Powers
Freights—Corn to Buffalo 1%: Wheat do at 2.
Alexandria, June 6.—Vivian, British ConReceipts—11,000 bbls flour, 101,000 bush wheat,
sul-General, goes to Cairo to-night to deliver 522.000 bush corn, 72,000 bush oats, 5,500 bush
rye.
2,300 bush barley,
the protest of his government against the arShipmentS’9,000 bbls flour, 575,000 bush wheat,
bitrary manner m which the Khedive's decree 344.000
bush corn, 61,000 bush oats, 8,000 bush
dealt with the creditors of the Egyptian govrye, 1,500 bush barley.
ernment.
The market closed with Wheat firmer at 1 02%
for June; 99%c for July. Corn and Oats are unParis, June 6.—France and England agreed
changed. Provisions firmer but not higher.
to abstain from any interference with the EgypSt. Louis, June 6.—Flour unchanged. Wheat is
tian administration and will not require the
lower: No 2 Red Fall at 1 12 for cash; 1 09% ffi
appointment of European ministers or a comp- @1 10% for June; 1 00%@1 00% for July; No 3
Red Fall 88% c. Corn lower; No 2 Mixed at 35 for
troller general, but will hold the Khedive recash; 34% @35Vac for June; 35%@35%c for
sponsible for the consequences of his acts.

HAIL ALL bLLll VALLLII 111.
We will cash the above bonds or
exchange them for other issues of
Government Bonds or for other
investment securities, on most
favorable terms.

FRIDAY, June

0.

Arrived.

Steamer New Brunswick, Hall, St John, NB, via
Eastport for Boston.
Sch Saarbruck, Clark, Philadelphia—coal to Jas II
Baker.
Sch Hudson, Gross, Boston.
Sch Sea Pigeon, Handy, Boston.

Sch Irene, (Br) Swinn, Shelburne, NS—to Portland

Packing Co.

Sch Jerusha Baker, Chase, Machias—lumber
Legrow Bros.
Sch Willis Putnam, Cook, Calais lor Boston.
Scb Diana, Orne, Boothbay.

to

Cleared.
Sch Virginia, Burgess, Philadelphia—D W Clark

& Co.
Sch Isaac Orbeton,
Leavitt & Co.
Sch David Faust,

Crockett, Windsor, NS—Chase,

Smith, Ellsworth,
Philadelphia—Ryan & Kelsey.
Sch Emile E Birdsell, Birdsell, Kennebec, to load
for Georgetown, DC—Ryan & Kelsey.
SchP S Lindsey, Johnson, Gardiner—Kensell &

Tabor.
Sch Exact,

Blake.

to load for

Kimball, North Boothbay

—

LADIES’ RIDING HABITS,
ENGLISH SACKS aud ULSTERS
TO

BANKERS and BROKERS,

32
Street
aplO Exchange
0

GOV’T

A

no2C

SECURITIES

fall.

by

MEMORANDA.
Seth M Todd, of and from Calais for Phila"
delphia, with lumber, went ashore east side of Camp-

obello 31st ult and sustained considerable damage.
She was hauled off and towed into Eastport.
Sch Ada Ames, recently ashore, has been placed on
the railway at Rockland and found to have sustained heavy damage to bottom. The cost of repairs is
estimated at §3000.
DOMESTIC
SAN F RAN CIS CO—A r

C

MEN’S
LOW STRAP SHOES in all widths, all A,
B, C and D, and 1,2, 3, 4 and o, and a perfect fit

warranted.

Pensacola.
Ar 5th, sch M K Rawley, Rawley, Philadelphia.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 2d, sch Lois V Cliaples,
Cliaples, Baltimore.
BRUNSWICK—Cld 2d, sch Louisa Wilson, Springer, New York.
Sid 31st, sch Annie Whiting, Gray, Wilmington.
CHARLESTON—Ar 4-t.h K<*h Os>t:i\vnmtpnV frmn

ltockport.
GEORGETOWN, DC—Ar 4th, schs
Vinalkavan.

J R

The celebrated Newark (N. J.) Shoes,

custom made at

Congress Street,
of Cold Boot.

Sign

BROWN,
The

Shoe

Dealer.

my 2 9

eodtf

Bodwell,

Cld 4th, schs T J Martin, Marts, Portland; JR
Bodwell, Stamford, Ct.
ALEXANDRIA—Ar 4th, sell Petrel, Bangor.
PHILADELPHIA—Cld 4th, sch Carrie Bell, Sea-

NEW YORK—Ar 5th, barque Samuel B Hale, Haven, Cardenas 10 days; sens L A Snow, Gregory,
Maranliam; C II Eaton, Young, Aqnin; Juo H Converse, Itiunball, Cardenas; Leonora, Bousey, Bermuda; Laina Cobb, Wood, Savannah: Jesse Hart,

Special

Ottaml for do.
Sid 4tli, schs

Ames, Kokeno,

Mott-Haven, Onward, Oregon, Lucy
Keene, Empress, Hope, anu

Alfred

Clifford.
;BOSTON—Ar 5th. barque Edith Davis, McCarty,
Barbadoes; 0 A Littlefield, Carver, Havana; brigs
Shannon, Moore, Sagua; Julia E Haskell, Paine,
Weeliawken; schs Walter L Plummer, Plummer,
Sagua; Eva C Yates, Yates, Matanzas.
Cld oth, barque Sandy Hook, Nicliols, Cow Bay;
schs Allie Oakes, Pillsbury, Grcenport, LI; Para,
Howe, do.
Nathan

Slid, brig

Carrie E Pickering.
sch Annie Lee, Look,

Ar Oth,
Azna; W H Card,
Foss, Hoboken; Ontario, Sprague, Calais; D P,
Strout, Millbridge; Brunette, Babbidge, Bangor.
Cld Otli, schs Fred Smith, Brown, St Thomas; J L
Newton, Stover, Alexandria.
NEWBURYPORT—Ar 5tli, sch Roomer, McFarland, Weehawken.
Sid 5th, schs Georgianna, Brown, from St George;
Empress, Emery, Rockland; Ernest T Lee, Blatchforfi, Calais.
SALEM—Ar 3d, sch Globe, Hammett, from Port

Johnson.

foreign ports.
At Saigou April 22, brig Irene, Yates, for Hong
Kong.
Sid fm Manila April 5, ship Sunrise, Clark,
Iloilo,
to load sugar for New York at §0 per ton.
Sid fm Calcutta May 7, ship Tam O’Shanter, Soule

New York.
Ar at St Helena

—, ship L J Morse, Ames,-. for
United Kingdom.
Sid fm Havre 5th inst, ship Santa Clara, Tobey,
United States.
At Callao May 8. ships Peru, Larrabee, from Huanillos, arrived Apl 27: H LRichardson, Palmer; Geo
Skolfield, Hall, and $ C Blanchard, Oakes, all waiting orders; St Joseph Fales, seeking; Oasis, Lord,
ldg; P G Blanchard, Mein Intire, and Belle Morse,
Hutchins, do; Resolute, Nickels, do ; Jamestown,
Kidder, partly loaded; barques Fannie Skolfield,
Dunning, and E L Mayberry, Knight-, waiting cargo;
Gen Fairchild, Kelley, (nearly loaded); Willard
Mudgett^ Staples, ldg; and others.
At Mejilioues May 6, ship Reunion, Curtis, from
San Jose.
At Valparaiso April 25, barque
Evanell, Hichborn
for Cape Town, CGH: Itonus, Smart, for Talcahuano, to load tor United Kingdom or Continent
SldfmSagua prev to 2!)th inst, barque Halcyon

Hardy,

North of Hatteras.
At Sagua May 2<J, barque Ifattie
for North of Hatteras; brigs

G Dixon, Yates,
Myronus, Jarvis, and
Hyperion, Williams, do; Mary Bartlett. Welsh, do;
Mary 1 Kimball Sanborn, from ’Trinidad, wtg; sells
Grace V ebster, Young, and ElvaE
Petteugiir York,
for North of Hatteras; T B
Witherspoon, Sheppard
Minna A Reed, N ash and
do.
Quoddy,
Mahoney,
at
Old
Musquash NB, 3d inst, sells Mary E Gage,
Peabody, New York; A II Uodgman, Frye,
and Eri *
J
do.
Sherman,
MPOKEN.

May 20, lat 49, Ion 18, ship Guardian, Paine, fm
Liverphol for Damariscotta.
May 24, olT East end Cuba, brig Amy A Lane
Fowler, from Philadelphia for Cienfuegos.
May 27, lat 29 50 Ion 70 40, soli Etna, Sawyer,
from New York for Guantanamo.

AND

—

GOODS,

We are now opening with an entire new stock
for CASH at BOTTOM PRICKS,
and we shall SELL TO SUIT THE TIMES.
Remember we have NO OLD SHOP-WORN
GOODS.
Every garment NEW, FRESH
AND NTRONG, thoroughly made up in the latest styles. Call and see us.

bought

STORE 173 FORE STREET,
Second Door from Exchange Street.
CHAS. F. HOLDEN,
GEO. W. DAVIS.
my31dtf

Do You Ask

Why

PALMER S STORE

Patronized!

Generously

so

1st—Customers arc SUBE to find
such boots as they want, in quality, price and fit.
3d—No other store iu this city receives Burt's Boots direct from
Mr. Burt.
3d—No other store ATTEMPTS
keep a full line of first-class
stock and work.
to

4tli—No other store has so excellent an assortment of Iowr and medium priced boots for Men, Women and Children.
9 R IkLiil

1T1IUULL

UI1U Of

dtf

One of the Oldest and Best

53

Exchange

St.
dim

Offer for sale their entire stock, consisting of Stoves
Ranges and Furnaces, and such other goods as are
usually kept in a first-class stove and kitchen furnstore.

Mr.

Ames, intends going West.

“

Our stock is new, and the assortment is complete
in all numbers and newest fashionable shades in 75
ct. $1 uiifl $1.50 Kids,but like cotton and woolen goods these must advance some time and we cannot guarantee such prices after these are sold.

J. Henry Rines& Co.,
Nos. 241 and 243 Middle St.
my27T.Th&Stf
Tfc

i

-Duiuity

auu

reusiuns

I

cuted.

NO

H.

DROmOYD,

88 EXCHANGE STREET,
PORTLAND.

d&wtf

feo

Linen Cota & Ms
CHADBOURN & KENDALL,
Have just been appointed

Agents

for PINE & HAMBLIN,
OF

TROY,

N.

197

HATTER,

Street,
eodtf

middle

myl7

AT
5, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 16
cents we are selling some very
handsome Hamburg Edges. Our
stock of tine Hamburgs and Nainsooks will be closed out very
cheap. Good assortment Torchons
and Irish Crochets.

OWEN, MOORE & CO

UNDERWEAR!
MERINO i
(MINER

LADIES,

«amjxzL.
&

Owen, Moore

Co.,

497 CONGRESS STREET.

dtf

my8

PURE ICE!
Burnham & Dyer,
a

Full Stock of PURE It'E, will
furnish

Families, Stores and Vessels
Any dcNired quantity, nt the lowewt prices.
Mention 1S79. Customers Solicited.

l'OBTMVD, HE.

mlill

tf

OF—

SADDLES, BRIDLES,
&c.

For City and Country Trade.

Wm.

Hennessy & Co.,
till CENTER STREET,
Manufacturers and Dealers iu

JIOM III.V BATE!*.
S1.35
“
1.75
13 “
«
“
52.33
•JO
•JO ccut» per huudrcd by (he eake.
“
“
35
Mingle haudred.
febl8
_ifltt
10 lb*,

daily,

Spring Goods.
We have

mylil

“
“

of

Seamless Kid Button Boots
Side lace Kid Boots.

“

Screens^

Screens!

and for sale at LOW

Large Line

Slippers
Newport Ties,
Newport Button Shoes,
Low-cut Kid Slippers,

“

Second-hand Saddles Bought and Sold.
dim

a

Ladies’ Sandal
“

HARNESSES OF ALL KINDS

hand

now on

PRICES,

A

new

and nobby line of

SOMETHING NEW!

The Excelsior

Sliding Screen

is the newest and best Screen in the market. It
slides from top to bottom of window independent of

the sasli. It is the cheapest as well as the most durable sliding Screen yet invented.
We also sell the IIOUOHTON EXTENSION SCREEN which fits any window.
IH3^~*Headquarters for all kinds of Screen and
Screen Goods. Orders tilled without delay at

(Derby nnd l.oudou Toe»)

FOR GENTLEMEN'S WEAR.

Davis &
210
The Bed
Store.

Cartland,

MIDDLE
Repairing of

STREET.

all

Kind* done at
nih22eodtf

Congress Street,
Opposite Chestnut Street, Portland.

mylti

tf

•

n

AM still U. S. Claim Agent, and collect arrears of
Pensions under lato law for soldiers or their
heirs from date of discharge or death. Widows, dependent Mothers and Fathers are entitled from date
of discharge or death.
My long service of fifteen years in the Claim business enables me to guarantee settlement of all claims
entrusted to my care.
Suspended or rejected Pension Claims or any
claims against the Government successfully prose

D.

COE,

Nutter Bros. St Co., 29 Market §<].,

HOUSINGS,

of.19

Straw Hats and Hammocks.

An immense stock of

Scale of Prices for the Season:

Address all communications to

RIDING

We bought last season 62 cent
50 cents
3-button Kids, to sell for
Later, 50 cent quality to sell for 35 “
Again, same quality to sell for 25 “
Now we accidentally came upon
a lot to arrive Thursday, May
28tli, at the astonishing price

We exchange the BROADWAY SILK HAT
for $3.00—others charge $3.50. We can show
some specialties in fine SOFT HATH,
kept by us only. Also the largest
retail stock in Maine.

OBJECT OF SELLING—The managing partner,

—A LIKE

Another Lower Price !

know

will

JTIen’M Straw Hat* 20c.
Ladle* Bathing Hat* -Or.
Boy*» Wool Hat* 4 for $1.
IVKen’* 4-ooil Working Hat* lOc.
A 4-ooil Truuk for SI.
Our SI Hatw SurpriM All.
Iflen’* Black La*tmg Cap* 13c.
Traveling Bng* 73c up.

Having stored

NUTTER RROS.& Co.

Just Received of the Manufacturers

19 GENT KIDS

reading the following, everybody
where to buy.

75 and 79 CROSS STREET,

Messrs.

ishing

my22

Business

Places in Portland.

ty days.

HALL L. DAVIS,

After

THE

tobTaleT

One of the largest and best selected
stocks in the city, of New and Stylish
Designs. Call and examine.

TELL.

CLOTHING

mh5

inducements for the next thir-

PRICES

DAVIS,

HI. O. PALMER.

ROOM PAPERS!

Halcyon, Dickinson, Sagua; brig Stephen Bishop.
Gilkey, Cardenas; schs Kocheco, Jasper, Matanzas:
Ella Hodgdon, Harlow, Cedar Keys.
PROVIDENCE—Sid 5tli, schs H A DeWitt, ManSon, Philadelphia; Leesburg, Herrick, New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 5th, sells H A DeWitt, Manson,
Providence for New York: Lizzie Raymond, Lord,
Fall River for Philadelphia; Pushaw,
Alley, Providence for New York; Lookout, Pomroy, do lor do.
Sid, sell Eliza B Coffin, Cole, (from Perth Amboy)

VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 4th, schs Annie Lee,
Look, from Azua for Boston; E C Nash, Growler,
Windsor, NS, for New York; R L Kenuey, Farr,
Spruce Head for do; Nathan Clifford, Coombs, from

&

HOLDEN

•

convinced.

New Bedford.
1
Cld Oth, barque Endeavor, Mountfort, Matanzas;
sch Nile, Spear, Portsmouth.
Ar Oth, barque J H Ingersoll, Dow, llong Kong;

Lord, Amboy.

new miens

Ul Situ

Wall, Wilmington NC; Magnet, Fletcher, BangorPalos, Jordan, Calais; Idaho, Peck, Rockland; W
Freeman, Eldridge, Thomaston; V R Gates, Holmes,

for Portland.
In port, schs Abby Gale, Darby, for New York;
Sarah S Tyler, Williams, and Tangent, Thurston, for
Round Pond; R W Denham, Denham, Batli for New
York; Nathan Clifford, Coombs, Orland for do.
FALL RIVER— Ar 31st, sch Lizzie Raymond,

NEW STORE! NEW MODS!

In proof of these facts please call

vey, Boston.
Ar 5th, brigs II B Cleaves, Cummings, Cardenas;
Mary C Mariner, Collins, Trinidad; J H Lane, Shute
Messina; schs Moreliglit, Morwood,Calais; E H Herriman, Herriman, Cardenas; Emma Arey, Hall, New

York.
Cld 5th, barque Sami E Spring, Ross,for Portland;
B F Lowell, Pinkham, do.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 5th, brig II M Bain,
Tliestrup, Cardenas; schs Beta, St Pierre; E II Herriman, Cardenas.
Sid 4th, barques Ocean Pearl, for Caibarien; Clara
E McGilyery, for Portland.
Sid, brig H M Bain, for New York; sell Cumberland, (from Cardenas) for Richmond.

tf

je4

Is

421

Broker,

Mo. 173 Fore Street.

Lace Boots a specialty. My stock of SIDE
LACE BOOTS will compare as to qualiaud
ty
quautity with any Store in Portland. I keep all widths and sizes. Call and examine the Side Lace Boot that I am selling for $3.00

Wade,

Bagley, Shanghae.
Ar 2d, ship J A Thompson, Rogers, Nanaimo.
Sid 30th, ship Palestine, for Queenstown.
GALVESTON—Cld 4th, sch Amos Walker, Poland

Banker and

GENTS’ FURNISHING

without extra charge.

LADIES’

PORTS.

4th, ship Levi

Mail

Side

from merchants’ exchange.
Ar at New York 6th, sch Ella Hodgdon, from Cedar Keys.
Ar at Glasgow 5th hist, brig Trust, Portland.
Ar at Delaware Breakwater 6th, sch Jos Souther,
Watts, Matanzas.
May 23, off Fortune Island, sch Yo Semite, from
New York for Baracoa.

SAMUEL HANSON,

sneod&Aiyl

GOODS

THE

Boy*’ New Style Straw Hat* 19c.

BOUGHT AND SOLD.

—

Nath’l

The splendid ship fc“Permeater,” built by Messrs
Soule of Freeport, is being metaled on the stocks
and will he launched about the 20th of this month.
She is about 1400 tons and one of the strongest and
best modeled vessels ever built in the State.
Briggs & Cushing, of Freeport, are putting up the
frame for a ship of 1500 tons, to be launched next

7T

CARD.

To all who are suffering from the errors and indiscretions of youth, nervous weakness, early decay,
loss of manhood, &c., I will send a receipt that will
This great remedy
cure you, FREE OF CHARGE.
was discovered by a missionary in South America.
Send a self-addressed envelope to the Rev. Joseph
T. INMAN, STATION D, NEW YORK CITY.

eodtf

eodtf

194 MIDDLE STREET.
eod2msn

Street.

Congress

Ap22

AND

ORDER.

RONTON.

LATNER,

539

State, City and Town Bonds

492 and 494 Washington St.
apl5

F.

H.M. PAYSON & CO.,

PORT OF PORTLAND.

Sch

Suggesting

Germany

sea.

Salovieff’s Trial.
St. Petersburg, .Tune 6.—The trial of SaThe proceedings are
lovieff lias commenced.
secret.
has
A special commissioner
gone to Astrakhan to investigate the disease among the
Tartars.
The Blanqui Difficulty.
Paris, June 6.—Much excitement exist
among the members of the Republican Union
and the extreme left at the failure of the government to grant amnesty to Blanqui. A joint
interpellation is resolved upon.
Fighting in Albanic.
Vienna, June 0.—Excitement at Novi Bazar
on account of projected Australian occupation
increases. There has been an encounter between the Turks and Arnauts in Albania, in
which GO Amauts are reported killed.
Eruption of Etna.
of Etna is
Messina, June 4.—The eruption and
dense
Loud rumblings
diminishing.
the
lull is
feared
smoke continue, and it is

REFRIGERATORS !
The largest and best stock in Maine to select
from, and a nice hard-wood, first class refrigerator
for the same or less money that the cheap pine,
This refrigerator is fully
dead air are selling for.
established and they give universal satisfaction. It
will be for the interest of all to see them before
buying. Refrigerators exchanged and second-hand
ones for sale.

J. F.

Proprietor

For the stile of their Linen Cnllnr* anil Cuff*
are now prepared to offer their goods to tho

tradoiit Manufacturer**’ Prices.

apSdtf

MERRILL,
aud

NO. 60 CRONS ST.,

Manufacturer,

AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES.
Also

PORTLAND, IRE.

Bargains In
FURNITURE, CARPETINGS,

CROCKERY & PLATED WARE

Adams & Robinson,

,„l#°

EXCHANGE

si..

For Sale.

job

Lot

op

The best bargains ever offered.
Sizes 13 1-2, 14, 14 1-2,15,
15 1-2. Come and see.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
493 CONGRESS STREET.

my9

dtf

_

Sale.
interest in a good paying business.
For particulars inquire of 1). S. WARREN.
IC2 Commercial St.
ray29tf
For

For

Temple

Full Line of

SHIRTS!

Yacht Minnie, 11 tons.
particulars enquire of
SCHOONER
R. H. WAITE,
ONE-HALF
aud Federal Sts.
Cor

my27il2w

a

SHIRTS
HATHAWAY’S
apS
__dtf

my111__dtjyl

Good

DOZEN

100

MERRILL’S LATESTjPROVED DRY AIR.

Y.,

and

Have just received and offer

GRACIE ST. JOHN CLEMANCE.

Religious Notices.

PEESS.

THE

St. Luke’s Cathedral, State St.—Rt. Rev. H.
A. Neely Bishop of the Diocese of Maine.
Sunday
services 10y2 a. m., 3 and 7y2 p. m. Daily services
at
a. m. and 5 p. m.
Seats free to all.
Bethel Church.—Services 10y2 a. m., 3 and 7Va
p. in.; also Monday and Thursday evenings at 7y2
p. m. All from sea and land are invited. Seats free.

SATURDAY, MORNING, JUNE 7.
THE PRESS

May be obtained at tbe Periodical Depots of N. G. Reading rooms open to Seamen every day regular.
Fessenden, Marquis, Brunei & Co., Andrews, ArmFirst Lutheran CnuRcn, Elm St.—Rev. N.
strong, Cox, Wentworth, Hodsdon, Hayden, Water-N
house, corner Exchange and Fore St.; Welander, \Elestad, pastor. Preaching at 10y2 a. m. and 3 p.
Boston & Maine Depot, and Chisholm Bros., on all 'm.
train* that run out of the city.
Young Men’s Christian Association, ConSaco, of L. Hodsdon and H. B. Kendrick.
gress Street, corner Elm.—Open day and evening.
Union Gospel Meeting every evening at 7y2 o’clock.
Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
Lewiston and Auburn, of Richard Foss.
Sunday at 9 a. in. and 7 p. in. All are invited.
Biddeford, F. M. Burnham.
First Free Baptist Society, Corner Casco and
Brunswick, B. G. Dennison and W. II. Marrett.
Cumberland Streets.—Rev. C. S. Perkins, pastor.
Richmond, G. A. Beale.
Preaching at 10y2 a. m. Sunday School at ll3/i a.
Woodford’s Corner, H. Moody.
in. Meeting for prayer and remarks at 7 o’clock and
New York, Brentano’s Literary Emporium, 39
?y2
Tuesday evening. Sabbath School prayer meetUnion Square.
ing Friday evening at 7y2 o’clock.
Cumberland Mills, A. W. C. Cloudman.
Woodford’s Corner M. E. Church.—Rev. WilGorham, G. Augry.
bur F.Berry, pastor. Preaching at 2y2 p. m. Prayer
Saccarappa, at the Post Office.
meeting at 7 p.

Rockland,

0. C. Andrews and E. R. Spear.
Damariscotta, E. W. Dunbar.
Freeport, W. J. Parker.
Thomaston, S. Delano.
Vinalhaven, B. Lane.
Waldoboro, G. Bliss.
Wiscasset, Gibbs & Rundlet.
Yarmouth, C. E. Coombs.
Auburn, V. R. Foss.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
NOTICES.

Ducking.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

ing

W. E. Plummer—2.
Colby’s Book Store.

Coe—4.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Proposals—Geo. Thom.
Boy Wanted—Box 1G59.

White Mountain Ice Cream Freezers.
Assignees’ Sale of Real Estate.
To Let—This Office.
Special Bargains—Geo. L. Warren.

Agency Notice—Alfred Haskell.
S3,000—Merry.
Wanted—27% Market Street.

To Let—93 Pleasant Street.
To Let at Woodford's Corner.

The sale of the desirable residence

Entire

new

on

Ocean

at 3 o’clock.

Merry’s.

Silk Hats $3.50.

at

Ladies, buy your Underwear and Hosiery
AV. E. Plummer’s, 455 Congress street, Clapp’s
Block.
ju7-3t
__

New

style straws to-day. Coe, Hatter.

can save money by buying your
Bretonne and Tarleton Rushing
at AV. E. Plummer’s, 455 Congress street,Clapp

Ladies, you

Crepe Lisse,

ju7-3t

Block.
_

20

styles

Merry,

Manilla Straw’s.

Hatter.

Colby’s Book Store closes forever in
days. See advertisements.
Coe has

heaps of

a

few

Manilla Hats.

Dr. C. \V. Benson’s Celery and Chamomile Pills are prepared expressly to cure Sick

Headache, Nervous Headache, Dyspeptic
Headache, Neuralgia and Nervousness, and
will cure any case. Price 50 cts, postage free.
Parsons, Bangs & Co., Wholesale Druggists, 117 and 119 Middle street, Portland, Me.,
General

may23dtf

Agents.

Merry, Hatter.

50 styles Mackinaw Straws.

Special Notice!—To the citizens of Portland and vicinity. Dr. Cummings’ Compound
Extract of Sarsaparilla and Dock, is made

just as Dr. Cummings made it, notone
particle of anything being added to or deductnow

ed from the

original receipt.
S. Cummings, Sole

my31dtf

Proprietor.

•

You can save money

by buying

hats of Coe.

For Grass Fringes, Marabouts and Buttons
go to Carlton Kimball’s, 495 Congress street.
He has the best assortment and lowest prices.
2t
junG
100

styles children’s

Merry,

Straws.

Hatter.

Ladies’ use Coat’s Cotton.—Best Thread
for Sewing Machines.
White, Black and
Colors.
Strongest, six-cord, full length, no
knots. Gold Medals.
Pronounced best. Sold

may28W&S4w

everywhere.

Coe sells Straw Hats for 10 cents.

splendid assortment of
summer underwear, hoisery, gloves and corsets at Carlton Kimball’s, 495 Congress street.
2t
junG
Ladies

can

find

a

Merry the Hatter.

15c Straw Hats.

at at 7 30 p.

Dalton, Recm.
Sunday

m.

All from land and

street, in Doering, this afternoon, and of house
lots in the same vicinity, affords a favorable
opportunity for persons wishing to invest in
property that can hardly fail of paying good interest on the money invested.
The sale will

promptly

Seats free.

High St. Church.—Rev. W. If. Fenn, pastor.
Preaching at 10y2 a. m. Sabbath School at 12 m.
Prayer meeting at 7y2.
St. Paul’s Church, corner of Congress and Locust St.—Rev. C. J. Ketchum. rector.
Services at
10y2 a. m. 3 p. m. Sabbath School at 2 p. m.
St. Lawrence St. Church.—Rev. A. H. Wright,
pastor. Services at 10y2 a. m. and 3 p. m. Sunday
School at iy2 p. m. Social meeting at 7 p. m.
Gospel Temperance Mission.—Meetings will be
held in the rooms, Mechanic’s building, at 7y2
o’clock this evening, and at 9 a. m., 3 ana 7 p. m.
to-morrow. Services conducted
by S. F. Pearson.

Merry—G.

commence

invited.

Harmon’s Hall, West End.—Rev. W. Hutchin*
son, pastor. Preaching at 10y2 a. m. and 7 p. m.
Sabbath School immediately after morning sermon*
Seats free. All are invited.
Bayside Parish.—Rev. B. F. Pitchard, pastor.
Preaching at 10y2 a. m., 2 and 0 p. m. Sabbath
School at 11.45 a. m. and 1 p. in. Social meeting at
7¥2 p. m.
Deering Bridge Mission Sabbath School.—
A Union Sabbath School will be held in the Chapel
at the bridge at 3 p. m. All are invited.
West Church, Congress St.—J. F. Morgan, acting pastor. Sabbath School at 11 a. m. Preaching
at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7 o’clock. Seats free.
All are cordially welcomed.
Ferry Village M. E. Church.—Rev. S. F.
Wetherbee, pastor. Preaching at lOVfe a. m. and
2y2 p. m. Sabbath School at 1 p. m. Prayer meet-

CITY AND VICINITY.

a

are

St. Stephen’s Church.—Rev. Asa
tor. Services at 10y2 a. m. and 3 p.
school at 2 p. m.

Watervule, J. S. Carter.
Lisbon, C. E. Judkins.
Hallowell, D. K. Jewell.
Augusta, E. H. Pike.

^SPECIAL
Those Who Got

All

m.

Handsome Grass Fringes, 37£c, 50c. 75c,
87c, 81-00, 81.25 per yard and upwards. The
cheapest line in Portland can be found at
W. E. Plummer’s,
455 Congress street,
Clapp’s Block.
juu4—4t

Hammocks, Linen Kobes, Horse

Covers,

Park St.
—Rev. E. C.
Seats free.

sea are

welomed

Church, Corner Park and Pleasant
Cummings will preach at loy2 a.

Sts
m

First Universalist Church, Congress Square.
—Rev. Wm. E. Gibbs, pastor. Services at 10y2|a.

m.

Sunday

School at 3 p.

m.

83^Rev. F. Pember will preach at Bradley’s
10y2 a. in.; Pride’s Corner at 7y2 p. m.
India St. Universalist Church.—Rev. C. A.
Hayden, pastor. Sendees at 3 and 7y2 p.m. Preaching tomorrow by the pastor. Subject for the evening: “The Gospel of today.”
New Jerusalem Church, New High Street.—
Rev. J. K. Smyth, pastor.
Services to-morrow
morning at loy2 o’clock. Preaching by the pastor.
Sabbath School at 12 m.
Second Advent Church. Union Hall, 87 Free

at

St.—Preachincr Sundav at, 10L« a. in. and 3 r»
hv
Elder Hiram Hunger.
Prayer meeting at 9 a. m.
and 7 p. m. Sabbath School at 12 m. Seats free.
Chestnut St. M. E. Church—Rev. C. J. Clark,
pastor. Children’s Sunday.—No service in the morning. Sunday School exercise at 3 p. m., singing,
speaking &e by the children. Praise meeting at 7 Vi
p. m. leu by the Portland Chorus Choir.
Plymouth Churcjj.—Rev. Herbert W. Lathe,
pastor. Preaching at 10Vi a. m. Missionary Service at 7 Vi p. m.
First Baptist Church, Congress St., Corner
Wilmot St.—Rev. T. I). Anderson, pastor.
Sabbath
School at 1.45 p. ni. Preaching by the pastor at 3
p. m. Social meeting at 7% p. in.
Williston Church, Cor. Thomas and Carroll Sts.
—Rev. Frank E. Clark, pastor. Preaching at 10%
a. m. by Rev. Thos. D. Anderson,Jr. Sabbath School
at 3 p. m. Prayer meeting at 7Vi p. m.
Congress St. M. E. Church, Rev. A. S. Ladd, Pastor. Preaching at 10% a. m. A sermon to the
children at 3 p. m. Sunday School at 1%. Sunday
School Concert 7% p. m.
Pine St. Methodist CnuucH.—Rev J. F. Hutchins, pastor. Preaching at 10% a. m. and 3 p. ni.
Afternoon sermon to children. Children's exercis es
in the evening.

Second Parish Church, Congress St., Corner
Pearl.—C. A. Dickinson, pastor elect. Preaching at
10% a. m., and 3 p. m. by Rev. Dr. Fisk of Newburyport. Sunday School at 1% p. m. Social
religious meetings at 9% a. m., 6% and 7% p. m.,
and Tuesday and Friday evenings. All are invited.
Preble Chapel, Corner Preble and Cumberland
St. Sunday School to-morrow at 2 p. m. Preaching
at 3 p. in. Temperance meeting at 7 %.
Johnson
and McVey of the Reform Club will address the
meeting Free to all.
Free St. Baptist Church.—Rev. Jas. MclVhinnie, pastor. Preaching at 10% a. m. Sunday
School at 12 in. Young people’s meeting at 0 p. m.
Sunday school concert at 7 p. m.
igp'A sabbath school concert in the interests of
Harper’s Ferry Normal School, will be held in the
Free Baptist church on Casco Btreet, commencing
at 7 o’clock.

|0F“There will be

Liberal meeting at the Son’s
of Temperance Hall, Sunday at 2 p. m.
Subject:
that
is the Christ of the new reScience
Resolved,
ligion and the constant revealer of divine probabilia

ties.
jgr-The Disciples of Christ hold services in Mer-

cantile Library Hall, Farrington Block, Congress|St.,
every Lord’s Day as follows: Preaching at 10% a.
m.
Observe the Apostles’ teaching, to the Fellowship, to Breaking of bread and to prayer at 3 p. ni.
Prayer meeting at 7% p. m. All are invited.

Capt. James B. Nichols.
Capt. Nichols, whose death we recorded Thurs-

day,

is

worthy

of more than

a

passing

notice.

He moved from Searsport, his native place, to
Portland in 1851. He was then, and has been
since, one of Maine’s most prominent, active
and intelligent ship-masters, having sailed in
some of our best vessels.
Ho was noted for his

nature, his skill as a seaman, his
brotherly kindness and care of the sick in foreign ports, his more than ordinary courage,
and his unusually strong and robust constitugenerous

tion, which has been interrupted by frequent
trouble with his throat, rendering him unable
to attend to his chosen occupation much of the
time for the past

seven years.
This trouble
into cancer in the throat.

Merry.

finally developed

Beautiful Shetland Shawls, Dolmans and
Jackets at Carlton Kimball’s, 495 Congress
street.
Prices 20 per cent, less than last year,
2t
junG

He has been confined to his house for the past
six months, a great sufferer, yet bearing all
with immeasurable patience and cheerfulness.
And this patience, this serenity, this joyful

Sawyer’s Salve, the original and
genuine, 25 cent size, beats all others.
eod&wGm
myl3
Miss

Chew Jackson’s Best Sweet Navy Tobacco

de28S&Wwly
For local intelligence from Biddeford,
Saco, Bath, Augusta, Hallowell, Rockland
and Lewiston see fourth page.

were

JUDGE KNIGHT.

because of the

implicit

Thus ends the life of a good man, a kind husband and a warm and true friend.
The funeral will take place from his late

Saturday

IS STOPPING AT

SHE

269J Congress

St. head of India St.
afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Com.
LIGHTNING’S FREAKS.

HOUSE.

The Particulars of Her Capture.

city,
Tlie Press yesterday morning announ ceu
tlie capture of Mrs. Gracie St. John Clemance.
Tlie particulars
Mr. S.S.
are as follows:

Cahill, baggage

master

Indecent exposure of person.

The Maine General Hospital Struck.

$5 and costs.

Clouds and sunshine yesterday morning, and
heavy showers in the afternoon. Mercury 53°
at sunrise, 72° at noon, 00° at sunset; wind
southeast.
Kufus Merrill launched a fine schooner of GO
tons at his yard, at the foot of Pearl street,

Thursday night.
We have received from Chisholm Brothers
the International Railway Guide for June.
The highwind caused quite a panic for a few
the circus last night, and one woman fainted, but it was quickly allayed.
Crescent Lodge No. 20, Knights of Pythias,
will be installed at Steep Falls, Wednesday
moments at

evening,

Juno 11.
The wholesale merchants—many of them—
propose closing early Saturday afternoons for
the summer.
The Chestnut street Sunday School will
The
celebrate Children’s Sunday tomorrow.
church will be beautifully decorated, and the

particularly interesting.

JLJCtHU

U1

as

the

perform-

closed at the circus, a heavy shower of
rain fell, accompanied by thunder and lightning. All at once there was a vivid flash of

ance

Brief Jottings.

exercises

Yesterday afternoon, just

XYXi Q. XY CliiC

XX.

XXCV11.

Our readers will remember “Dr. Yellowstone” who stopped at the United States Hotel
in this city, some time ago, and had a barouche
dresed with flags driven around the town as
His real name was Dr. W.
an advertisement.

lightning, accompanied by

tremendous clap
of thunder.
Ladies screamed, men swore,
horses neighed, beasts roared, and it was evident the electric fluid had struck near at hand.
It afterwards appeared that the lightning had
struck the northern tower of the Maine General Hospital, taking off the tiles, staving in
one end of the tower, and, following the corner rod of iron dowu to the brick work of the
tower where it passed through two feet of
a

bricks, bulging them out, and then spreading
itself over the tin roof of the wing. No serious damage was done, but the inmates were
pretty thoroughly scared.
Forty panes of
glass in the windows in the .room under the
tower were smashed.
It is thought the injury
will be repaired at a cost of 3100.

Telephonic.—Tlie Western

Union Telegraph Co. are using steel wire coated with copper, which is superior to ordinary telegraph
wire in the construction of the telephone lines
in this city.
A reporter of the. Press called at the Western Union office yesterday and was much
pleased with the working of the Edison telephone, one valuable and curious feature of

His wife has died owing to her desF. Hall.
ertion by her husband. Prior to her death she
told the following tale: She was married to
Dr. Hall about a year ago; put what money she

which is that conversation over the wire cannot possibly be heard by any other subscriber
on the same wire, except the one intended by
the speaker, thus making all conversation
strictly private. The geographical chart of
Portland in the office is very interesting and

had, three

curi ous.

four hundred dollars, into her
husband’s business, and also prepared the medAided by the money so
icines which he sold.
freely given him Dr. Hall visited this city and
or

places, advertising freely to attract pubattention. By dint of advertising and hard

other

lic
work the husband and wife succeeded in accumulating some 53,000, and in April the Doctor

left his wife in Boston, telling her that he had
business in Philadelphia, and directing her to
send her letters to him there, directed to “Dr.
Hall.” Her letters remained uncalled for, and
it does not appear that Hall ever went to Philadelphia. It was ascertained that the Doctor
went from Boston to New York by the Old

sitting about 9 o’clock Thursday evening
in the office of the Augusta Hotfse, Augusta,
when a lady came in.
She said “Excuse me

sir, for coining in

so late
but I met a lady
who
took
me
to
a
boarding
house.
I did not like the house and so
I did not stop there.”
Mr. Stets on, the clerk
of the house, said to her, “Your name if you

friend

please?”

replied “Mrs. Eaymont of Rock-

She

land, Mass.”

Mr.
shall you he

Stetson then said “How
here?”
She replied, “A
three weeks as I camo hero sliop-

long
fortnight or
ping and to have

personal goods, and also
clothing. Abandoned

and without money Mrs. Hall rapidly failed,
It is said that she had
and died on Monday.
the appoarance of a well educated and cultivated lady.
Her story was confirmed by letters
in her possession.
Silver Jubilee.—Bishop Healey will celebrate the 25th anniversary of his ordination to
the priesthood next Tuesday.
On that day all
the priests of this diocese, which includes
Maine and New Hampshire, to the uumber of
forty, will be present. A pontifical high mass
In the afterwill be celebrated at 10.30 a. in.

mourning

some

made.” Mr.

Stetson said to Mr. Cahill do you know that
woman?” Mr. Cahill made an evasive reply
as he
had
the idea the woman
answered
the description of Mrs.Clemance which he had
road in the Lewiston Journal

copied from
and procured

the

Press. Mr. Cahill went
his
paper and was satisfied that the woman was
Mrs. Clemance, provided her hair was cut
short, but her hat was on and he could not tell
that fact. Ho also remembered what Marshal
Bridges had told Conductor Philbrook, Wednesday, and he then was certain as he could be,
Mr. Cahill communicated these matters to Mr.
Stetson and said “let us wait until she comes
from tea, and then we can make sure whether
her hair is close cut as she passes the office,
because she will have removed her hat. She

long brown linen summer ulster over
her dress, and this she also removed, so that

wore a

when sho came from toa she showed that she
had on the light
gray sack and blue dress
skirt mentioned in
the Press, and her hair
was short.
On coming from tea she went directly to her

No. 17.

Cahill then worded the
following despatch for Mr. Stetson:

room

Marshal

Mr.

Bridges,

Portland:—A

woman

answering the description of Mrs. Clemance,
mentioned in the Press this morning, is here.
J. B. Stetson,

Augusta House.
Marshal

Bridges

received

the

had

just

retired when he
lie
answered

telegram.

requesting

Mr. Stetson to hold the woman and
he would leave on the midnight Pullman. So
quickly did ho dress and got to the railroad
station that he beat the telegraph boy.
In the meantime
City Marshal White of

Augusta w$nt to the Augusta Houso and ar.
rested Mrs'. Clemance remaining in her room
until Marshal Bridges arrived.
The Marshal
said, “I

mighty glad to see you, Mrs.
but I don’t suppose you are glad to
see me.”
Mrs. Clemance replied that she
didn’t know; she was about discouraged any
way. The two Marshals remained all night
with Mrs. Clemance in the room and Marshal
am

Clemance,

Bridges brought her
morning’s train.

to Portland in

yesterday

Mrs. Clemance says she escaped Tuesday
evening at 8 o’clock—but that cannot be true—
and spent Tuesday night in
the woods just

beyond

Woodford’s

Corner.

night she slept in'the woods

Wednesday

Cumberland
Mills. Thursday morning slio ventured to a
house and begged a drink of water. In all
that time all she had to eat she says was a
piece of bread and meat she took from the
police station when slio escape d; a part of her
last meal there. In the evening she went to
near

the Cumberland station and bought a ticket
to Augusta. Her clothing was soaked, but she
had

managed

to obtain

pair of boots in the
She says when she
escaped from the Portland police station she
met a man and woman on Chestnut street who
directed her to the Deering horse care, and
then she followed the track; that she sawed
off the bars in the lodging room with a jack
knife last Sunday night.
In conversation with Marshal Bridges she
a

place of the slippers.

made

confession that
Mr. Spring’s money
was concealed in one
of her dresses.
Miss
Patrick hauled the dresses out of the trunk
(which had been left at the station) the night
dress was found, and the sum of §2825 was dis.
a

covered cleverly concealed
sewed in under
the fringes. The crisp paper so closely resembled the silk under which it was concealed,
that it could hardly
have been discovered
without the assistance of Mrs. Clemance. The
money is

in the
of Marshal
hands
Bridges, with $422 found in her possession
when she was first arrested.
If her jewelry is
attached, about $500 more will be recovered.
It appears that Mrs. Clemance is an opium
eater, which may account for her being able to
In her possession
go so long without food.
after her arrest was found a large lump of
now

opium.
Mr. James S.

Spring is expected to-day,
companied by an officer with a requisition

ac-

for
Mrs. Clemance from the Governor of California. Whether she will be tried here or there,
will then bo determined.
PORTLAND LIGHT INFANTRY.

Celebration of the 76th Anniversary.

The Portland Light
70tli auniversity by a

Infantry celebrated their
trip to Baldwin yester-

day. They left the Preble House at 0.45 a. m.
accompanied by nine honorary members, 25
strong,and marched to the Ogdensburg station,
the drum corps playing, under command of
Lieut. Weston. At the transfer station Capt.

Norton’s excellent breakfasts

served in the grove
House.
After breakfast the

near

the

boys

marched

Saco River

range aud
first match

to

the
The

indulged in rifle shooting.
was
between the honorary members, distance 200 yards, for two prizes, each
a gold pencil in the shape of a cartridge. The
first prize was won by Mr. Edwin Dow, he
making 18 out of a possible 25, and the second
by C. R. Dow, he getting 16 out of 25. The
tin gun, for the poorest shot, 2 out of 25, tvas
awarded to Lieut. J. H. Dow of the Cadets.
The shoot of the active members then took
place. The prize, an elegant badge, was won
by Mr. Hiram T. Cook, he making 10 out of
25. Sergeant F. W. Scott made 16 out of 25.
After the shooting games of base ball and
foot ball were indulged in, and, later, a grand

good dinner

served by Norton.
After
dinner it rained, and the boys were confined
to the house for some time.
Ex-Governor
Connor and General Mattocks had arrived on
the afternoon
train
and entered into the
practical jokes got up by the company with
great spirit. The prizes were awarded by Mr.
C. E. Somerly with short cute speeches. After
the rain held up, the
sun
camo
out with

refulgent splendor and the boys returned to
the range. There two sides were formed, six
on
a side, Gov. Connor and Gen. Mattocks
taking part, and shot for some time. Then
the ranks were formed, the evening train
taken, and the company returned to Portland
much pleased with their 76tli anniversary.
Equation of Payments.
Prof.

Ware, of New York, has
notice aud explained at length
his new rule for the equation of all classes of
accounts, which ive think possesses many advantages over all ordinary methods.
By its
use there is a saving of both time and labor,
W.

West Grammar School.
As

there are several cases of diphtheria in
the immediate neighborhood of the
West
Grammar School, many of tho parents of the
pupils have withdrawn their children from

during

the school

the

past few days. Dr.
me, however, that those who

Weeks assures
attend the school are in no danger of contracting the disease on account of the nearness of
the school building to the homes of the scholare who are
not to have

with
sickness.

or

sick.
They need only be careful
any communication with the sick,
those who may be recovering from

P.

Henry S. Burrage,

Supervisor.

in

and proposes during the week to introduce his
system to the notice of our business men. The

coming

evening

Harriet Jones

Rev.
as

A. If.

speakers.

Wright

and Miss
Miss Jones is an

make a strong team, and the admission to the
hall will be free to all.
Accidents.

Bangor.

Covcny, carpenter
Harpswell, fractured an ankle by a fall from a staging Thursday. He was brought to this city and placed
in the Maine General Hospital.
Mr.

Senator Conkling will make four
speeches in
Maine during the coming
campaign.
There is talk in military circles of a muster

it

earnest and eloquent speaker, aud will give
some account of
her successful labors in the
temperance mission work. Mr. Wright is toe
well known in our city to need any commendaThe two eloquent speakers will
tion from us.

The next annual session will bo held

Personal.

leading firms says
saw.

Temperance Meeting. -The Temperance
Union have secured for their meeting to-mortow

Good Templars.—Fromthe
report of Geo.
E. Brackett of Belfast,
Secretary of the Good
Templars of Maine, the order appears to be in
a
flourishing condition, with 2T0 lodges and
18,000 members, a material gain over last year.
They have quite a fund in the treasury, and
missionary work and the institution of new
lodges will be actively continued the
autumn.

wdiilo the results obtained are unfailingly accurate.
Prof. Ware has the endorsements of
leading houses in New York and Philadelphia,

book-keeper of one of our
is the best system he ever

a

at

the bishop will give a grand collation to
the clergy at his residence, after which a concert will be given in his honor atKavanaugh

this year.
Lieut. Col. White
recently visited
this city to see in regard to the same.
The

hall by the children of the

places mentioned

the

muster are

A man from Buxton was driving down Congress street yesterday afternoon when his
wagon came in contact with another team and
he was thrown out. A report was current that

and

he was

noon

this city.

Catholic schools of

Baldwin.

as being the location of
Bangor, Waterville, Augusta

w

jury.

killed,

but ho

escaped

with

Greatest Show on Earth.”

and

by nine o’clock all the main streets
were lined with people, while the steps of public buildings and dwellings were crowded with
men, women and children waiting for the
moving of Barnum’s “only and greatest show
on earth.”
The pageant was delayed somewhat by the breaking down of the engine that
drove the circus train at Kennebunk. but
when once fairly started it gave complete satisfaction.
As it moved over the route the
gorgeous gilded chariots, the immense orchestrion—which furnished better music than most
brass bands—the steam Calliope playing popular airs, the magnificent stallions stepping so
camels and ponies, and
tho elegant cages, all impressed tho spectator
with awe, and they gave expression to their
delight in long and prolonged “ah’s” as when

proudly, the elephants,

the great set pieces of pyrotechnics are fired on
tho eve of the national holiday.
By 1 p. m. the crowd began to move towards
tho circus grounds on the Western Promenade,
and at 2 p. m. the immonsc tent was filled with
about 7,000 spectators.
The canvas city contains in all twelve tents,
new and white as milk.
The main or ring
tent is 200 feet long and 150 feet broad, and
seats 10,000; the menagerie, 120 feet by 170,and
tho museum 100 by 150. These are the largest,
and the others, used for various purposes, are
The cook tent meaby no means small.
The stables are models of neatsures 30 by 80.
it
is
while to visit the
and
well
worth
ness,
horses in their pleasant quarters.
They are
well provided with fresh and sweet straw bedding,and their sleek and contented appearance
gives evidence of careful attention by the grooms
in charge. The double row of graceful and well
proportioned animals in the stallions’ tents
would move an Arab’s heart to envy.
There
are three large stable-tents, dressing-tent 50 by
80, and two annex or side-show tents.
There are in Mr. Barnum’s employ about 500
mon, and iiOO horses accompany the show from
To feed all too men and anijilace to place.
mals is an important part of each day’s duties.
In the cook-tent three meals a day are served
to more than three hundred men at each sitThe bill of fare is varied, and tho men
ting.
live as well as they could at a hotel.
They
consume about 500 pounds of meat, of three or
four kinds, each day. Soups, chowders, plenty
of bread and butter, tea and coffee and dessert
are furnished, and in fact everything
is supplied that goes to make up a good,square meal.
Of

till

Pftiirsft

slight

in-

rtf

t.hia

rtrnvArwlpr ia UrtnrrVif

in

large quantities, yet even
prices thus obtained it costs
per capita each day to board

with the reduced
about one dollar
the employes of
the establishment. For the animals, of course,
a diet is prepared according to the demands
of
their various appetites.
Raw beef makes glad
the heart of the king of the forest, and is also
to a number of his baser companions.
lie quantity of hay, etc., consumed by the
horses and elephants makes a large item in the
daily expense bill, which actually amounts to

fiven
over

$3,000.

On the way to the main tent the visitor first
enters the tent containing the museum. Here
are found the best features of the exhibitions
of former years, with several interesting additions.
The most entertaining curiosities to
the casual observer
are
the automatons, of
which there is a large variety.
Among them
the “magic globe,” a large sphere, some two
feet in diameter, which opens, disclosing the
headjof a villainous looking individual, who
The globe
glares around upon the crowd.
closes, and opening an instant later, appears to
contain nothing but emptiness. The head of a
denizen of some far-away laud is shown, and
disappears as mysteriously as the first. This is
but one of many equally mteresting triumphs
of mechanical ingenuity.
Nervous parents
will be greatly disturbed at the pitiful wail of
a little negro bady, who seems
to be in great
distress. A monkey organist discourses popular music from an automatic organ.
The
mysterious lady still preplexes the country
visitor. Captain Costentenus, the strangely
tattooed Greek nobleman, and the Palestine
giant, Colonel Goshen, are still centres of attraction.
Miss Minnie Keeler, a wonderful
little midget, wins hosts of friends by her
She is a perfectly
cunning, winsome ways.
formed little lady, about 11 years old, weigh12
Automaton
musical birds
ing only pounds.
and animals keep the air filled with sounds
harmonious and otherwise.
The visitor next enters the menagerie tent,
where the eleven great elephants, the twohorned
rhinoceros, the giraffe, polar bear,
wart hogs, sea lion, monkeys and all other
kinds of queer animals were exhibited.
The circus is excellent.
There is not a poor
act in the whole performance, and many of
them arc remarkably fine.
The equestrian
acts form the most prominent part of the perand
for
and
skill exhibited
formance,
daring
they are unsurpassed. Miss Katie Stokes in
her bare-kack act brings down the house, Miss
Linda Jeal astonishes the audience by her fearless hurdle riding, and by her leaping on
horse-back through rings of fire.
Madame
Dockrill is unquestionably the best most, graceful, ennrogonus and skilful rider known to the
arena.
Her drawing-room manege act is beautifully done. She causes her intelligent white
Barbary steeed to waltz and pirouette in perfect time with the music of the band.
She
next appears on a wild Kentucky thorough-

bred, Brilliant,
that

a

high-strung, spirited animal,

could manage until a few weeks
since, when Miss Lake took him in hand and
conquered him; while Miss Lake’s equestrian
act is one of the prettiest sights we ever saw in
a circus.
The acrobatic feats of the Herbert Brothers,
the wonderful feats of the Egyptian jugglers
and last, but not least, Mr. Antony’s trained
stallions are recipients of the most generSus
applause. Take it all in all, if this show is
one of Barnum’s humbugs we hope
wo
shall
suffer from many more such. We noticed that
the Turkish trousers worn by the ladies last
year were transferred this year to the merry
clowns.
Last night there was an immense audience
packed into the tent. Today the show goes to
Augusta and thence to the provinces.
no

one

Cumberland Conference.—The Cumberland Conference of Congregational churches
will hold their annual meeting at Saccarappa,
June 10 and 11.
Interesting discussions are

expected

on

vital

topics connected

work.
Free return tickets for all
u/xwiw auu

with church

The following
Sophomores have been appointed to take part in the Sophomore Prize
Declamation Juno HO: H. W. Chamberlain,
Brunswick; C. H. Cutler, Farmington: F. L.
Johnson, Pittsfield; A. W. Pettingill, Brewer;
W. P.
Skillings, Medford, Mass.; F. E. Smith,
Augusta; Carleton Sawyer, Cumberland; H.
L. Staples,
Parsonsfield; F. C. Stevens, Rockland; J. O. P. Wheelwright, Deering; A. E.
Whitten, Yarmouth.
The following will take part in the Junior

Prize Declamation June 7tli: E. W. Bartlett,
East Bethel; E. C. Burbank, Limerick; A.

M. Edwards, Bethel; F.
Goulding Lewiston;
H. W. Grindall, Salem,
Mass.; F. W. Hall,
No. Gorham; T. F. Jones, Brunswick; T. H.
Piley, Boston, Mass.; E. G. Spring, Portland;
H. B. Wilson,
Portland; H. A. Wing, Matta-

wamkeag;

Frank Winter, Bethel.

mu iiuu uuu

w

the con-
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Deering.
Lane and Burnham have about finished
their house on Loland street and it makes one
of the best looking houses
is for sale and should find
The same firm are

Ramsey on Maple

in
a

building

locality. It
ready purchaser.
the

a

house for John

street.

The contract for building a house on Leering street for Dr. Topliff has been awarded to
John Small.
Two young men from the city named McDonald and Welch engaged in a fifteen mile

“go-as-you-please” race at the park a few evenings since. Welch led for the first ten miles
when McDonald commenced to run and passing the former won by a quarter of a mile.
Geo. Libby has purchased the ten ton hay

Brighton cattle yards
moved
Libbytown. The town
sealer of weights tested them a few days since

scales

formerly

and

at the
them to

and found them very accurate.
Bowdoin College.

Bruchwick, June 6.
The spring meeting of the Bowdoin Boat
Club was held this morning at ten o’clock. A
great deal of interest has been manifested in
this race as the crews havefbeen hard at work

during the winter and spring, and a good race
was expected nor were the expectations disappointed.
The Sophomores drew first

position, the
Freshmen second and the Juniors third, next
At the word “go” the
the Topsliam shore.
Fresliies shot a little ahead, but were soon
For the first
reached by the other two crews.
half mile the crews were abreast, but the
Sophs, then began to surge ahead, and at the
foot of the island were a couple of boat lengths
ahead of the Juniors, who in turn led the
Freshies. From here to the .finish the Sophs,
increased their lead over the Juniors and the
The Sophs, passed
Juniors over the Freshies.
the stake boat in 10.10, the Juniors 20.30, the
Freshies 21.30.
The Ivy Day exercises of the class of ’80
were held this afternoon before a largo and interested audience of the students and their
friends.
The oration was delivered by H. A. Wing.
Subject—“The American Scholar.” T. F.
Jones delivered a poem.
At the close of the chapel exercises the class
adjourned to meet under the trees, where the
“Junior honors’, were were presented in the

following

Ponyist—F. Goulding.
Popular man—G. S. Paysou.
H. S. Maxcy, the President

Thursday evening.

following

The

der of exercises:
I. Doxologv.

2.
o.

4.

the

was

A Sad Accident.
A serious accident has occurred at the
Navaj
Academy at Annapolis. A party of ladies and

practicing archery on the
among them Cadet Midshipmen A. G. Winterhalter
of
Michigan and
John Jordan of Maine. Jordan had the bow
and arrow in hand ready to shoot and Winterhalter stood before the target talking to a lady.
Jordan told Winterhalter to
get out of the
The latter banteringly replied, “Here,
way.
were

He said this several

times,when

Jordan replied playfully, “I’ll shoot over your
head.”
Not intending to shoot, the arrow

slipped

from the archer’s hand and struck his
friend over the eye, piercing
the ball and
forcing the eyeball out. Winterhalter was com-

fortable yesterday, but will probably lose the

sight of his eye, and Jordan
about the injury he has thus

is

almost crazed
inflicted.

STATE NEWS.

mer.

KNOX COUNTY.

for the past four years, and has won the esteem
of all in whatever way they have been associated with him.
At the close of this term he

will go to Baltimore.

MANILLA STRAWS,

FINE

20 Different Styles.

50 different Styles, 20 different kinds of Trim-

mings.

ALFRED niMKELL.

BUY

SOMERSET COUNTY.

Rev. II. H. Acterian, of North Anson, a
graduate of Bates College, has lately been subIt was chargjected to an ecclesiastical trial.
ed that Mr. Acterian does not preacli the Free-

will Baptist Creed; that lie is too liberal. The
Chronicle adds: Prof. Hayes of Bates College,
and Rev. C. F. Penney of Augusta, were members of the tribunal that heard the ease of F.
B. Church of North Anson vs. H. H. Acterian,
and decided in favor of Mr. Acterian.”

Professional

Indorsement

which

has been accorded by leading medical men in
various parts of the country to Dr. Wm.
VilR THl?.

T.TTVYTa

is

9

guaranty of its efficacy in eradicating diseases
of the breathing organs.
These gentlemen

thoroughly tested the remedy, and thoir
concurrent testimony is to the effect that it is
for lung, bronchial and
a positive specific
throat affections of every description, and almost reliable

preventive of that dreaded
scourge, consumption. Druggists sell it.
Bitters

cure

Dyspepsia.
dlw

my2(i

Light Trimmed, 75

PORTLAND, HIE.
Send for Circular and Price List.

The
VDV
W Kiiluey ml

«rcat
Eivcr
Medicine cures Pains
U ■"
II ■
■
■
IVI
“
" *
"
w
in the Back, Side or
Loins, and all Diseases
■A H A If III of the Kidneys, Bladder
II
STB
V // and Urinary Organs,
9 EB I
Dropsy, Gravel, DiabeUnM |A ■
tes, Bright's Disease of
the Kidneys, Retention
or Incontinence of Urine, Nervous Diseases, Female
Weakness, and Excesses; HUNT’S REiMERY
is prepared EXPRESSLY for these diseases.
From Rev. E. G. Taylor, D. D., pastor First Bap-

f

BJr

_

tist Church.

Providence R. I., June 16. 1878.
Wm. E. Clauke,—Dear Sir: A member of my
several years with
family had been troubled for
Kidney Disease, and had tried numerous remedies
without relief; she used HUNT’S REMEDY and
was completely cured.
S. A. Arus, 3 Exchange St.

Minneapolis, Minn., April 7, 1878.
Wm. E. Clarke,—Dear Sir: 1 saw HUNT’S
REMEDY used in a case of Dropsy with perfect suc1 did not treat the patient, but four attending
cess.
physicians had given up the case as hopelesB.
HUNT’S REMEDY was then used with perfect sucHUNT’S
cess, and the patient is well. I shall
REMEDY in Dropsical and Kidney Diseases.
C. H. Bi.ecken, M. D.

give

HUNT'S REMEDY will do this.
E. R. Dawley; 85 Dyer St.
HUNT’S REME.
gag a A
»Y is purely VegetaTP 9 O
ble, and is used by the HH jj E BBS H

gj § g B|

J

adviceofphysicians.it RhIMIHh
™
® B
has stood the test of
time for 30 years, and
the utmost reliancemay n

n n
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Children’s Straw

"^REMEDY

WM. E. CLARKE, Providence, R. I.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

cod&wly3

ja7

STRAWS!

STRAWS!
LATEST STYLES IN

BOY WANTED.

cents to

A

select your

To

STREET.

POSTS FOR

Inquire of
NATHANIEL BLAKE,
Plum
Wiilgery’. Wharf, foot of
very

LAWN

low.

itt^

First Class. Circulars Free.
FRED ATWOOD,

Winterport^

Maine.

ern improvements.
near

High.

of seveiwooms, with modApply at 93 Pleasant

jo7dtf

ALCTIOYEEBS,

own

Style

$2.50

up.

TO

MERRY,
HATTER,

BUY

Wc have

largest

the

30

stocks of Furnitui'<‘

Portland, which

ever

olTered ill

wc are

MILL, MACHINERY, &c’

SAVE

AT

AUCTION.

at 10 A. M., on
at
Me., 1 shall sell
close out the business of the firm
all
their
Warren,
property in Saw-

MONDAY, June 9, 1879,
ON the
premises
Saocarappa.
public sale,

of G. & L. P

Parties about purchasing
kiud of Furniture will

jneftdSt

to

mill, Manufactured Liunber Machinery, Tools &c.,
comprising Mill, Gang anti Single Saws, Horses,
Wagons, Sleds, Harnesses, Chains, Lumbering
Tools, Supplies, Office Furniture, Farming Tools,
&c.. together with Barn and Store House,
such as may have been disposed of at privateexcept
sale
to said

Selling at Great Bargains.
any

June 3d.
L. P. WARREN.
previous
F. ©. JBAIIiEY A: €©., Auctioneer*.

jeG

dSt

EXTENSIVE SALE OF

MONEY

REAL ESTATE!
1

Manufacturers of nud Dealers
in all kinds of Furniture,

my28

AUUlIUiN.

Tuesday, June loth,

On

SHALL sell on the premises the following Real
Estate belonging to the Bankrupt Estate of G.
R. Davis. Full description of
property and encumbrances will be found in Portland Daily Advertiser:
At 10 a. m., Block of Three Houses corner Brackett and Neal Streets.
At 10.30 a. m., property No. 271 Brackett Street.
At 11 a. in., House anu Land No. 47 Thomas

1

Street.

__d4w

At
At
At
At
At

REMEMBER!

50 DOZEN GENTS’

consignment.
Second-hand«Top Beach Wagon.
Second-hand Carryall.
Side Bar Top Buggy, very light and stylish, been

at

NO. 46 EXCHANGE ST.

Days

a

SAW

in stock one of
and most complete

by calling on us before purchasing

SPECIAL BARGAINS!

New Side Spring Wagon.
Second-hand Top Buggy.
New Extension Top Carryall with doors, trimmed
in brown, has lamps, light and stylish, sold to close

now

Geo. A. Whitney&Co.
next

horse, warranted as represented.
Phaeton, canopy top, trimmed with leather, light
and stylish.

but very little.
New Phaeton.
New Open Piano Box Buggy.
Second-hand Carryall.
Two Second-hand Harnesses.
Three New Harnesses.

Hat.
St., Sign of Gold eodtf

For the

and kind, good driver, safe for lady to drive, stands
without hitching, afraid of nothing, reliable family

run

FURNITURE!

THE BOSS HAT
for the Seashore and |Fishiug—Our Folding Hat to
put in your pocket—40 Cent*.

je7

Celebrated Concord Ilnrneaa

materii^

RARE OPPORTUNITY

Hammocks from $1.00 to $2.25.
Linen Lap Robes, 50 cts. to $2.25.
A Good Trunk,
87 cents and up.
Fly Covers for Horses,
75 cents to $1.25.

237 Middle

for the

Mnturdnr, June 7, nt lO A. H.,
Bay Mare, 9 years old, will weigh 1050 lbs, kind
and a good driver, safe for any one to drive, will
work in any place you put her.
Bay Mare, 7 years old, will weigh 1)00 Hw, sound

ball.

from.

Carriage Umbrellas,

Street, Portland, Me.

Plum

Second-hand Harness.
One New Phaeton, built by David Libby, trimmed
with green cloth, built of the best of
very
light and stylish.
©
One Seeond-hand Phaeton, built by C. P. Kimball,
trimmed with brown cloth,
One New Phaeton, leather trimmed, built by
David Libby.
Second-hand Jump Seat Carriage, built by Kim-

Kind* of

AND EXCHANGE.

11.30 a. m. property No 77 York Street.
12 m., property No. 30 Winter Street.
2.30 p. in., property No. 31 Elm Street.
3 j). m., property No. 104 Lincoln Street.
3.30 p. m., property Nos. 82 and 84 Newbury

Street.

You Can

Fine White Shirts!
WORTH 812.00 PER DOZEN,

LAVNDRIEDIPEFECTLT,

ALL

FOR 75 CENTS EACH.

Ei Z

FOR 1.25 PER PAIR.

will

We Have Now in Stock

laundry

your Collar* and
new

STRAW HATS.
Job Lot Shaker

Bonnets, 25c,
Zulu Hammocks, $2.00.

MAHER,

MIDDLE AND FEDERAL STS.
dtf

Assignees’ Sale oi Real Estate.
license and order of Hon. Na-

Cleaves, Judge of Insolvency Court withthe County of Cumberland, State of
Maine, the undersigned, Assignees of the Estate of
Royal Williams, of Portland, in said county, an insolvent Debtor, wTilf sell at public or private sale on
TUESDAY, the 24th day of June, A. D. 1879, at.
three o’clock in the afternoon on the premises, subject to all incumbrances, all the right, title and interest which said Williams had on the tenth day of
April, A. D. 1879, the date of the filing of his petition in said Court, and all our right, title and interas
est
Assignees as aforesaid, in and to
than
in and for

the
described
real estate, viz:
Lot
of
land
with
the
thereon
numbuildings
bered ninety-four (old No. 44) on the southwesterly side of State Street, in said Portland. Beginning at a point on said southwesterly side of State
street at the end of an imaginary line drawn from
said State street through the centre of the partition
wall of the block of two
brick dwelling
houses numbered (old Nos.) 42 and 44 respectively;
thence running sQuthwesterly by the line of said lot
numbered forty-two, one hundred and forty-two feet
more or less; thence
eight feet more or less
to land formerly owned by Mrs. Wheeler;
thence
forty-one feet more or less by said
Wheeler land to land now or formerly of Wm. B.
feet more or
Hayden; thenoe northerly
less by land now or
of said Hayden and Luther E. Frost to corner of land of Samuel Rolfe;
thence northeasterly forty-one feet more or less by
said Rolfe’s land; thence northerly two feet more or
less by said Rolfe’s land; thence
one
hundred and forty-two feet by land of said Rolfe to
State street, striking said street at a point forty-one
and one-half feet from the point begun at; thence
along said street forty-one and one half feet to point
begun at; being the same premises conveyed to said
Royal Williams by deed of Joshua Converse, dated
September 17 1873, recorded in Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Book 415, Page 377; and also a certain lot with the buildings thereon, situated on the
side of State Street in said Portland,
numbered ninety-two (92) (old No. 42) on said Street,
bounded North-westerly by house and laud formerto Joseph Adams deceased; Northly
easterly by said Street. South-easterly by land now
or
owned bv Nathaniel Ross and another,
and extending back from said Stieet about one hundred and
feet; and being the same premises
conveyed to said Royal Williams by deed of Charles
Q. Clai>p, dated November 29, 1838, recorded in
Cumberland Registry of Deeds, Bookjl60, Page 207.
HENRY C. PEABODY,!
Ass|g“ees.
GEORGE E. BIRD,
F. O. BAILEY & CO., Auctioneer*

following

three-6tory

southerly

forty-eight
formerly

jeOdtf

SALE”

Southerly

belonging
formerly
thirty

/

je7eodlwtdtd

(he “Gut” opposite Bath,
in Back Kiver, Maine.
nt

U. S. Engin eer Office,
I
Portland. Me., June 7. 1879. (
PROPOSALS, in duplicate, addressed to

the undersigned, will be received at
SEALED
until 11 o’clock A. M.

Portland, Me,,

on

his office

Monday,

the 23d day of June, 1879, at which tune and place

will be opened in the presence of bidders, for
about 12,000 cubic yards of dredging.
One copy of this advertisement must bo securely
attached to each duplicate projiosal, and must be
mentioned therein as comprising part of it.
Blanks for proposals, and specifications containing detailed information, may be obtained at the
office of the undersigned, either in 453 Va Congress
Street, Portland, Maine, or No. 20 Pemberton
Square, Boston, Mass. One copy of the specifications must be securely attached to each duplicate
proposal, and must be mentioned therein as comprising part of it.
Proposals must be accompanied by a bond, with
two sureties in the sum of twenty-five per cent of
the amount of bid, in accordance with the act of
Congress of April 10, 1878, and in the form prescribed. A proposal unaccompanied by such a bond
will not be considered.
The successful bidder will be required to enter into a written contract with the United States with
good and approved security, in the sum of fifty per
cent of the entire amount of contract, within ten
days after being notified of the acceptance of his

they

must

person known to the Department as a ‘‘failing
any
bidder or contractor;” or of any other person who
will not faithfully, promptly and satisfactorily per-

form the contract.

GEO. THOM.
Lieut. Col. of Engineers,
Bvt. Brig. Gen. U. S. A.

TO LET AT WOODFORD’S CORNER.
COTTAGE HOUSE OF 7 ROOMS, WOOD
A shed and Stable,
within three hundred feet of
Horse cars,
One of the pleasantest locations in the
For

particulars enquire at J.

STORE, Woodford’s.

mrge sioi'H

nirss

ui

city.

All our Prints and Cottons at old

prices.

PARKER’S
je7dlw*

WANTED.
Ladies of good address, can obtain steady and
remunerative employment by calling at 27Va
Market Street, Portland, Room
8, on Monday .June
9th, from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m.
je7d2t

SI-*

the

city.

Remember the place. TCall and
examine before buying, and save
money.

STUDLEY,
Street,

053 Middle

PORTLAND.

A

FURNISHED LODGING ROOM, fronting
street

on

line of liorse

railroad; tipper part of
OFFICE.

dim

order of

shall sell

we

M.,
Co,. Po. .land,

rooms

O. Bailey &
unless sooner disposed
fo at private sale the island in Casco
in the
town of Cumberland, known as Clapboard Island,
together with the buildings tberon consisting of a
dwelling-house and two barns.
The island Contains over 50 acres of land, has
heretofore been a
grass farm and has excellent
facilities for fertilizing.
J. H. EATON,
)
Assignees of
J. C. COOLIDGE, / Jordan & Blake.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.
Portland, June Oth, 1879.
jeGdlw
A

Bay

good

■

...

■

■■■

PKfcfc KlUt !
to

the Greatest Nhow

on

Earth

will

be

WYER GREENE & CO.,
—

DEALERS

I*

—

BOOTS AND SHOES,
to

parties purchasing goods to the amount
One Dollar or upwards.

We shall

of

offer Extra Inducements this week.

Ladies’ Seamless Kid Button Boots, French
Heel, the best Bargain in this city.$2 00
Ladies* Kid Ties and Button.95c to 2.25
1.00
75c
Serge Congress, double sole
2.00
Fancy Opera Slips, 3 straps... 1.25
2.75
Misses’ Seamless Kid Button.1.50
Grain Kid Button.1.00 11 1.50
Men’s Patent Quarter Strap Shoes,
5.00
Hand or Machine Sewed.2.50

Having purchased the large stock of Doors, Sash,
Ac. formerly owned bv Clias. E. Deeriug &
Co., we have removed to the building
250 COMMERCIAL STREET,
formerly occupied by them. We now claim to have

largest and most complete stcok of I>oors, Sash,
Blinds, Window Frames, Blind Fastenings Ac of any
firm in Portland, and shall sell the same at the lowest market rate. Thanking our customers for all
past favors, we hope for a continuance of their
the

trade.

We also guarantee the customers of Messrs.
Deering & Co. satisfaction both in quality of stock
and prices, and hope they will favor us with their
orders.

250 Commercial St.

WHO CAN

THE PEOPLE'S SHOE STOKE.

jne5

Blinds

my30

Remember, also, we are the only dealers in Portland who attempt to keep a full line of C. H. HOWARD’S Original Gossamer Boots and Shoes for
Gents’ wear—the nicest and best for the price in the
world.
jySave a penny when you can by buying Boots
and Shoes at

480 CONGRESS STREET,
d3t
(Opposite Preble House.)

REMOVAL!

2w*

A RARE BUSINESS CHANCE!
Owing to the death of the Senior Member, the ENTIRE BUSINESS IS NOW OFFERED FOR SALE
of the old and well-known firm of

HAYES &

OF

China, Crockery

TELL

Man Colby” is a funny old fellow. He lias
Centennial History of the United
the soil and climate and production of
every State and Territory, which is published for
three dollars, but is selling for only Ninety Out*
at his Sou s store, No. ll‘J EXCHANGE STREET.
One day he told a company of young men if any one
of them would tell the exact number of States and
Territories, he would give them a copy of this book;
but not one of them could tell. Since then the same
otter lias been made to more than one hundred persons and not one has been able to tell or guess the
right number. Such persons usually buy a book and
post themselves. The.Colbys have a big bankrupt
stock of books selling without regard to cost. Their
sale of books in this city closes forever In a few
weeks. Call for a new catalogue; free to all.

and Glassware.

Their large acquaintance with Foreign and Home
Manufactures gives superior facilities for selecting,
buying and selling at lowest prices. Moderate capiLocation

HAYES

NUMBER OE STATES AND
TERRITORIES IN THE UNION f

DOUGLASS,

Importers, Jobbers and Retailers

tal required.
at old stand.

TIIE

V/

land.

Court
at public auction
BY at 12
THURSDAY, the 12th day of June, inof F.
o’clock
at the auction

Wyer Greene & Co.,

d&wtf

roy23_

Unsurpassed. Enquire

A

DOUGLASS,
242 MIDDLE STREET, PORTLAND.

dtf

my 21

a

States, giving

dlw*

juett

Will open tills day a very Fine Line of

Foreign

OVERCOATINGS
And

FANCY HOSIERY.
The choicest styles. We sell at
the Lowest Prices.
You

can

always rely

on oar

mv20

NO. 54

CO.,

EXCHANGE ST.

a

good business.
je2tf

one

retail at
CASH.
dtf

—FOR SALE BY—

JOHN S. RUSSELL,
1-2

Congress Street.

For Sale

the

doing

Apply at 505 Congress street,
Portland, Me.

as

Above.

Also Second-hand Store
Windows, etc.
my6

PURE
of

at

FOR

Doors,
dtf

TRY ALLEN GOW’S

3w

FOR SALE.
STORE, in good location,
A SHOE
best thoroughfares in Portland, and

or

CA Kill AGES!

MAKER,

Respectfully informs Ills friends and patrons that he
will be pleased to servo them in the line of his business at the store of

&

PRICES

2 & 3 Seat Platform Spring Democrat Wagons

GERRISH,

WM. SENTER

LOW

511

_

WATCH AND CLOCK

VERY
ap8

goods.

493 CONGRESS STREET.

OLIVER

Suitings,

will ofl'er them to the trade

New aud Second-hand,

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,
my9

and Domestic

SPRINGS

And

To Let.
city. For particulars enquire at THIS
)«7

dOt

Assignee's Sale of Clapboard Is-

—

75 cent Corsets marked down to
50 cents, making it the best Corset for the money to be found in

CHARLES S. FARNHAM & CO.,

PROPOSALS.

in

u

Goods and Woolens on hand, and
being desirous of reducing the
same I have marked down every
piece of Dress Goods and my entire stock of Woolens for Men's
and Boys’ Wrear to prices which
will insure a speedy sale.
I have an extra bargain to offer
in a job lot of live Marseilles
Quilts, bought from the assignee
of a Bankrupt Importer, and will
retail the same at fully 25 per cent
less than wholesale prices.
A
full line of Housekeeping
Goods at Low Prices.
White Piques at 12 I-S cents,
worth 25 cents.
The best line of Table Linen
and Napkins to be found in the

northeasterly

Dredging

O. BAILEY A CO., Auctioneer*.

stant,

Under the Falmouth Hotel.

Hilling

For

ESTATE

on

Street,

NARK DOWN

Warren,

June 7, 1879.

—

on the
the
Real Estate
to the Estate of H. W. I
full
of
in
Portland Aavertiser:
At 10 a. m., House and Lot No. 42 Brown Street.
At 10.30 a.m.,
No. 57 and 57
Street.
At same time and place, Land in Iowa.
At 11.30 a. m., Property No. 7 Vernon Court.
At 12 m., Property No. 31 Elm Street.
At 12.30 p. m., Property No. 35 Center Street.
At 2.30 p. m., Property No. 28 Winter Street.
At 3 p. in., Property in Tinkham's Court.
At 3.30 p. m., Property No. 140 Neal Street.
At 3.30 p. m., Property adjoining above.
At 4 p. m., Property in Essex Court.
At 4.30 p. m.,
on Weymouth Street.
At 6 p. in., Valuable Grass Lot in Deering.
J. A. LOCKE, Assignee.

F.

JUNCTION or

PURSUANT

OF

ju5

GEO. L. WARREN

to the

—

Property

Cuff* like

jne7

EXTENSIVE ASSIGNEE’S SALE

MACKINAW,
AT AUCTION.
MANILLA,
WEDNESDAY. June 11th. I shall sell
ON premises, following
belonging
leering;
description
CANTON, Property Daily
Vi ConProperty
SENNATT,
gress

216 Middle

&

dlw

REAL

REMEMBER THE PEACE '.

good*.

Formerly Jordan

jc4

Full Line of

a

LOCKE, Assignee.

J. A.

O. BAILEY A CO.. Auctioneer*.

F.

CHEAPER at the FALMOUTH
HOTEL HAT STORE than at
any other store in the State.

Fine Laundry Work.

In

Ae 4 p. m., property No. 1)4 St. Lawrence Street.
At 4.30 p. in., property Nos. 84 and 80 Washington Street.
Sales will commence promptly on time advertised.

Buy

HATS

BOSOM AND CUFFS,

LINEN

MOWERS !

Only $9.00, $10.00 and $12.00,

CO.,

a

light.

ENTIRE NEW STOCKKNOX SILK HATS $3.50

village.

SALE

A

Sunny RENT

Onr Store Packed with Goods varying
from 15, 20, 25, 30, 50c and up.

je7dlw

340JVIIDDLE

To Let.
NICE

$1.50.

bo enclosed in sealed envelopes
and indorsed “Proposals for Dredging at the ‘Gut’
opposite Bath, Maine.”
The United States reserves the right to reject any
or all proposals; also to disregard the
proposal of

E. N. PERRY’S,

F. 0. HAILEV

Agent*

SMART active boy of 14 who writes a good
hand and c«m come well recommended. Address
je7tf
P. o. BOX 1659.

STRAW HATS

proposal.
Proposals

Young Cents.

Furniture and General Mercliau*

Auction Sale Every Saturday at 10 A. M.

Hats,

500 Different

B

■■kll

je7d3w

100 DIFFERENT SHAPES

southwesterly

••flftJV
II
1
I HH

W. ALLEN.

sale of

dise every Saturday, commencing at 10 o’clock a. m.
Consignments solicited.
ocftdtf

THE

BOVS- ENGLISH MACKINAW STRAWS,

2 CENTS EACH

Starks has held another town meeting to
raise money for town purposes, this being the
third meeting within a year at which the town
has refused to raise
money to pay indebtedness
or for current
expenses, though the town debt
is some $20,000.

Regular

■White Mountain

Street,

OXFORD COUNTY.

Mr. Columbus Cushman, a prominent citizen of Hebron, died at his home in that town
yesterday. Ho has been county treasurer for several years, and was one of the trustees of Hebron Academy.
His death was quite unexpected, as he was apparently well Tuesday
morning.
Brights’ disease of the kidneys was
the cause of his death.

The Nobby Thing for Young Gents, at

Tuesday evening Mr. H. B. Carleton tendered a complimentary dinner to the Senior class
of Bowdoin College of which he is a member,
in honor of Capt. Louis V. Caziarc, U. S. A.
Capt. Caziarc has been stationed at Brunswick

From.

Select

The Bottom Reached

CEDAR

prepared to furnish the trade at manufacturer's prices, at 162 FORE STREET.

je7d3t*

A son of Mr. Silas Robbins, of Greon’s
Landing, fell from a boat last Sunday and was
drowned. The body was recovered. Mr. Robbins was very poor and did not even have suitable clothing for his son to be laid out in. Mr.
John Isaacsou, of Boston, heard of the circumstances of the case and generously donated a
suit of clothing for the body and another for
the father.
He also collected from the neighbors $l>.50 for him.

THE PAROLE MIXED STRAW,

made the presentations in a very happy manner, and class songs were sung between the
awarding of the different “honors.”
After the awards the Ivy vine was planted,
finishing the day’s exercises. The Ivy dance
in the evening was a perfect success.

am

STRAW HATS

KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The trustees of the Insane Hospital, at their
meeting just closed, ordered the erection of the
proposed domitory and a gas house.
They
looked over the accounts, ordered a slight reduction in the wages of some of the employees
and attended to other matters.
There was a
tie vote on a motion submitted to make a
change in one or two of the principal officers to
make places for some ambitious Democrat or
Greenbacker, but thus coming to a dead lock
of course nothing was done.
At the National School of Elocution and
Oratory, Philadelphia,there were recently held
the closing exercises and preliminary contest
of the senior class. Miss Frances I. Pettingill,
of Augusta, distinguised herself by securing
one of the four Class Honors which were
awarded.
Mr. Joseph E. Badger, of Augusta, received
on Monday from
Judgo Fox of the United
States District Court, Justice Clifford of the
Supreme Court, and Judge Lowell of the Circuit Court concurring, the appointment of
United States Commissioner of the Circuit
Court for the District of Maine.

Nnlr.rooiu 33 anil 37 Exchange Sc.
F. O. BAILEY.

Kendall & Whitney,

A heavy shower with high wind passed over
Lisbon Falls on Thursday afternoon.
The ell
of the house of A. H. Howe was struck by
small.
A
lightning. Damages
gentleman
from Portland who was near was badly stunned..

JR
H Jl

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants,

ICE CREAM FREEZER.

THE

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.
The total shipment of shoes from the Auburn factories are 1,309 cases this
week,against
1,327 cases last week, and 738 cases for the corresponding week of 1878. The leather receipts
are 171,215 pounds, the heaviest ever known in
Auburn.
Several firms have lately started on
fall work. All the hands are driven, and will
probably have enough work through the sum-

Oxygenated

F. O. BAILEY <fc CO.,

•OF—

College green,

The

AGENCY NOTICE.
Having received the agency for the sale of the
Patent < ambridciic Water Proof

FOR SAFE BY

Hymn—(Congregational),

shoot at me.”

AUCTION SALES.

ENGLISH MACKINAW STRAWS,

No. 1058, page 71, S. 11. & T. Book
5. Sermon.Rev. J.L. Withrow, D. II.
Park Street Church, Boston
6. Installing Prayer.Rev. Cyrus
Hamlin, D. 1).
7. Charge to Pastor.Rev. Solomon P. Fav
8. Right Hand of Fellowship,
Rev. Jonathan E. Adams
9. Welcome from Church.
Rev. John S. Scwall, D. D.
10. Address to People,
Rev. George W. Field, D. I).
11. Concluding Prayer.Rev. S. II. Hayes,
Sailors and Mariners' Church, Boston
12. Hymn.
13. Benediction.Rev. S. L. B. Speare

gentlemen

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

I

Three Thousand Dollars’ Worth

or-

Invocation.Rev. C. A. Beckwith
Scripture Selections and Introductory Prayer.
Itev. S. S. Matthews, Boylston Church,
Boston Highlands.

For

of the class,

$3,000!

Installation.

order:

Handsome man—T. H. Riley.
Lazy man—H. W. Grindal.
Best moustache—R. L. Swett.
Dig—W. P. Ferguson.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

IIATS!

Pev. S. L. B. Speare was installed pastor of
the First Congregational church in Bangor

TTaT.T.’k TIaT.SAM

attending

NEW

To

have

was

brought to our

Colony line, and that he took with him trunks

containing all his own
the most of his wife’s

Central

was

down to one of
Norton.

the Maine

on

“Only

Portland had her Fourth of July celebration yesterday.
From an early hour the
trains over the different railroad lines began to
pour tlieir cargoes of living freight into the

Jackson joined the excursion.
Arrived at
Baldwin the company pleased the residents of
the village by a parade and drill, and then sat

costs.
James E.

DRESSER

THE

trust of a

a Saviour
who he knew was able to "make all his bed in
his sickness.” His sick room seemed hallowed
with the Divine Presence. He leaves a wife
and absent son, who with many friends mourn
his loss as one of Portland’s best citizens’

Friday.—Patick Collius and Timothy ltyder.
Cows at large. Fined $1 and costs.
Thomas Flaherty. Search and seizure. Fined 50
and costs. Appealed.
James E. Norton.
Intoxication. Fined $3 and

Fined

Hi8

Christian in the boundless mercy of

residence

Municipal uourt.
BEFORE

hope,

barnum:

a

CANDIES,

Frr»h Every Day and Ntrietly Parr.

NO. 566
ap28

CONGRESS

STREET.

PORTLAND, ME.

dly

^
•

W

MAINE CITIES.

HALLOWELL.

ROCKLAND.

Jottings by Press Correspondents.

Fbiday,

More wet.

June G.

than he ever knew it.
The gale last evening toppled over trees
three feet in thickness at Poland.
now

tramp at the station is registered
“looking for a place to rest.”
Teddie Higgins wanted a warrant to-day
to arrest a fellow who had stolen a ten dollar bill from him, but the police couldn’t
warrant Teddie’s statement, and declined
to grant the request.
Another quantity of liquor was spilled at
A

to-day.

Seventeen hackmen,

more

or

less,

tvere

at the afternoon M. C. train to-day, but a
very unusual occurrence, not one passenger

alight#.

Mr. Lane, the crippled fisherman, got
badly injured lajt evening, lie was sitting

r

in his cart in front of the Elm House when
the gale came up, frightening the
poor
horse, upsetting the vehicle, and then landthe
lone
ing
fisherman unceremoniously on
the pavement. lie was
picked up and carried into the Elm House, where he was attended by Dr. Eldridge. Mr. Lane soon recovered from
the. shock, and was assisted
into his team again, and resumed his
journey homeward.
Auburn tea store awning was shattered
in the storm.
A new building on Prospect Hill was
started from its foundation by the
wind,
and the chimney was blown down.

Officer Meneally arrested James Conway
for stealing a team on gas house patch today. The boy states that he and another
fellow found a team on the patch, the horse
wandering from place to place grazing.
They jumped in and rode down the patch
in quest of the owner, when Conway was
suddenly scooped in by the officer, the other fellow effecting an escape.
The business at the civil term of court
was finished up yesterday.
In the case of

Buggies vs. Semay, judgment was given for
plaintiff, assessing damages at one cent. H.
K. Prince vs. H. C. Davis; action brought
to recover amount due for goods delivered
defendant; judgment for plaintiff $11.73.
nutchinson & Savage—C. B. Ileade.
Thomas Crowley vs. Patrick Maney;
action brought to recover damages to car-

riage by falhng of defendant’s derrick on
Lisbon street. Judgment for plaintiff $10.
Ludden * Drew—F. C. & W.
At the meeting of the city council last

evening,

the

appropriation for a fire alarm
indefinitely postponed, and the
appropriation bill entire wasjpassed and enThe bill was increased $4,000
grossed.
from the bill reported.
to
make no appropriation for 4th
Voted,
of July celebration.
Fred Rowe was appointed and confirmed
system

was

undertaker.

A

few

other unimportant

matters were disposed of, and the meeting
adjourned to a call of the mayor.
Business at Field’s machine shop is upon
the rush, the workmen being engaged day
and night to fill orders.
Awl of the Auburn shoemakers seam to
be good heel and toe walkers. They pep
away and keep on the track till the last,
and sew wax all
opponents.—Phonograph.
Alfred G. Thurlow has purchased the
farm and buildings at Poland, of the Thur-

low heirs.
Nelson Tenney also has purchased in Poland several lots of real estate of John Tenney and ffm. E. Norton.
Four weeks from to-day the gentle snap
cracker will be heard in the land; likewise
the bursting torpedo; for it will be the
fourth day of July.

Hotel arrivals—DeWitt, 25; Marston, 13;
Elm, 24.
The following musical talent has been
engaged for the Bates commencement con-

cert, to occur three weeks from next TuesHenrietta Beebe, Anna
day evening:
Drasdill, Tom Karl, M. W. Whitney, S. L.
Studley and the Mendelssohn Quintette
Club. Sale of seats will open at City Hall
next Thursday, continuing two
days.
AUGUSTA.

Fbiday,

June 6.
The large coal shed of F. Swain’s in the
rear of C. C. Allen’s is nearly completed.
Eight car-loads of ship timber passed
through this city to-day for Bath.
E. R.

Frice, Esq.,

of

Auburn,

has leased

one-half of the Deacon Turner house, corner Sewell and Court streets.
Mr. McDonald of Vassalboro, has
bought
the Pearson lot on Sewell street, and is to
erect a house at once.
The schooner Kate Mitchell is ioading
with lumber at Sturgis, Lombard’s & Co.’s
mill for Bridgeport, Conn.
J. M. Buck] has purchased the stock and
fixtures of C. A. Lombard, No. 5 Bridge
Block, and will open a fruit and confec-

tionary store.
James Kegan,

known as “notorious” Jim the horse jockey, got one of his
wheels bent a little yesterday morning; look
better

out Jimmy
Tom Lombard and George
Potter, were
a little might off
yesterday, and started off
hand in hand; they were
a baker
stopped

by

m-ui,

getting

uul

succeeueu in

away.

A little daughter of A. W.
Craig, while
playing with a pin in her mouth accidentally swallowed it. Dr. Brickett was called and

after two hours of hard work he succeeded
in removing it. Don’t eat pins dear.
The exhibition walk given
by the Maine
team at Granite Hall on
Thursday evening
drew a large audience, better than was expected. The walk of Taylor, Briggs and
Chapman was a one sided affair, but that of
Collins and Shea was very interesting. Parker did some good running, also did
Barry.
Collins was the favorite and is spoken of
very highly as a good walker. The boy
pedestrian did some fine walking. Large
crowd of ladies present.
When the train arrived yesterday, Prof.
Geo. N. Briggs, captain of the Maine team
was conveyed to the residence of Hon.
Warren F. Taylor, better known as tte
Checkerberry Trotter of the Maine team.
In.the evening they both appeared and attracted considerable attention.
SACO AND BIDDEFORD.

Friday,

and

papers

returned

to this

port yesterday afternoon.

Quietest day of the season.
The anxious are inquiring for Barnum.
Absolutely impossible to raise a breeze in
police circles to-day.
Loafers infest the park.
An old hack driver says travel is lighter

the station

Schooner Commerce which sailed from this
port for for New York last Tuesday, was overhauled by a revenue steamer and found to be
without proper

LEWISTON AND AUBURN.

June 6.

Sunday services in Saco:
At First Parish Congregational, 10.30 a.
m., preaching service by the pastor Rev. C.
E. Stowe. Sabbath school at 12 m. Evening prayer meeting at 0.30.
At Main St. Baptist, services as
usual,
conducted next Sabbath by Rev. A. C.
Hussey of Grafton, Mass.
At Storer St. Baptist,morning, afternoon
and evening services at usual hours.
At. M. E. church next Sabbath is “Child
ren’s Day.” The church will be decorated
and exercises as usual upon such occasions.

The sidewalk on Main street is being put in
good order by road commissioner Larrabce.
The fine shower yesterday afternoon, was
very refreshing, and we shall
mud for a change.

enjoy a

season

of

Schooner Addie E. Snow arrived in port
this morning with laths from Bangor for New
York.
Schooner Win. McLoou is at Barnes’ wharf
and will load lime next week for New York.
Hotel arrivals yesterday—Lynde 20, Thorndike 20, Lindsay 21.
Mr. Harvey Barnes is repairing one of his
afternoon at

the

depot—two ten gallon kegs of whiskey marked
“Edward Brown, Rockland," and two barrels
of lager beer, each containing eight dozen bottles, marked respectively “A. Ulmer" aud“L.
R. Nichols, Rockland.”
Quite a quantity of
medicine is required in this unhealthy climate at present.
Real estate transfers recorded at Knox
County Registry of Deeds, yesterday, were as
follows: Hiram Bliss, Jr., to Frank R. Hart,
50 acres laud at Appleton, §100; Hiram Bliss,
Jr., to Frank R. Hart, 40 acres land at Apple-

ton, §57.
At the churches next Sunday:
Universalist, the pastor, Rev. W. T. Stowrc, will take as
his morning subject, “Light on the Cloud,”
evening subject, “When lie came'to himself.”

Methodist, Childrens Day will be observed,
and Rev. G. R. Palmer will take as his subThe evening will
ject, “David’s bad boys’”
be spent socially.
First Baptist, the pastor,
Rev. W. C. Barrows, will preach in the morning, Sabbath School in the afternoon, preach-

ing in the evening. Episcopal, 2 o’clock services
will
beheld
by Rev. *Mr.|Walker
of Thomaston,
Congrcgationalist, Rev. Mr.
Blair will officiate during the day and evening.
Free Baptist, the pastor, Rev. E. Y. Eastman,
will bold services both day and evening, and
at St. David’s Catholic, Rev. Father Peterson
presides as usual.
By all appearances rum-sellers will not flourish successfully under City Marshal Crockett’s
administration.
He is proving himself to bo
the “right man in the right place.”
Gen. Davis Tillson’s new and elegant bargo
“Juno” arrived at liis!wharf in this citv last
evening, at 9 o clock, accompanied by bis powerful tug “Hercules.”
Her dimensions are as
follows: Tlie lower deck is 140 feet long and
30 feet wide, on which is an elegantly finished
ladies’ cabin 25 by 15is .feet, containing all the
necessary accommodatons, with a water closet
adjoining finished throughout with black walnut.
On tlie same deck is a saloon of black
walnut with all conveniences possible, and
near the bow a cabin for the sailors.
The middle deck is 139 feet long and 26 feet wide, being clear from everything, all devoted for convenience of passengers, and is to have curtains all around it to rise and lower.
The upper deck is 1011 feet long and 23 feet wide, on
which is a convenient pilot house
containing a
Pilot houses arc usually
roomy stateroom.
on
the
middle deck, but for convenplaced
ience this is arranged otherwise.
An awning
is to be spread over the entire deck.
This is
the
finest
barge owned in tlie state,
and
the
handsomest
and
most convenient. All parties wishing
to make an excursion for enjoyment should employ the barge
“Juno” and steamer Hercules, the swiftest
She will accommodate
tug in this vicinity.
2300 persons with convenience.

Friday. JuneG.
Very quiet at the station house.
The Street Commissioner has a force of men
at work on Washington street.
Gangs of sliovelers on the coal schooners
Sarah C. Smith at the M. C. R. R. wharf and
the “Congress” at the Gas wharf, Stevedores

Camell, Burgess

and Oliver, struck this morning at 7 o’clock for an increase from 8 to 10
cents per ton.
Not obtaining this they went
again to work at the old rates at 10 a. m.
The Hercules left Bath Thursday afternoon
at 2.45 and arrived at Rockland at 8.30 that

evening^
Hr. E. M. Fuller intends visiting Europo
this summer.
Two moro lighters from East Woolwich
with 30,000 bricks for Reed Nichols camo over
this morning.

Freight—M.

C. R. R.—East 17, west 14 cars.
K. & L. R. R—East 8, west 8 cars.
Two trout caught by G. C. Moses, Esq. at

single and double shells and
Appropriate prizes will be

given.
Late

yesterday afternoon a fierce shower of
rain and hail with violent gusts of wind passed
over the city. Many of the hail stones were as
large as robins’ eggs and falling on horses’
backs made those quadrupeds decidedly lively
oil the street.
At the house of Albert Marr on
Pine street seven panes of glass were broken
A barn belonging to Mr. Jerry
by the hail.
Norton, Beacon street, was blown down and
fences belonging to Mr. Walker, near Major
Harward’s place, were leveled to tlie ground.
T.non ---J_1
_-l_1
S

10.30

a.

m.,

Friday, June 0.
What's the news'?
Pinafore is expected about the 20th.
Barnum's car will he in Waterville over
Sunday.
A. D. Lockwood was in town to-day.
Twenty-five arrivals at the Williams House

A

IN

well recommended need address

jef»d3tFANCY GOODS,

convicted to-day on tw o
sale of liquor before
Trial Justice Waldron.
Ho appealed and
gave bonds for §400.
The East Pond House has opened, and stage
will run daily between Waterville and the
house during the season.

singlo

spirituous liquors

As

wifi injure men, so
morphia will harmfully affect the
Dr. Bull’s Baby Syrup is the remedy

or

baby.
for the
cents.

baby.

opium.

It is free from

general housework

M.

__

I9«iI’tnei* Wanted.
1 N an old established paying business, with a capi1 ital of from live to six thousand dollars. Address
P.O.Box 1915, “BUSINESS.”
dtf
my20

AT

Dyspepsia,

ON

eoclSm

JUSTRECEIVED!
lot of 7-sliot Nickel Plated Revolvers $1.50
each, with cartridges. Fish Rods from 50c to $10.
Cigars from $1.25 to $0.00 per hundred. Tobacco
from 45c to $2.00 per pound. Pocket Knives from
5c to $2.50. Razors of the BEST make from 50c
to $2.00. We have a New and Full line of the
above goods.
W. n. SMITH & SON,
Front Street,
olimibiau Block, Balk,Me.
jne5
u3w
A

OPENING!
ALBERT G. PAGE, JR.,
Sagadahoc

his New Store in

Bank
a

full

line of

AND

—

—

SILVER GOODS,

lw*

I

at 106 Pine St. from 8 to 12

A

large assortment

in

the Latest Patterns.

Silver

Plated

of

Ware !

Repairing of all kinds done with neatness and dispatch. Special attention given to repairing fine
watches. Watches regulated free of charge.
ALBERT G, PAGE, JR.
May 31, 1879.
jne2dlw

J. P.

TO
of

BUILDER.

Jobbing

and Boiler Setting promptPerfect ventilation in Sewers guar-

Order Box 128 Exchange 81., Portland.

_d3m

To Let.
A
FURNISHED Cottage House at Pine Point,
itL with 10 rooms, good cellar room, good water
and Stable. For particulars inquire of R. KENT,
Portland, or SETH SCAMMAN, Scarboro.

my22_

Sebago. Apply

to

of rooms on second floor; plenty of sunlight, air ami water. Heat and gas furnished.
one room ou third floor. References
exchanged.

GAUBERT,

ESTATE.

6114 Kprofits

011

15

days investment of6l

aa

9& 4-in Wabash, May 2d_91 till
week

Stock Options of
$50,
$100, $500.
$20,
Official Reports and Circulars free. Address,

Proportional

returns every

T. 1‘ottii'

mhldly

Wiifhl

A

Co,

on

Bankers,

35 Wall St. New York.

on

COTTAGE

FOOD-ltEMEDxi
PHOSPHATINE!

Sale

FOR

or

To Let

first class Real Estate

on

ly furnished and will include furniture and carpets
if wanted. This is one of the most
cosy and desirable houses in the city at a moderate
price.

Llewellyn Kidder,

Attorney

Counsellor-at-Law,

and

51 1-2 Exchange St., Portland. Hie.
d3m
je2

J.

O.

WARD,

CARPENTER
has

AND

moved into his

BUILDER,

shop, .*{36 Cumberland Street, and is prepared to do all kinds
of building in the carpenter line. Special attention
given to all jobbing. Store Doors and Sashes, Inside Blinds for houses, Screen Doors and Window
Screens made to order. Prices equal to the times.
Give us a call.
my2Gd2w
now

new

L.

TAYLOR,

Real Estate Dealer, 385 Congress st.

_*_
FOR SAFE!

tf

A st°ry and half House with addition,
Stable, outbuildings and Blacksmith
Shop, all in good repair and nearly new.
Lot contains about one acre, excellent
garden and well of water. This property is situated about four miles from Portland on the Gray road. A good title and
immediate possession will be given. The
above property will be sold for $075.00,
and is the best bargain in Decring.
Inquire on the premises of Z. 0. LAMBERT, or of JOBSi C. t’OBB, 31 1-2 Exchange Street, Portland.
All but $200 can remain on
Mortgage.
A Nice Brick House to be Fet
MORRILL'S CORNER.—Double Parlors, Dining Room and Kitchen on first floor and five
sleeping rooms. Good stable, large lot. Rent $300.
Apply to C. E. Morrill, next house, or Wm. H. Jer

ris,

Real Estate

LOCATED AT

IIAS

M

(Near the G. T. Depot.)

E.,

SM&Wtf

Agent.

PHOSPHATINE
is a great boon to nervous people. Hundreds of business men in Boston and elsewhere are loud in their
praises of what it has done for them.

PHOSPHATINE

is the true tonic for women affleted with weakness
and uterine diseases of whatever character.

PHOSPHATINE

immediately

benefits puny and sickly children, and
that most terrible disease. Rickets, is speedily cured
is fully described in our
it.
PHOSPHATINE
by
Pamphlet, which shows that many diseases hitherto
considered incurable, come within the easy range of
this valuable Food-Remedy. g^^Send for a copy.
Prepared by Hr. <i< o. E. Austin &
70 Ulillc St.. BoMou.
Wholesale Agent*—John W.Perkin* & Co.
W. P. Phillip* A Co.. Portland.
Sold at retail by all druggists throughout the State.

Co.,"

I1V

U

a

cottage house, No. 27
street, opposite Winter St., contains a
parlor, sitting-room, bed-room and kitchen on first
floor and two good chambers, with two
windows
m each, sewer
drainage and Seoago water. Terms

building

on or

must

be

WM. II. JERR1S.

1STEnquire of T.

before August 23,

Notice to Railroad Contractors.

N©

fi323k

will be

FOK SALE.
both of the elegant Brick
Dwelling
the corner of Pine and Carlton
Streets, in this city.
The Houses arc now being finished and are
open for inspection.
For particulars apply to

mOne

A. B.

St.

JEWETT,

) Receivers and

A. W. HASTINGS, \ Managers.
Johnsbury, Vt., May 29, 1879.

my 31

eodtd

on

F. II. FA8SETT, Architect,
Centennial Block, Fzchaugc Street.
Portland, Aug. 5, 1878.
dtf

FOUND AT LAST!
A

;;

4,000
Paving.
“
“
140,000
f*alla?tiug.
All of which, excepting the last
item, is to take
the place of trestle work, and is desirable work to
do. For information concerning plans,
specifications and terms of payment, apply to the subscribers at St. Johnsbury, Vt.
The right is reserved to
all
and
reject auy
proposals.

or

Houses

Is

light, pleasant, wholesome, Clean
Tasted, and Honest Beer.

TIVOLI BEER

brewed in Detroit, at the famous Lion Brewery

expressly for tlie Boston market. Its ingredients are
simple and without adulteration-only malt and hops.
It has vim sufficient, but is not heavy nor
heady. It
smells

as sweet as a rose.
The verdict is unanimous
this is the liuest ever brought from the West.
Sold in barrels and bottles, at the Solo Agency, Joy's

that

Building,

209

Washington St., Boston, by

M. ENGELHARDT & CO.
my3

SPEED

SAFETY

&

COMFORT

j&m

GOUT

yOR
$>

ACUTEOR CHRONIC

The first-class iron mail steamof this line sail from Hali-

ers

fax every

alternate Tuesday for Liverpool via St Johns,
N. F., and Queenstown From
Baltimore every
alternate Wednesday.
From Quebec every Saturday, to Liverpool
via of Londonderry.
Only Five days actual ocean travel via Quebec, and
but Seven via Halifax.
Cabin Passage, $70 and $80 according to location
of Room; Intermediate, $40; Steerage: to British

England

STEAMSHIP

FROM
in

SM&W3m*

LINES

BOSTON,

conucction with

OLD COLONY
ROAD.

RAIL-

BOSTON TO THE SOUTH,

Semi-Weekly Line, Quick Time,
Rates, Frequent Departures.

town, D.
and Water

C., Alexandria, Va.,

European Salicylic Medicine Co.
LEIPZIG.

WASHBURNE & CO.,
Only Importers’ Repot, 212 Broadway,
N. Y. For sale by J. W. Perkins & Co., W. F.
Phillips & Co., and ‘Parsons, Bangs & Co., *vtland,
Me.
mhl8d&wly

Monday and Thursday, at

and

satisfaction given.

or

removed without
mylTeodtf

ITOorphine
to

habit cured iu
20 Ray*.

M.,

for

Eastport

leave St. John and Eastport

from

9

RADICAL and PAINLESS cure guaranteed. NO
CHARGE until patient is cured. All communications strictly confidential. Dr. O. S. SARGENT,
Box 1334, Bangor, Me.
jeldlw
A

RAILROAD.
MONDAY,

MAY

LAKE

D. W. Clark &

For

o’clock p, m,
For Circulars, with maps of Routes, Tickets, State
Rooms aud any further information apply at the
Company’s Office, No. 4 Milk St., (opposite Ocean
Insurance Co.) or of
mhldtf A. R. STUBBS, Agent, R. R. Wharf.

Norfolk, Baltimore

&

Washington

Class

Viallouell, Onrdiuer and
Brunswick at 7 a. m., 12.3i>, 5.20 and 11.45 p.

WM. CRANE,
GEORGE APPOLD.
From Boston direct every TUESDAY
aud SATURDAY.

HOPKINS,
WM. LAWRENCE,

Freight forwarded from Norfolk to Washington and
Alexandria by steamer Lady of the Lake. Freight
forwarded from Norfolk to Petersburg and Richmond, and Va. and Tenn. R. R. to all places in the
South, C. P Gaither, Agent, 240 Washington street,
Boston.
To all points of North and South Carolina, by Seaboard and Roanoke Railroad and Atlantic Coast Line,
John S. Daly, Agent, 222 Washington Street, Boston.
And to all points in the West by Baltimore & Ohio
R. R., M. W. Davison, Agent, 210 Washington
street, Boston.
Through bills of lading given by the above named

& Machias

STEAMBOAT CO.
MT.

DESERT

AND

IVIACHIAS.

10 lbs. daily, per mouth,
“
“
“
15 .*
“
“
“
20 “

1.35
1.75
2.35

Customers can commence taking Ice at
any time
desire, and delivery will be continueu until
notice to stop is received at the office.

they

30 cents per

35

“

“

hundred by the akc
single hundred.

"P-1_dtf
And His
IBilSJ

IBilS* INVENTIONS !
Including his early life, amusing experiments and
later life with an explanation of his wonderful inventions. Price, Cloth Covers, $1. If there is no
agent in your town, send direct to the undersigned.
AGENTS WANTED I EBEN SHUTE.
AGENTS WANTED |
Publisher & Bookseller.
AGENTS WANTED j
52 Bromtield st., Boston
mY14
2aw4wW&S

OAK SHIP TIMDER AND PILES
B.
has

Commencing May 30.

for Families and Offices.

C.

JORDAN

removed to Alfred where he has improved facilities for the manufacture and sale of

Ship Timber, Piles,

far ami
Block.

Carriage

t0
1
Bitldeford mill and thus
be able to till all orders at shortest possible notice.
Large stock always on hand.
P. O. Address*—Allred, Jtte.

*£alJ c? MLillil,c

fuilthe

ocldly

The Favorite Steamer LEWISCAIT. Ciias. Peeking,
I® TON,
lMaster, leaves Railroad Wharf.
dSSSSSBSSBBm^Sm Port land, every Tuendny nud
Friday Evening at lO o’clock, or on arrival
of express trains from Boston, for Rock land,Cawf-fSvsrw*!*

tine,

Iwle, Wedgwick, Alt. DESERT,
(Wo. West nud Rar Harbor,) Alillbridge,
Jouewport and Alachiawport.
Returning, will leave Alachiawport every Alonday and Thursday Aloruiiig at 4.110 o’cl’k,
Deer

a. m., arriving in Portland
evening, connecting with Pullman Night
train for Boston.
Commencing July 1st the Lewiston will leave Portland at 11.lo p. m.
Steamer SEA FLOWER will leave Bar Harbor every Saturday, on arrival of Steamer Lewiston, for
Hancock, Lauioine and Nullivan. (Stage
from Larnome for Ellsworth.) Will also leave every
Wednesday, on arrival of Steamer Lewiston, for
Winter Harbor, (Gouldsboro.) Passengers ticketed through and are sure to arrive early in the day.
Connections made coming West.
Commencing May 2, CITY OF RICHMOND, Capt.
War. E. Dennison, will leave Railroad Wharf, Portland, every Alouday, Wednesday and Friday
evening*, at lO o’clock, or on arrival of Steamboat Train from Boston, for Bangor, touching at

Alt. Desert at 10.00

same

Rockland, C'niiidcu, Uucoliivillc, Bflant,
Wenrwport, Wandy Point, Hiiekwport, Wiuterport, and Hampden, arriving in Bangor
about 10 o’clock the next morning.
Returning will leave Kangor every Alondny,
Wednesday and Friday Aloruiugw, at 0
o’clock, touching as above, arriving in Portland
about 5 p. m., connecting with Portland and Boston
Steamers, and Pullman Night Train and Early
Morning Trains for Boston and the West.
For further particulars inquire of
GEO. L. DAY, Gen. Ticket Agent,
Railroad Wharf.

E.

Lewiston Junction.
12.50 p. m. from Montreal, Quebec aud West.
12.50 ]>. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
3.15 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.
5.30 p. m. from So. Paris (Mixed).
0 p. m. from Lewiston and Auburn.

PA88ENGEK OFFICES

74

:

EXCHANGE

ST.,

—AND—

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST.

Tickets Sold at Reduced Kates !
Cnuailn, Detroit, Chicago, Milwaukee,
Ciueiuunti, Mt. Louis, Omaha, Magiuaw, Mt. Paul, Malt Lake City,
Denver, Man Francisco,
and all points in the

Northwest,

West and

Southwest.

•JOSEPH HICKSON, General Manager.
W. J. SPICER, Superintendent.

fci:>

____dtf

FARE REDUCED.

$4.50

T

$4.50

New Yorli
Tickets good only on day of sale for continuous
passage on train leaving Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, at 1 P. M. daily (Sundays excepted) and steamer from New London connecting therewith.

Tickets and Staterooms secured at Grand Trunk

Depot and Preble Street Station.
No Carriage Transfers.
Mare Connections
63^ Baggage checked through.
J.W. PETERS, Geu. Ticket Agent.
J. M. LUNT,
mhldtf
Supt._

Railroad^

Eastern

*FEB. 17,
SPRING

For Lewiston and Auburn.

PANNEAGER

Passenger Train, leave at 12.30 and 5.15 p. m.
The train leaving at 11.45 p. in. also has a passenger car attached, connecting at Cumberland Junction with a mixed train for I,ewi»tou,
Auburn,
Winthrop nud Waterville. The 12.30 p. m.
is the day train and 11.45 p. m. is the Night Express Train with Pullman sleeping car attached;
making close connection at Hangar for all stations on the E. & N. A.
Railway, and for 8t.
John nud Hnlifnx. The 11.4a p. m. train
m Jiti. elueti eiMuj.ii i,.,i at
Hangar for all stations
on Hungor A: Pi.cn taqui. It.
K., lloulton, Wood.toe It, 8t. Andrew., Ml.Stephen.
Fredcricluou, Fort Fuirlleld, and Caribou.
Pa..eager Train, arrive in Portland n.
follows:—The morning trains from Augusta. Gardiner, Bath, Brunswick and Lewiston at 8.35 and
8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Baugor, Dexter,
Belfast, Skowhegan, Farmington, K. & L. R. R.,
and all intermediate stations at 12.45 and 12.50
m.
Tlie
p.
afternoon trains from Augusta, Bath.
L. R. R. at fi.25 p. m.
From Lewiston at
5.55 p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at

bunk, Wells,

for

1879.

ARRANGEMENT.

a. in.

Portland. 3Iay 1st,

PAYSON TUCKER, Snp't

1879._

felotf

Ilumford Falls & Buckfield
H.AILHOAD.
.and after Monday, Feb. 17,
will leave as follows:
Leave Canton at 4.30 and 0.20 a. m.
Returning leave Mechanic Falls 7.05
m. and 3.15 p.
m., Lewiston at 1.50 p. m., Portand at 1.30 p. m.
febl7tf
I. WASHBURN, Jr., President.
rams

n/I
iviuuim

F-

tv

D

A

a1. nnin..

II

itvuiim'i

II

it. it.

TRAINM

leave Portlaed

Mcarboro, Mueo, Biililefonl, kniurNorth Berwick, Mouth Ber

Nviek, Conway Junctiou, Eliot, Kittcry,
Port-mouth, Newbury port, Male ui, Lyun.
Chelsea and Boston, at 8.45 a. na. and
LOO p.

in.

Night Express with 81eepiug Car, for Bouton, at £.05 a. m. every day (except Mondays).

RETURNING,
Leave BomIou at 7.30 a. na., I£.30 and 7.00
p. aaa., connecting with Nlainc Central
n“d E. A N. A. Kualway for Mt. John anil
Halifax. Pullman Sleeping Car attached.

Through Tickets to all Points South and West at
lowest rates at Depot ticket office, Commercial street,
and at Allen\Union Passenger Office, 28
Exchange
street.
Pullman Car Tickets for Meats and
Berths at Ticket Office,
fel-kltfA. P. ROCKWELL, President.

PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG R R

K._&

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Commencing MONDAY,

Feb.

3, 1879

leave Portland for
Passenger
tfS£^^^3Upper Bartlett, Fabyan’s and intermediate stations at 7.15 a. in., and
trains

£.30 p.

in.

7.1.5 a. in. runs through to Burlington and Swanton, connecting at Wing Road, for all points on
Boston Concord & Montreal R. R.; at St. Johusbury with Passumsic R. R. for Newport, Sherbrooke, &c.; at East Swanton with Central Vermont.R.R. for St. Johns and Montreal; at Swan
ton%ith Central Vermont for Ogdensburg via
Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain R. R.

£.30 p. ui. runs to Upper Bartlett.
Trains arrive in Portland from Upper Bartlett and
intermediate stations at 11.00 a. m.
From Vermont 8.45 p. m.

J. HAMILTON, Sup’t.
febldtf

Portland, Jan. 31,1879.

FARE REDUCED!

EXCURSIONS.

Each way between

TICKETS
—TO—

KTew Yorls.
—VIA—

VIA LOWELL.

Special limited single tickets, good for
date of sale, only

CUSHING,
Manager
Portland, May 17th, 1879.
General

ml7tf

Boston & Maine R. R.
two

days from

$2.50! $2.50! $2.50!
SPECIAL

Round

—OR—

Eastern
SOUND

LIMITED

$4.50.

$4.50.

Including transfer across Boston in any carriage stationed at the depots. Trains
leaving Portland at
o.4i)A.M. connect with
Stonington

StatcroouiM Engaged in Advnnce.

$4.50.

TO NEW YORK
VIA

all

Between Portland & Boston

across
as

Grand Trunk
Depot, Portland, at
7.30 a. m. and 1.00 p. m., Preble Street Station at
7.40 a. m. and 1.10 p.m., arriving in Boston at
1.15 p. m. and 0.35 p. m.

$8.00!
Trains leave Portland via Boston & Maine R. R. at
8.4i> a. m., 1.00, 3.30 p.m.; via Eastern R. R. at
2.0o, 8.45 a. m., 1.00 p. m., connecting with all rail

lines.

'rii’l.'ivnk:

XV.'Ui.'IU,

MOW

at
at
at
at

ROUTE!

M. LENT, Supt.
J. IV. PETEBS, Gen. Ticket Agent.
myldtf

BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.
ABKANGE.HEHT,

On aud after

rawk

Washington, Chicago,
St. Louis, San Francisco,
—AND—

All

J.

NPKIMl

eines,

Boston in carriages,

above,

Leave

TIIE

rail

Including transfer

Two Tlirough Trains Each Way Daily.

Leave Boston & Lowell K. E. Depot, Boston,
8.00 a. in. and 5.35 p. m., arriving hi Portland
1.10 p. in. and 10.55 p.m.
Tickets for sale in Portland at Depot Offices and
Hollins & Adams’, 22 Exchange Street; in Boston
Boston & Lowell E. B. Depot.

Line for New

York.and the 1.00 P. M. trains with the Fall River,
Providence and Norwich Lines.

AO CHANGE of CARS

TRY

LINES

$4.50!

Tickets

Trip

Railroad,

—AND—

Good for ten days from date of sale, only

WEAIAIER AKRAIVGEHEAT.

Prices

a. m.

m.
For Rockland and all stations on Knox & Lincoln R. R., and for I.<cwi»tou via
Brunswick, at
7.00 a. m. and 12.35 p. m.
For Bath at 7.00 a. m., 12.35 and 5.20 p. m.
For Farmington, Monmouth,
Winili.op,
Readtield, West Waterville nud Wnterville via Lewiston at 12.30 p. m.

Steamships.

JOHN

Portland, Bangor

NO. 53 MARKET ST.

1879.

Augusta,

same

For freight or passage to Norfolk, Baltimore, Washington, or other information apply to
E. SAMPSON. Agent,
no2dtf
53 Central Wharf, Boston.

Co.,

5,

_________Pn».enger 'rrniu. leave Portland lor Baugor, Dexter, Belf-wr'ri‘a»t and Waterville at 12.30.
12.35, and 11.45 P.M.
For Mkowhrgan at 12.30, 12.35 and 11.45
p. m.

JCVC.-L L

SEBACO

ARRIVALS.
from Lewiston and Auburn.
Passengers from Gorham connect with this train at
8.30

and

lis, Windsor, Kentville, Halifax, N. S.; Shediac,
Amherst, Pictou, Summerside, Charlottetown, P. E.
I.; Fredericktown, N. B., and all stations on the
Intercolonial Railway.
^''“Freight received day of sailing until 4

First

OPIUM !
Opium

G P.

re-

turned and will be at bis
office, 16 dlAIlKFT
SQ., until June 21st.
Corns, Bunions and Bad

7.10 a. m. for Auburn ami Lewiston
8.00 a. m. for Gorham (Mixed).
12.25 p. m. for Auburn and Lewiston.
1.30 p. m. for Island Pond, Quebec, Montreal and
West.
5.30 p. in. for Auburn, Lewiston and South Paris.

Portland & Worcester and Norwich Lines

Maine Central

STEAMSHIP LINE,

DR. CARLTON bas

leave

—VIA—

RAILROADS^

WEEK.

days.
Connections made at Eastport for Rohbinston, St.
Andrews and Calais.
Connections made at St. John for Digby, Annapo-

COENS.

pain,

GREEN, NEW YORK,
TERENCE MeCJOWAN, IBS Coumy24
grew 8t., Portland.
d3m

17th,

Feb.

AEIRANGEMENT.

TRIPs"PER

will

MONDAY,

1870, passenger trains will
Portland as follows:

To

On and after Monday, March
3d, the Steamer New Brunswick.
Capt. D. S. Hall, and City of
Portland, Capt. S. H. Pike, will
leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every

Returning,

Grand Trunk R. R. Co. of Canada.

1 BOWLING

and all Rail

Lines.

St. John.

Immediate Relief Warranted. Permanent
Cure Guaranteed. Now exclusively used by all
celebrated Physicians of Europe and America, becoming a Staple, Harmless and Reliable Remedy on both
continents. The Highest Medical Academy of Paris
reports 95 cures out of 100 cases within three days.
Secret—the only dissolver of the poisonous Uric Acid
which exists in the Blood of Rheumatic and Gouty
Patients. $1.00 a box; G boxes for $5.00. Sent to
Endorsed by
any address on receipt of price.
Physicians. Sold by all Druggists. Address

LINE.

to

1.55

Through Rates named and Bills of Lading iven
from any point in New England to Philadelphi
For fates of Freight, and other information, apply to
D. D. C. MINK, Agent,
19G Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
Win. F. Clyde & Co., General Managers,
No. 12 So. Delaware Ave., Philadelphia,

TWO

Manufactured only under the above Trade Mark,
by tbe

Nails

Low

Freight received and forwarded daily to FALL
RIVER, there connecting with the Clyde Mteamers, sailing every WEDNDSDAY and SATURDAY to Philadelphia direct, connecting at
Philadelphia with Clyde Steam Lines to Charleston, S. C., Washington, D. C., George-

SPRING

malicylicA
3 m
^

OF PARIS AND

mlKodly_

Eastport, Calais, St. John, IV. B., Annapolis, Windsor and Halifax, N. S.,
Charlottetown, P. E. I.

B

nml

San i rancisco, as below:
S. S. Colon, ,(tuie 20—s. S. Acapulco, June 30
Connecting at Panama with steamer for San Francisco. The Passage Rates
by this line INCLUDE
SLEEPING
ML LS and all
necessary expenses of the trip.
Through Emigrant Tickets to New Ken laud and
AuMtrnlia sold at greatly reduced rates. Circulars
giving full informal ion i-egarding the climate, soil
and products of all the above countries and the
prospects for settlers, sent free.
For freight
or.passage rates and the fullest information, apply to the General Eastern Agents,
C. L. BARTLETT A C
O.,
fO Broad Si., BomIoii.

COMBINED.

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

pnaaaaiHj]

Very Low
NEWELL
my24tf

young orchard, situated at Dak Hill, Scarborough,
near the Thornton Mansion, and
belonging to the
estate of the late Emery
Moody, deceased. The
above is one of the most attractive and
desirable locations in this vicinity for a Summer
Residence
commanding a fine view, and being within a few
minutes walk of the P. S. & P. li. R. depot, as also a
short drive of either Portland, Saco, Old Orchard or
Libby’s Beach. For terms and particulars eunuire of
1*. J. LABBABtE, Administrator, CI'
mli24tf
1»!» 1-2 Middle St.

received until .June 17th for
& Ogdens-

«
“

MORE

Kealnnd

New

Steamers sail from New York on tlic L th and 30th
of each month, carrying passengers and
freight for

Shortest PoN*ible Nea Route Between
the United States anil England.

fnlrfi

or

large two-story House with ell and stable atTHEtached,
about twenty
of tillage land with

600,000 cubic yard. Knrlli.vork.

»

Ot,
New York.

Residence for Sale.

the following work on the Portland
burg R. R. Line, A ermont Division, viz:
“

MANSFIELD,

J-1>hOX-___

General Superintendent.

PROPOSALS

ry

fin-

currency or bonds to be returned to the unsuccessful
bidder, after the award of the contract and to the
successful bidder, after his contract and bond for the
faithful performance of the terms thereof, shall be
approved by the Secretary of the Treasury.
Specifications and plans and forms of proposal and
bond, can be obtained at the office of Collectors of
Customs at Portland, Bangor, Bath, and
Ellsworth,
Maine, of J. M. Richardson, Superintendent of Life
Saving Stations, Portland, Maine, and Captain J. H.
Merryman, U.S.R.M., No. 16 Broadway, New York;
also upon application to this office.
All proposals must be endorsed “Proposal for the
construction of a Life Saving Station at Little Cranberry Island, Maine” and addressed to the General
Superintendent United States Life Saving Service,
Washington, D. C. The right to reject any or all bids
or to waive defects, if it is deemed for the best interests of the Government to do so, is reserved.
S-1- KIMBALL,

About

H.

house For Sale

acres

my29cod6t

Mil' Mil

IS Beaver St.,

my22eod3m

At Woodford's Corner.

saving

The

»»

Islnuiti,,

A,

I

Autitralia.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
The

the entire world.

pleasantly located
rfWE
A
Pino

new

LINE!

ALLA N

PH08PIIATINE

remedy which will cure Consumption and Dyspepsia, and should therefore attract the attention of

my29tf

COTTAGE FOH SALK.

Class 2 story

Freight for the West hy the Penn. R.R., and South
by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Eight Dollars.
For Freight or Passage apply to
E. B. NANIPSOIV, Agent,
de31tf
lO Long Wharf, Bo*tou.

for

a

_mh25_d&wtf

J. C. GANNETT, HI.D.” AT
HOMEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN,

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p.
From Fine Street Wharf,
at 10 a. m.
Insurance one-half the rate of

,,

SURE CURE.

a

ap2

Wharfage.

}.
-.£&

by leading physicians.

on

residences
Cedar St. will be
ONEsoldof attlie finest
bargain if applied for at once, is nice-

*-*y29

Ao

And All Nervou*
new chemical food is not a nauseous medicine
but is as pleasant to the taste as a glass of good wine.
It can he and is taken at meal time in the same way
Its use is recommended
as the juice of the grape.

LOTS

to

Saturday.

! The

is

JAPAN, V

or

Leaves eaeh Port Every Wednesday and

Philadelphia & Acw
CONSUMPTION.
Hi*ea*c*.

PULMONARY

FOR CALIFORNIA

_

Steamship Line.

nn«l

in.

—

On and after

m.

PHILADELPHIA

Depot.

n.

-1.00 p. ill.
Leave Preble St. Station at 7.40 a. ra., 1.12 and 5.30
p. m.
7.JJO A. .?!. Accommodation for Worcester, with
through car for Boston, via Nashua and Lowell.
Arrives at Rochc*tcr at 0.55 a. m., (connecting with Eastern and Boston & Maine Railroads). At Nashua 11.47 a. in., l.owell
12.15 p.m., Boston 1.15 p.m., Ayer Junction 12.40 p. m., Fitchburg 1.25 p. m.. and
Worcester at 2.10 p. m., connecting with
trains South and West.
1.00 P. .11. N lea in bout Expren for Nrw
I.ouiloii,
Through Car for Fowcll and
Boston. Connects at Roche»tcr for Dover and Grcal l ulls, at Fpping for .Tlnuchenter and C'ourord, at Ntnhua for
l.owell and Boston, at Ayer J miction
for Fitchburg and the West, via lloomic
Tuiiucl l.iiie, at WorceMer with Boston
& Albany Railroad for New York, at Putn:iin with “Boston & Philadelphia Express
Line” for Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington, at New Londoii w ith Norwich Line Steamers, due at Pier No. 40,
North River, New Y ork, at 0.00 a. m.
2.30 n. m.
From Preble Street.
Mixed for
RoeheNter and Way Stations.
Trains leave Rochester at 0.45, 11.00 a. ni., and
8.50 p. m., arriving in Portland at 0.35 a. m.,
1.15 and 11.00 p. m.
Close connections made at YY'e»tbrook Junction
with through trains of Me. Central R. K., and
at Grand Trunk Depot, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk B. It.
Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Rollins & Adams’, No. 22 Exchange Street.
ocwdtf
J. M. LUNT. Supt.

PACIFIC MAIL S. S. CO.

Stni.dwicli

7..‘50

nt

follows:

Trunk

doclGdtf

Philadelphia,

—AND—

CLYDE’S
cure

Will until further notice leave Franklin Wharf,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 0
M., and leave Pier 38, East River, New York,
every MONDAY and THURSDAY, at 4 P. M.
These steamers are fitted up with tine accommoda-

UNITED STATES MAIL STEAMERS,
Sail from New York for
GLASGOW,
every
SATURDAY,
And REGULARLY to LONDON direct.
1 assage to
Glasgow, Londonderry, Belfast, Liverpool.
SALOON CABINS, 868 to $80, CURRENCY.
SECOND CABIN, including all requisites, 810.
STEERAGE, 828.
TO LONDON BY DIRECT STEAMER,
No Steerage.
SALOON CABINS, 833 and 863.
Excursion Tickets at Reduced Rates.
Passenger accommodations unsurpassed for elegance and comfort. A11 Staterooms on main deck.
For Books of information, Plans. &e.,
Apply to HENDERSON BROTHERS.

rates.

FOR SAFE.

Apply

Boston

For Maps and Sailing Schedule apply to WM.
ALLEN, Jr, 28 Exchange St, Portland, Me., or
LEVE & ALDEN, Gen. Pass. Agents for New
England and Middle States, 271 Broadway, N. Y.
eodtf
ap2t>

An almost certain

Steamship Company.

Semi-Weekly Line to Sew l'ork.
Steamers Eleanoni and Franconia

ANCHOR

Ports, $28; London, $31: Hamburg, Bremen, Paris
Scandinavian Ports, $32. Return and Prepaid
Tickets to and i-jin all parts of Europe at reduced

Peaks’ Island. Enquire of
J. W. BRACKETT, at Greenwood,
ap29eodtf
Peaks’ Island.

44
44

Proprietor.
dtf

Ja22

Ad-

Saloon, Bowling Alleys and Billiard
DINING
Room; also a New Cottage containing 5 rooms
with G acres of good cultivating land.
The above
will be let together or separate to a
responsible party.
Also a brick house on Fremont Place
containing 13
rooms, divided for two families. Terms moderate.
Apply to E. Ponce, at his new cigar store, No. 127
Federal St., under U. S. Hotel.
ap26tf

M(1 AT T? V

Each bid must be accompanied by a bond in the
sum of $500 with two good and sufficient sureties
conditioned that the bidder shall enter into contract
without delay and give such bonds as security for
the faithful performance thereof as may be required
if his bid be accepted, or by a deposit of $500 U. S.

J. H.

dly

A

loan

will leave the East side of Custom House Wharf for
Jones’ and Trefetheu’s and Hog Island Landings at
G.45 8.30, 11 A. M.. and 1.45 and 5.15 P. M.. leaving the Island immediately. Fare for the round trip,
25ets.; Children, 10 cts.
C. H. KNOWLTON.
ap28dtf

HIE

To Let.
TWO-STORY house with eight rooms, near
Evergreen Landing, on the easterly part of
Peak’s Island. Enquire of
J. STERLING,
my2dtf__ on the premises.

to

STEAMER TOURIST

Pleasant St.

St.

-XLVAll ll X Security, in Portland, or Vicinity. Kents collected, taxes paid, &c on Commission. Apply to F. <i.
PATTERSON, Dealer in
Real Estate, 379% Congress Street.
noSeodtf

eodtf

corner

W. W. CARR.

REAL

for sale at D. H.

and

apltf_11)7 Newbury

np|K|'

1879.

PORTLAND, MAINE.

Residence, 38 lligli,

To L,ct.

TO LET ON LONG ISLAND.

and Ores examined. Address,
So. Waterboro, Hie.
my21d3w*

j

SMALL tenements from 5 to 9 dollars each,with

3

7

nay’s.

secured
for
Dances, Parties, Lectures. &c., by applying to E. A.
SAWYER, 1G1 Commercial St., or JAS. A. WHIToc7dtf
NEY, 173 Middle St.

SACCARAPPA, MAINE.

Mines

II. II.

operations in dentistry performed at prices to
suit the times and warranted first-class.
Teeth extracted without pain by the use of Nitrous
Oxide Gas, which we manufacture ourselves and always have on hand fresh.

nail -dir*

BAILEY,
D.,
ONE
Physican and Surgeon, »p3i)_dtf

Mineralogist & Prospecter

over

All

been

very desirable rooms will bo vacated
in
days at tbe well-known boarding bouse
20 PARK STREET, corner of
Gray (new No. 88.)

TAYLOR,

S,T&ThGm

358 1TIIDDLE ST.,

No.

dtf

11 having

or two
a few

ReferencesS. C. Gordon, M. D., C. W. Brav, M.
dec23‘
D., J. Swan, M. D., J. H. Kimball, M. D.

M. D.

DR, C. J. CIIEYEY,
Dentist

To Let.
"VT1CU pleasant and sunny rent of 7 roons, up one
El
flight. A good place for an invalid that wants
sunlight. GG DAN FORTH STREET, old number.

To Let with Boat'd.

M.

ENGLEHARD,

ocl4

_jeEd_dtf_

Cranberry Island,
ished ready for occupancy

Street,

my31

d3w

my27_

Situated in tbe western central part of city.
dress L. E. T., Daily Press Office.

Me.

Middle

FRANCIS E.

Fine large lot
gas, Sebago water and furnace.
containing apple, pear and plum trees. A very
pleasant location, rent $300.
WM. H. JERRIS, Real Estate Agent.
u3w*

Stal>!c To Let.

C. W.

Respectfully yours,
ALEX TRIPLET, Chemist,

TIIE

SUITE

will be received at this office

237

SCHIEDAM SCHNAPPS” selected by ourselves, and
have found the same free from all organic or inorganic substances more or less injurious to health.
From the result of our examination we consider the
article one of superior quality, healthful as a beverage and effectual in its medicinal qualities.

brick house No. 2G Green street, second
above the hay scales. Ten rooms in nice order,

Also

Proposals
until Saturday, the 14th day of dune 1879, for
SEALED
life
station at Little

healthT lift rooms,

Udolpho Wolfe, Esq:
Dear Sir—The undersigned have
carefully and
thoroughly analyzed a sample of your “AROMATIC

dtf

PLEASANT ROOMS TO LEE

the construction of

Absolutely pure—made from Grape Cream of Tartar, imported exclusively for this Powder from the
Wine district of France.
Always uniform and
wholesome. Sold only in cans by all Grocers. A
can
be
mailed
to
pound
anv address, postage free, on
receipt of 60 cents. ROVAL BAKING POWDER
171
Duane
CO.,
St.f New York. Most cheap powders contain alum;
dangerous to health; avoid them,
when
offered loose or in hulk. ap30dly
especially

Chemical and Technical Laboratory. 18 Exchange
Place, New York, Nov. 2otli.

my store 132 Middle St.,
family of two.
M. G. PALMER.

Maine

ACCOMMODATIONS,

With much respect, your obedient serCHAS. x\. LEAS, M. D., New York.

apparatus.
vant,

a

my20

and INDIA
o’clock p. m. (Sun-

Through Tickets to New York, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale at very low rates.
Freight taken as usual.
J. B. COVJLF, Jr., General Agent.
mh31
dtf

natural tendency to the mucous
surfaces, with a
slight degree of stimulation. I regard it as one of
the most important remedies in chronic catarrhal
affections, particularly those of the genito-urinary

ROOMS TO LET,
With Board.—No. 35 High St.

Office and Residence No. G Hill Street.

J. E.

I take great pleasure in hearing
highly creditable
to its efficacy as a remedial agent in the
diseases for which you recommend it, having a

Me.

gage checked through.
Tickets procured at depots of Boston & Maine and
Eastern Railroads and at Rollins & Adams’. 22 Exchange St., and Y\ D. Little & Co.’s, 41)\-> Exchange
Street.
L. W. FILE INS,
D. S. BABCOCK,
Gen. Passenger Ag’t, New York.
President,
octl
dtf

1878.

run as

Grmnl

I'ortlaadi

.re

Stoilington,

§ant

days excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable night’s rest and avoid the expense
and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late at night.

testimony

PLEASANT"

uonpxess

WESCOTT,
AND

rooms over

my3eodtf

to call the attention of the rendto testimonial** iii favor of the

“SCIINAPPS” i* it remedy in Chronic
Cartarrhal Complaint*, etc.

LET.

5
AFLAT
very convenient for

use

DAVID L. MOTT, M. D.,
Pharmaceutical Chemist, New York.

Address J. R. PRINCE,

Yarmouth,

Portland,

(^Tickets and Staterooms
YOUNG’S, 272 Middle Street.

by physicians.

scribed

r cm

TT

BUSINESS CARDS.

MASON

Cousin’s

Island.
ON my27eod2w*

leave FRANKLIN WHARF.
WHARF, Boston, daily, at

SCHNAPPS.

To 3L.et.

rr>n

Monday, March 31,1870, the Steamers
JOHN BROOKS and FOREST CITY will alternately

bound to say that I regard your SCHNAPPS
as being in every respect pre-eminently pure, and
deserving of medical patronage. At all events it is
the purest possible article of Holland gin, heretofore unobtainable, and as such may be safely pre-

Rooms now occupied by Young
Men’s Christiau Association.
Location good for Dressmaker, Dentist, or any light business. For
terms enquire of
GEO. II. CUSHMAN,
No. 4S6 Congress Street.
my2Gdtf
IdbltK'

COUNTERFEITED,

Fenve

Steamboat Express trains leave Boston from Boston & Providence R. R. Depot daily, except Sunday,
at 5.30 p. m., connecting at steiiington with the entirely new and superb Steamer Rhode Island, every
Monday. Wednesday and Friday, and with the eleand popular Steamer
every Tucsay, Thursday and Saturday, arriving in New York
always iu advance of all oilier linen. Bag-

18,

Trains will

-...

Judith.

tions for passengers, making this a very convenient
and comfortable route for travelers between New
York and Maine. During the summer months these
steamers will touch at Vineyard Haven on tlioir passage to and from New York. Passage, including
State Room, S4; meals extra. Goods destined beyond
Portland or New York forwarded to destination at
once.
For further information apply to
HENRY' FOX, General Agent, Portland.
J. F. AMES, AgM;, Pier 38, P. R. New York.
Tickets and State Rooms can be obtained at 22

I feel

je5dtf

a. m

Step

beg leave
er

my20_

SPECTACLES AND EVEGLASSES,

STEAMERS.

NOVEMBER

l!oute
,-

Avoiding Point

Exchange Street.

and Purchasers will Have to
Caution in Purchasing.

to

A GOOD TENEMENT TO BE LET.

WATCHES, CLOCKS, JEWELRY,

All Masonry,
ly attended to.
anteed.

gas,

jc5

Block, Bath,

BOSTON

Costive-

On and after

IS IMITATED UNO

Only Inside

the

Portland and Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER It. R.

OTHERS.

P.

WOLFE’S

Schiedam

Sebago, furnace, bath room &c. Apply
L. Davis or w. H. Jerris, Ileal Estate Agent.

Apply

Stomach,

TIi is is

ALL

OF

Portland,

June

To Let.
A NICE and very pleasant bouse on Thomas St.,
JrA. conveniently arranged for one or two families.

PUBLIC,

Sour

eod3in

Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient,

Good Bi ich House to Lease.
commodious and pleasantly located three
storied brick house No. 176 Danforth st. next to
Brackett. It contains about a dozen rooms in nice

LAW,

Headache,

Gen. Pass. Agent,

as the best and most reliable medicine ever offered
to the people for the above class of diseases,
SOLD IIV ALL DRCGG1STS.
jeo
eod2w

STOLEN.
3d, a Large, black, Newfoundland Dog, answers to the name of “Nig.” Any
in regard to said dog
information
person forwarding
to Press Correspondent, Saccarappa, will be suitably
rewarded.
jeGdlw

order,

Sick

General Manager.
my 17

Liver

Middle or Free St,, a small bundle containing
a piece of Black Silk.
The finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving it at Millett, Chamberlin
& Little’s, 227 Middle St.
je5d3t

ON

Sold only at 205 Washington st., at depot foot of
Summer st., Boston, and at Pier 40, North River,
New York. Train leaves Summer st. depot, Boston,
at 0 p. m., week days, connecting at Allyn’s Point
9.15 p. m. with steamers City of New York or City
of Boston, arriving in New York at G a. m.
Returning, steamer leaves Pier 50, North River,

Heartburn, Indigestion, Piles, Bilious Attacks
Complaints, Gout and Rheumatic Affections’
Nature's own great and good remedy,
ness,

Lost.

MAINE.

opens at

Tlie Wise .Hen of the Intsil, the Divine the
Physician, tlie .Judge use daily in their own homes
and recommend to all invalids and sufferers from

LOST AND FOUND.

Tuesday,

ONE DOLLAR.
at 5.30 p. m., arriving in Boston G a. m.
Stateroom* at u*iial price*. Berth* Free.
Supper 50 cent*. Drawing Boom <'liuir*
30 cent*. S3 mile* without a *top, the lougc*t run made by any train iu New Fuglnud.
Connecting train makes no stop at any station between Boston and the boat. No stop-over allowed.
Tickets good only on day of sale for continuous passage and bv connecting boat.
CHARLES P. CLARK,
A. C. KENDALL,

my2Cdtf

Office.

YORK,

EITHER WAY, FOR

Magnetic Physician,

_<»f

_jne2_

TIIE

Trott,

BATH,
myO

at 320

TO LET.

—AND—

NOTARY

Office.

AHEAD

LIMITED TICKETS BETM'EEX BOSTOX .VXD

NEW

Dant'orili Street.

H.

ATTORNEY

the

LISE

NEW YORK.

FOR

ALLYN’S POINT LINE.

CURE all your dis-

I.ornlfil at flic (J. N. Hotel. ■*»rtlnu<l. Me.,
has bail uuparallelled success In ALL Chroulo Diseases, Weaknesses and Infirmities that human flesh
is heir to, for the last five years in Portland, as many
will testify. Go and see for yourselves. Consultation Free. Patients from out of town can be furnished with board at reduced rates. P. O. Address
BOX 1953, Portland, Me.
ap23d3m

Price 25

BATH ADVERTISEMENTS.

Joseph

The Natural

GIRL WANTED
To do

Paul Hurd was

opium

Press

can

RAILROADS.

STEAMERS._
STOMOGTOM

TTWILDE,

Dr. R.

as

Wanted.
Fancy Goods Store, an honest, capable American Boy about 15 years of age. Only those who

can come

there is ONE that

»W%a^S*sr.8UfleringB-without

a

yesterday.
complaints of

glad that

Horse and Carriage Wanted.
rilO hire for the Summer a steady, easy driving,
I safe Horse; also Phaeton. Address “B,” Press

Proposals for tlic Construction of
a Life Saving Station.

to-day.

food

SITUATION

mvon

The stairway leading to the offices in
Biddeford city building has been blockaded
to-day by plasterers, patching up tiie walls.
Schooner Teason, Capt. Littlejohn from
New York, with coal for T. Hersey & Co.,
Saco, arrived last night and is discharging

Mirabeau,alluding to a very corpulent person,
to show to what
extent the human skin would stretcli without
Then corpuleucy was believed to be
bursting
a natural
condition; now, it is known to bo a
disease. Hundreds who had considered tliemselvcs useless tor life,
by reason of too much
fat, have, by the use of Allan’s Auti-Fat, been
reduced to a healthy and natural size.
This
great remedy for corpulency is purely vegetable
and perfectly harmless. It acts ou the
in
the stomach, preventing its
being converted
into fat.
It cures indigestion and tones
up the
system. Sold by druggists.

Dow.
The sociable at Mrs. Henry Harding’s last
evening passed off very pleasantly, although
the heavy shower of the afternoon, prevented
its being a lawn party as was at first proposed.

Treasury Department V. S.Life. Saving
Service. Office of Gen. Superintendent,
Washington D. C., May 23, 1879.

above on same stree.t

said,“He has only been created

very

PROPOSALS.

ternoon service at 2.30. Subject of ser“Waste of Creation.” Lecture at
7.30 p. in., by pastor. Subject: “Seed
Time.”
Chas. H. Hanson of Biddeford, is building a two story hip roof house with ell and
barn attached, on the continuation of Main
street just above the Eastern depot in Biddeford, and Joseph Smith is building a 2i
story house and ell with large bam just

HOW FAT CAN A PERSON BECOME.

was

generally attended.
Capt. Eben Pierce of New Bedford has been
in this city on a visit to his sister, Mrs. Allen
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Dr. Larrabee has changed his residence
from Main street to No. 3 Cutts street,Saco,
next dwelling house below city
building
At the Saco citizens’ meeting held last
eveniDg to consider the advisability of a
fourth of July celebration, the question
was discussed but no action was taken.
Another meeting will be held to-morrow
evening, at which time ail interested are invited to attend.
Less than 100 tickets sold at Biddeford
and Saco during the day on B. & M Ii. K.,
for Barnum’s great show.

visited by one of the heaviest
thunder showers of the season Thursday afternoon. The lightning was into nsely vivid, and
were

STEAMERS.

Let tlie sick and afflicted rejoice and be exceeding
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done to flowers and garden sass.
Sabbath notices—At the Beacon street “children’s day” will be observed. Morning service
will consist of scripture readings, singing and
speeches by the pastor, superintendent and
teachers.
In the afternoon there will be a
sermon by the pastor,
subject, “Relation the
Sabbath School sustains to the church.” In
the evening there will be a floral concert, interspersed with select readings.
The church
will be decorated and a pleasant time is exAt Wesley church, at 10.V a. m.,
pected.
preaching, Prov. 22-C: “Our duties "to the
young.” At 3 p. in., sermon to the children,
Matt. 028, “Consider the Lilies;” at 9A p. m.,
a Sabbath
School concert.
At the" North
street church, Rev. Air. White preaches at 3p.
in. upon “Christian
forgiveness.” A praise
meeting takes the place of the regular evening
lecture.
At the Elm street church Rev. Mr.
Chase’s morning service will be devoted to the
children. At 3 p. m. he will take for his subject, “Visions.” At St. Alary’s church Father
O’Briou’s evening lecture will be the third of
his series upon the doctrines of the Catholic
church.
At the Central church the pulpit
will be supplied by the Rev. AV. N. T. Deane
of Alassacliusetts.
Conductor AVoodbury of the K. & L. R. It.
lias recently purchased a full blooded spaniel
which he has placed in the
training of Prof.
AVliite of AValdoboro.
So far the dog has
learned 25 tricks.
Hotel arrivals—At Shannon’s 22, at Sagadahoc 31.
Pinafore was repeated at Columbian Hall
last night by the home
company with Air. AVilson of the Boston Aluseum as Sir
Joseph. It
drew a fair house and was quite as pleasing a
presentation of the opera as at its first jierformance.
A well known and popular divine of this
city devotes much of liis time to gardening.
In his garden are potatoes in blossom, and coni,
onions and other early vegetables are well
along. He believes in muscle and mud
mingled with saving grace.
The Boston Pinafore Co. are coming to Bath
again, playing “Chimes of Normandy.
They
are expected about July 1.

At Second Parish
Unitarian, preaching
the pastor at
10.30,a. m. No vesper service announced.
At Trinity enureb, Pleasant
St., morning
service at 10.30. Afternoon service at
Bacon street chapel.
At Mr.Wa.lP.ft’ Phmv»h /ITm'i;nror,l!ct>
at

Wanted.
Book-keeper by a man of experience; or anv position requiring good penand
manship
knowledge of figures. Address
M. P. G., 170 Clark St,, City.
jeUd1 w*

We

counter, attracted much admiration last evening for their size and beauty. They were but
are not since dinner today.
Fourteen schooners arrived up yesterday.
The Bath Rowing Association voted last
night to hold their regatta Juno 18. The races
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JOY to SUFFERING HUMANITY

ing.

Rangely lakes and weighing respectively 7 and
6| pounds, lying in a platter on the Sagadahoc
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Wanted.
MAN who thoroughly understands gardening
and the care of horses, carriages and cows.
None but a skilful man with undoubted references
Address
to
as
ability need apply.
Press Office.
jeJdiw
A

Thursday.
Quite a number went from this city to the
heat pot walk at Augusta on Thursday even-

oa

BATH.

will bo between
working boats.

MEDICAL.

jr\l

WATERVILLE.

by

deford, Sabbath school

Mrs. Grant, formerly of this city, daughter
of Mrs. Furhush, was brought here for burial

the thunder very heavy.
The funeral of Mr. George

Payson Lodge meeting Monday evening.

lime kilns at North End.
Liquor seizures yesterday

WANTS.

Friday, June <i.

Friday, J une G.

Principal Points South
West,

and

Male al Office. in Depot,, t'ounuerrin
Mirert, anil nt Allen’. Fnion Pua.cnger Office, 28 Exchange Ml.
PARLOR AND SLEEPING CAR ACCOMMODATIONS SECURED IN ADVANCE.
For

.llondav, Feb1879, Train* will
POKTIiANU FOR
-““BOSTON at 8.45 a. m., 1.00, 3.30
in., arriving at Boston at 1.30, 5.30, 8.00 p. in.
leave Boston at 7.30 a. in., 12.30, 3.30
I>. in., arriving at Portland at 12.10, 5.10, 8.00 p. in.
Foi* Mcarborough Hcuch, Pine Point, Old
Orchard Beach, Maro, Riddcford aud
Kcunebuuk at 8.45 a. in., 1.00, 3.30, 5.45 p.

JAS. T. FURBER, General Sup’t B. Si M. R. R„
A. P. ROCKWELL, Pres’t E. R. I{.
dtf

Berwick, Malnion Fall*,
Rover, Newmarket, Fxetcr, Haverhill, North Andover. Law.
renee, Andover aud JLowell at 8.45 a. m.
1.00, 3.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Farmington aud Alton Bay
at 8.45 a. in., 3.30 p. m.
For JIanehester and Concord (via Lawrence)
at 8.45 a. in., (via New Market
Junction) at 3.30

4 FEW oau be accommodated with good rooms and
2%. board at reasonable prices. New House and
live minutes walk from G. 1. R. Depot, Address
jeGd2w
Mrs. It. M. G. TU KESRI RY. Falmouth.

---

Slruary

17,

&eturuing,
in.

For Well*, No.
Great Fall*,

p. m.
The 8.45 A. M. train connects with the
Stoniugton Line for New York, and the 1.00 P M with
the Fall River Providence and Norwich
train from Portland connects with all
Rail lines for Now York.
Through Ticket* to all Point* Mouth uud
West nt lowe.wt rate*.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and
Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Maeliias, Eastport, Calais, St.
John aud Halifax. Also connect with Grand Trunk
trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine Central
and I ortland &
trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Iransfer Station,
Exeter, Lawrence and Boston.
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West anil
South may be had of lfl. L. William*. Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at A lieu’*
Fuion Ticket Office, 28 Exchange St.
JAS. T. FUKBEK, Gen. Supt.
S. H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland,

SUMMER RESORTS.
SIMMER

Ogdensburg

dtf

BOARDEK8.

KIRKWOOD HOUSE
SCARBORO BEACH.
Tills favorite sea-side resort will
for the reception of guests May
the season of 1870. OTIS

Line’s.
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xgnys

be open
30, for

KALER,
Prop’r.

SEASIDE

KESOKT.

^aOTTAWA

HOUSE.
Cushing’s Island, Portland, Me.

This Popular Resort will
re-open
Lots for Cottages for sale or to let.

LlliRY, Central Wharf.
GEORGE

my 22

VAULTS

July 1st, 1879.
Apply to J. 1.
Proprietor.
tjylO

CLEANED

4 ND taken out at short notice, from $4 to $G per
2\. cord or §9 per load, by a stressing
uov24dtf
A. LJ Dll Y & CO., Portland P. O.

